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Preface to ”Volume II: Low Enthalpy Geothermal

Energy”

“Low enthalpy” geothermal energy is defined as the thermal energy available in the ground

at temperatures below 90 ◦C and, generally, at depths below 400 m. At such a low temperature, this

resource cannot be conveniently exploited to produce electricity, but it can be devoted to a wide range

of thermal uses. It is most frequently used for heating and cooling of buildings, but also for a few

industrial processes, including road de-icing, and bathing.

Research on how to exploit low enthalpy geothermal energy is published at an increasing rate.

The main subjects covered by these works are technological development of single components

(heat pumps, heat exchangers, wells etc.) and their integration, mathematical and numerical

methods for heat transport modeling and the design of geothermal systems, assessment of shallow

geothermal potential, technological transfer initiatives, study of economic aspects, and assessment of

environmental impacts (both positive and negative).

We guest-edited this Special Issue in the year 2019, gathering seven articles covering some of

these topics.

Perego et al. present a techno-economic assessment of the shallow geothermal energy potential

in a Swiss canton (Cantone Ticino). This article also provides key insights on the management of the

spatial density of shallow geothermal systems.

Sáez Blázquez et al. present a comparative analysis of different methodologies to estimate

ground thermal conductivity: needle probe measurements, geophysical surveys, and thermal

response tests, with this last method considered the benchmark for comparison.

Łukawska et al. present the methodology for laboratory thermal conductivity measurements of

recompacted samples of cohesive and non-cohesive soils.

Kurevija et al. present the results of tests conducted on special borehole heat exchanger pipes

with ribbed inner walls, which increase the turbulence of the heat carrier fluid and, thus, reduce

borehole thermal resistance.

Jaziri et al. present the monitoring of a shallow geothermal system composed of 31 borehole heat

exchangers operating with high velocity groundwater flow due to the dewatering of a nearby quarry.

Licharz et al. present the monitoring of two groundwater heat pump systems installed for the

heating and cooling of pig houses.

Çuhac et al. present work on the possibility of harvesting heat from asphalt with specifically

designed heat exchangers.

We would like to thank all the authors for their interesting, high-quality articles and the

reviewers for their anonymous and invaluable work.

Rajandrea Sethi, Alessandro Casasso

Special Issue Editors
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Abstract: Cantone Ticino, a mountainous region located in the southern part of Switzerland, is greatly
affected by the continuous growth of subsurface exploitation through the use of both closed-loop
and open-loop geothermal systems. In this study, techno-economic maps for shallow geothermal
potential of Cantone Ticino are produced, considering closed-loop systems. The work starts with
the identification of the main parameters affecting the techno-economic potential such as GST
and thermal conductivity. Maps for different indicators of techno-economic feasibility are created
and compared against real data/measurements. An empirical method is tailored to derive a map
of the techno-economic geothermal potential, expressed as meters required to provide 1 kW of
installed power. The produced map shows an overall discrepancy from real installed length data
of approximately ±23%. Moreover, compared with current regulation, the produced maps show
an unoptimized management of the shallow geothermal resource, since high potential zones are
commonly located where the installation of BHE is not permitted and often closed-loop systems
are installed where the estimated potential is lower, mainly in alluvial fans. In light of these
considerations, the authorization process in Cantone Ticino for BHE should be revised taking into
account the real techno-economic potential.

Keywords: Ground Source Heat Pumps (GSHP); mapping; potential; Switzerland; payback period;
shallow geothermal

1. Introduction

Low enthalpy geothermal energy is a renewable energy that is becoming widely exploited within
Europe, especially through the use of closed-loop systems. These systems exchange heat with the
subsurface by means of a thermo-vector fluid, which circulates in a plastic pipe installed in the
subsurface. It is a safe technology which proved to be very efficient and economically advantageous
during the years given a proper design and installation. This technology is relatively mature but it is
not cheap, since the installation costs are the main constraints that reduce its deployment throughout
the entire Europe and economic benefits are noticed after years of operation.

Switzerland is one of the most advanced countries from the low-enthalpy geothermal energy
standpoint. The state-of-the-art drilling techniques, the favorable geological and thermal conditions,
the consistent know-how owned by the sector experts make this technology one of the most popular
between all the available renewable energies, with the highest spatial density of probes in the world [1].

According to the Swiss Federal Office of Energy [2] a large-scale use of geothermal heat pumps
could allow obtaining a relevant reduction of CO2 emissions and fossil fuels consumption. Geothermal

Energies 2019, 12, 279; doi:10.3390/en12020279 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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heat pumps are usually implemented in new buildings, especially public ones that adopt the Swiss
certification MINERGIE® [3], but this technology could also be used to satisfy energy demand in
historical or cultural buildings.

Low enthalpy geothermal technology has already been well-deployed in Cantone Ticino, which is
a region located in southern Switzerland, delimited to the North by Gotthard Massif and surrounded
by Italy to its West (Cantone Vallese, Lombardy and Piedmont), South (Lombardy) and East (Lombardy
and Cantone Grigioni) (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Location of the study area, with highlighted the distribution of closed-loop borehole heat
exchanger (BHE) heat exchangers.

The last two decades (approximately from 1997 to 2017) have led to the current massive
subsurface thermal exploitation by means of both closed-loop and open-loop geothermal systems. As a
consequence, the region currently hosts a large number of geothermal installations, with an overall
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density of approximately 1.5 probes/km2. Considering only main aquifers, where the majority of
population lives, this density increases to 16 probes/km2. Considering main cities, the value rises to
44 probes/km2. This large amount of installations subsequently arise issues regarding short mutual
distances or adjoining probe fields that will influence ground temperatures and system performances
in the long term [4]. Shallow geothermal energy development in Cantone Ticino will be increasingly
important, since at least 20% of energy requirements for new buildings will have to be provided
from renewable energies as stated in [5]. Currently Cantone Ticino uses 28.9% of produced energy
for building conditioning [6]. According to 2016 data, the annual energy demand for residential
buildings is 3.398 GWh, equivalent to 35.6% of Cantonal consumption. Approximately 80% of this
energy is used for building conditioning (2760 GWh in 2016) and 20% for electrical devices and lighting.
The main energy source used for heating is heating oil (55.5%). The other sources are: natural gas
(18%), electricity (11.9%), wood (7.6%) and, combined, solar thermal, heat pumps and heat from waste
(7%). As a rough estimation, CO2 emissions produced by residential buildings in Cantone Ticino are
quantified in 562,000 tCO2/year, of which 449,600 tCO2/year are emitted from heating.

1.1. Closed-Loop Systems in Cantone Ticino Diffusion And Licensing Process

In 1997, less than 10 probes were installed and registered, according with [7], while by 2005 this
number had grown to more than 2000. During the last 12 years, from 2004 to 2016, requests for new
geothermal system permits (both closed and open, small to large systems) went from 30 per year
to more than 100 per year, with peaks of 140 per year in 2011 and 2012. Currently new requests for
thermal use of the underground are a regular occurrence: the information is therefore stored in a
specific database. The SUPSI- Institute of Earth Sciences (IST)’s geodatabase GESPOS (Surveys, Wells
and Springs Management) [8] hosts more than 4300 georeferenced and indexed closed-loop geothermal
probes distributed in more than 1100 installations. For each installation a series of administrative and
technical information is collected. Data analysis allows estimating an overall closed-loop installed
power of approximately 30 MW and an aggregate installed borehole length of approximately 550 km,
proving a strong deployment of this technology.

The majority of GSHP systems are located within Quaternary deposits (43%) filling glacial valleys,
which constitute the main background for human activities and energy exploitation. A consistent
amount of probes is also installed in gneiss (33%), granite (10%), limestone and green schist (6%).
Figure 2a shows the frequency of each system type classified for its size: the most frequent types of
installations are constituted of one and two probes (respectively 27.6% and 30% of the total). Systems
constituted by more than 10 probes represent only 7.5% of the total, but they account for 35% of the
overall number of probes.

Figure 2b presents the average total power per number of probes in the system. The weighted
mean heating capacity observed in Cantone Ticino is approximately 25 kW. A power regression
between installation power below 100 kW and probes number was found (R2 = 0.956): according to
this regression, for a mean heating capacity of 25 kW a representative system was constituted of four
probes. This scenario was considered as referential for further simulations presented in this paper.

The authorization process of closed-loop systems is based on restrictions arising from the
enforcement of the Swiss water protection act and ordinance [9] and contained in [10]: an excerpt of
this regulation is shown in Table 1. It states that new closed-loop systems cannot be installed within S1
and S2 wellhead protection zones and as a rule they are not allowed even in S3, except for specific
situations. They are always allowed in üB (“übriger Bereich”) remaining territory where there is no
occurrence of exploitable groundwater. Within the Au (exploitable groundwater) sector, generally
geothermal probes are not allowed except for “sacrifice areas” where the presence of conflicts precludes
groundwater exploitation for drinking purposes [11]. In these areas the great presence of conflicts
(sewers, industries etc.) precludes a creation of groundwater protection areas in compliance with the
regulation: any thermal use of the underground is therefore admitted.

3
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Figure 2. Basic statistics for Cantone Ticino geothermal systems: (a) amount of systems per size class;
(b) average installed power per size class.

Table 1. Reference table for the exploitation of heat from ground and subsurface in Switzerland.

Type of System üB Au Zu Area S3 S2 S1

Geothermal probes (vertical systems) + b − − − −
Underground circuits (horizontal systems) + +4 −2/4 −b/5/4/7 − −

Geothermal piles and other thermo-active elements + b −2/4 −b − −
Wells for groundwater withdrawal, for heating and cooling + b − − − −

Coaxial wells −6 −6 − − − −
(+) No restrictions; (b) admitted or not after a case by case analysis by the Authority, requires authorization;
(−) forbidden; (−b) forbidden but could be waived if it is a particular case; (2) can be authorized if a detailed
hydrogeological report identifies the future limits of the S3 protection zones; (4) the installations must be realized at
least 2 m above the maximum piezometric head level; (5) no direct-expansion heat pump; (7) if circuits are located
in the soil (horizons A or B) and not in the sub-soil, an authorization can be granted; (6) authorized only if specific
geophysics and hydrogeological studies state that there is no threat for groundwater.

A case-by-case analysis of environmental impact assessment for every GSHP system can be a
difficult, time-consuming and expensive task, so a detailed and verified map of the techno-economic
potential can be useful. Cantone Ticino adopts a “rule of thumb” to prevent potential interferences
among neighboring installations: new systems must be installed at a distance of at least 5 m from the
edges of the parcel they are installed in. In this way adjacent parcels should have two neighboring
geothermal systems which are at least at 10 m distance, ideally preventing from potential thermal
interferences. The estimation of the suitability for closed-loop GSHPs and its mapping is important
from an economic and decisional standpoint, since it could give precious advices on how to regulate
its deployment and could allow a better management of thermal resource. The aim of this paper is to
give some indications to improve the current authorization procedure of GSHP systems, by adopting
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more dynamic and physically robust methods which also account for the extractable potential. This
approach would better balance environmental, technological and legal aspects on a spatial basis. This
procedure is achievable by using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are powerful tools that
can manage numerous and large spatial data, performing computationally demanding calculations.
The aim was to obtain quality products with high spatial resolution even for large territories.

1.2. Low Enthalpy Geothermal Potential Mapping in Literature

The scheme proposed by the United States National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) [12],
summarizes a clear concept of “potential” referred to a renewable energy. The technical potential of
a renewable energy is stated as the “achievable energy generation of a particular technology given
different constraints”. At the base of the pyramid there is the physical theoretical energy extractable
or generated by the renewable source, which is always limited by the technological means and by
the expertise. In particular, for shallow geothermal systems, the extractable energy is limited by
the COP/EER of the heat pump, by probe material and grouting. Technical potential is limited by
economic potential, since a high-performance technology could be economically disadvantageous
due to high fuel consumption, high material production costs or high labor costs. The top of the
pyramid is represented by market constraints, which commonly represent policy implementation,
regulatory restrictions, competition with other technologies, investor response and the attractiveness
of the resource perceived by stakeholders. In particular, this last aspect has become more and more
important in the last years to promote renewable energy solutions.

In the past decades few research papers focused on the estimation of shallow geothermal potential,
especially through mapping procedure. Only recently this topic has gained visibility, clearly proving
that the spatial management of shallow geothermal systems (both open and closed) is becoming more
relevant at local or regional scale.

A shortlist of papers focusing on this topic could begin with the work from [13], which gives
suggestions on the parameters to consider for the assessment of the potential, such as the percentage
of heat demand that could be satisfied by geothermal systems, maximum allowable drilling depth and
potential reduction of CO2 emissions.

The work from Garcia-Gil et al. [14] uses analytical formulas to calculate the Low Temperature
Geothermal Potential (LTGP) for both open and closed systems. The mapping work from Bertermann
et al. [15] estimates the Very Shallow Geothermal Potential (vSGP) for horizontal systems. A great
amount of data coming from different scientific areas had to be homogenized and implemented into
an online GIS. The work from Gemelli et al. [16] proposes a methodology to map economic factors
affecting GSHP systems such as energy cost, payback time, €/kg, CO2.

The work from Casasso et al. [17] estimates both open-loop and closed-loop potential for the
Province of Cuneo (Italy), calculating the amount of extractable energy from the underground,
by means of a specifically tailored analytical equation. The work from Arola et al. [18] estimates
the open-loop potential of Finnish aquifers based on both physical properties of aquifers and the
efficiency of heat pumps. The paper from Viesi et al. [19] proposes a comprehensive work that is aimed
at deriving the geo-exchange potential in the Adige Valley (Italy), by using a large amount of collected
data, including hydrogeological, climate and lithostratigraphic information.

Detailed work at small-scale by Galgaro et al. [20] estimates the geo-exchange potential through
a comprehensive characterization of the subsurface and of the energy request from a reference
residential unit.

In this paper the required BHE length that could satisfy an assigned energy requirement was
considered to be the minimum index that could better describe both natural and technological
constraints. From this indicator it was also possible to estimate the capital cost of the GSHP installation,
which in turn allows producing economical and market index maps. The modeling part of this paper is
inspired by the work from Galgaro et al. [20], especially the use of EED software [21] and the empirical
relations between 3D parameters.

5
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The work procedure followed both an empirical and a regulatory/standard approach:
in particular, some formulas used to evaluate temperature values (e.g., ground temperature) and
energy demand parameters (e.g., the annual heating demand index) are taken from Swiss regulations/
standards, such as SIA 384/6 [22] and MINERGIE®, in order to have reference values that could be
consistent for Switzerland. Also most of thermal conductivity values are taken from SIA 348/6
regulation, since few in-situ thermal measurements were available. The presented work forms
part of the HORIZON2020 “Cheap-GSHPs” project, which aims at reducing the installation costs of
closed-loop shallow geothermal systems. The work performed by SUPSI (partner of the consortium)
on Cantone Ticino was useful to test at European level a mapping procedure to estimate the
techno-economic potential (for the description of the received funding see “Funding” section).

2. Natural Resource

The mapping procedure started with the identification of the main resource parameters affecting
vertical closed-loop GSHPs operation, efficiency and dimensioning. For the considered study area,
the investigated natural parameters were mean annual air temperature (MAAT) of the location, that
affects ground surface temperature (GST), and thermal conductivity of the subsurface. Thermal
conductivity was calculated separately for both outcrops and unconsolidated material, since they
require completely different methodologies.

2.1. Mean Annual Air Temperature (MAAT) and Ground Surface Temperature (GST) Mapping

The initial part of the work involved the creation of a Mean Annual Air Temperature (MAAT) map
for Cantone Ticino that could allow estimating Ground Surface Temperature (GST), a required input
for EED software. In fact GST is used by the software to calculate ground temperature at half of the
borehole length, using both thermal conductivity and heat flux information. 30 years climatic normal
of GST direct measurements were not available for Cantone Ticino nor for Switzerland. A robust and
homogeneous air temperature database was retrieved from the MeteoSwiss [23]. MeteoSwiss stations
located within Cantone Ticino (with the exception of S. Bernardino and Grono ones) with annual
average values measured at a distance of 2 m above ground and homogenized over the 1981–2010
period were considered for the development of the MAAT map. Table 2 shows the location of the used
monitoring stations and the corresponding MAAT values.

Table 2. Information regarding Cantone Ticino’s MeteoSwiss stations used for Mean Annual Air
Temperature (MAAT) map creation.

Station Name

Spatial Information
Normal Period: 1981–2010

(Datum: WGS 84)

Latitude
(Decimal Degrees)

Longitude
(Decimal Degrees)

Altitude
(m a.s.l.)

Measured MAAT (◦C)

Lugano 46.0042 8.9603 273 12.4
Stabio 45.8434 8.9323 353 11.1

Cimetta 46.2004 8.7916 1661 5.2
Locarno Monti 46.1724 8.7875 367 12.4

Magadino/Cadenazzo 46.1600 8.9336 203 11.4
Grono 46.2550 9.1637 324 12.4

Acquarossa/Comprovasco 46.4595 8.9354 575 9.9
Piotta 46.5148 8.6880 990 7.7

S.Bernardino 46.4635 9.1846 1639 3.9

The mapping procedure was performed at a small region-scale, so only the effects of altitude
were taken into account without considering latitude. A linear regression between altitude data
and temperature data was performed, finding a regression formula with a Pearson R2 factor of 0.95
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that led to an error of approximately 7.4% (0.65 ◦C) between measured and estimated temperature.
The discovered linear equation was:

M.A.A.T. (◦C) =
Altitude − 2385.7

−174.61
(1)

The formula was applied to a 25 m Digital Elevation Model (DEM), obtaining the MAAT map for
Cantone Ticino (Supplementary Material Figure S1).

As expected, valleys show higher mean annual air temperatures and this reflects on annual
ground temperatures. In literature, as a good approximation, MAAT is commonly considered as equal
to the undisturbed ground temperature [19,20]. Ground temperatures maps are therefore usually
derived by creating MAAT maps. To understand if this assumption could be valid for an Alpine region
like the studied one, MAAT map was compared with undisturbed ground temperatures obtained from
Thermal Response Tests (TRTs) executed in the region between 2010 and 2015 at different altitudes.
For this specific case the absolute average shift between MAAT and undisturbed ground temperature
was quantified in 2.3 ◦C as seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison between undisturbed ground temperatures from thermal response tests (TRTs)
and MAAT.

Site Name
Lat. (DD,
WGS84)

Long. [DD,
WGS 84]

Altitude
(m a.s.l.)

Undisturbed Ground
Temperature from

TRT (◦C)

Estimated
MAAT from

Map (◦C)

Absolute T
Discrepancy

(◦C)

Barbengo 45.9596 8.9197 283 14.4 12 2.4
Collina d’oro 45.9631 8.9083 526 11.8 10.7 1.1
Lugano-Besso 46.0094 8.9380 378 14.8 11.5 3.3

Massagno 46.0115 8.9423 367 14.8 11.6 3.2
Mendrisio 45.8642 8.9824 356 12.7 11.6 1.1

Olivone
(estimated

coordinates)
46.5181 8.8842 1433 8.3 5.5 2.8

DATA SOURCE: various TRT executed in-situ between 2010 and 2015 MAE: 2.3 ◦C RMSE: 2.5 ◦C

This proved that the produced MAAT map was not suitable to be used as a ground temperature
map. The magnitude of the measured gap between MAAT and GST depends on snow cover and
on the latent heat of fused ground moisture [24]. GST greatly affects the heat exchange between the
probe and the surrounding ground, so a careful evaluation is required. A correction factor taken
from Swiss regulation was therefore applied on the created MAAT map in order to derive a GST one.
According to SIA 384/6, which is the Swiss regulation for closed-loop systems, the investigated region
was then subdivided into two portions, depending on elevation classes. For a pixel elevation <1000 m,
the equation used for GST estimate was:

GST = MAAT + 1.55 ◦C (2)

For an elevation >1000 m, the equation was:

GST = MAAT + 1.55 ◦C +
(Altitude − 1000)

800
× 2.45 (3)

Results from the GST mapping procedure are shown in Figure 3. Five soil monitoring stations
taken from [25] were used in order to compare the proposed reconstruction of GST with real measured
data. Measured GST data consist of short time series of soil temperatures, aggregated monthly, at 0.1 m
depth. Data comparison between mapped and measured GST is reported in Table 4.
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Figure 3. Map of reconstructed ground surface temperature (GST) with highlighted IDAWEB stations
used for comparison between measured and estimated GST.

Table 4. Comparison between measured and estimated GST.

Site Name
Lat. (DD,
WGS84)

Long. (DD,
WGS84)

Altitude
(m a.s.l.)

Consistency
Measured
GST (◦C)

Mapped
GST (◦C)

Absolute
Discrepancy (◦C)

Acquarossa/
Comprovasco

46.4594 8.9356 575 Average value
for 3 years 10.6 11.9 1.3

Locarno
monti

46.1725 8.7874 366 Average values
for 9 years 13.6 13.1 0.5

Magadino/
Cadenazzo

46.1600 8.9336 203 Average value
for 12 years 12.7 14.0 1.3

Robiei 46.4430 8.5133 1896 Average value
for 6 years 5.1 7.1 2.0

Stabio 45.8433 8.9323 353 Average value
for 4 years 11.8 13.2 1.4

Data source: IDAWEB [25] MAE: 1.3 ◦C RMSE: 1.4 ◦C

The R2 coefficient for the linear regression is 0.94, the overall discrepancy between measured and
mapped GST can be defined as ±1.3 ◦C, with an RMSE of 1.4 ◦C. A second verification process was then
performed: resulting GST map was compared with a robust approach proposed by Signorelli and Kohl
(2004) for GST mapping calibrated for the entire Switzerland and valid for elevations ≤1500 m a.s.l. [24].
In the cited study the Swiss GST map was obtained by analyzing ground temperature data from 1984
to 2004 and determining GST dependence with altitude and with surface air temperature. A GST map
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was then built and verified against ground temperature values obtained by extrapolation from a large
number of boreholes. Signorelli and Kohl’s polynomial regression for elevations ≤1500 m a.s.l. was
applied to the DTM:

GST = 15.23 − 1.08 × 10−2 × (Elevation) + 5.61 × 10−6 × (Elevation)2 − 1.5 × 10−9 × (Elevation)3 (4)

Stations above 1500 m a.s.l. were not considered for this approach, since over this altitude the
polynomial regression is not reliable according to what they state in [24]. This comparison showed
that GST reconstruction of the present paper was not dissimilar from the polynomial regression of
Signorelli and Kohl. Giving this double comparison process, the produced GST map was considered
to be suitable for further elaborations. More measured data could surely improve the reliability of this
GST reconstruction.

2.2. Subsurface Thermal Characterization

The subsequent step was devoted to the thermal characterization of the subsurface, which is of
fundamental importance when estimating a techno-economic shallow geothermal potential. To derive
a thermal conductivity map the territory was split into two separate portions, depending on material
type: outcrops and unconsolidated materials within monitored aquifers. The thermal characterization
of these two subsets required different mapping approaches.

2.2.1. Outcrops

Thermal conductivity map of outcrops was built by using a 1:500,000 scale geological map
provided by [26]. Recommended values of thermal conductivity were assigned to each specific
lithology according to SIA 384/6; in presence of multiple lithologies within the same polygon,
an average value of recommended thermal conductivity was assigned. Dolomite and Vulcanites
outcropping lithologies in southern Ticino were assigned thermal conductivity values according
to [27], where λ measurements were performed in laboratory on field samples. The assigned thermal
properties are reported in Table 5. Thermal conductivity map of outcrops was compared with five TRTs
performed in predominant rock (Supplementary Material Table S1). Results show that the mapped
estimated thermal conductivity is lower in almost all locations (average error = +1 W/mK). A thermal
conductivity map at this scale cannot consider local anomalies, heterogeneities or local groundwater
flow which affect (frequently improve) thermal properties of the subsurface. This could imply that
the mapped estimated conductivities could be systematically underestimated and the required BHE
slightly overestimated.

Table 5. Thermal characterization of outcrops and unmonitored Quaternary portion for in
Cantone Ticino.

Lithology λ (W/mK) Data Source

Greenschists, amphibolites, metagabbro, meta-ultrabasite 2 Averaged from SIA 384/6
Pelitic and psammitic gneiss, fillads, conglomerates, sandstone 2.6 Averaged from SIA 384/6

Dolomite and dolomitic marble 3.17 Lab. measurements Soma, 2015
Granite, granodiorite 2.8 SIA 384/6

Acid and basic vulcanites 2.36 Lab. measurements Soma, 2015
Granite gneiss 2.7 SIA 384/6

Generic Quaternary deposits 2 Representative value SIA 384/6

2.2.2. Unconsolidated Materials

Only the main monitored aquifers were taken into account for the characterization of the
unconsolidated portion: Magadino plain, Laveggio, Vedeggio, Valle Maggia and Chiasso. The used
approach consisted in mapping the hydraulic conductivity and the shape of the groundwater table for
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each aquifer. The first reconstruction was useful to assign appropriate thermal properties to each zone,
while the second reconstruction was useful to assess the depth of the groundwater.

The thickness of the vadose zone influences both the thermal conductivity of the subsurface and
therefore the heat transfer rate as experimentally demonstrated in [28]. For monitored aquifers the
shape of the water table between 2015 and 2017 was reconstructed by using mean annual hydraulic
head data retrieved from a groundwater monitoring network composed of 110 monitoring points
(10 automatic probes and approximately 100 piezometers/water wells). Groundwater data was used to
estimate the thicknesses of both vadose zone and saturated portion considering a total of 100 m depth,
which is commonly the typical depth of Borehole Heat Exchangers (BHEs). Using a wet/dry approach
allows to more accurately describe the influence of vadose zone on λ values. This correction factor
does not greatly affect zones with shallow groundwater but it is fundamental for deeper groundwater
zones, such as alluvial fans.

The main assumption of the hydraulic conductivity map was that values obtained from pumping
tests (in form of log10 k and the back-transformed k, where k is the hydraulic conductivity) could be
considered as representative of all the subsurface column down to 100 m depth. This assumption is
congruent with a mapping procedure for a 2800 km2 region with output maps scale of approximately
1:400,000–1:500,000. Bedrock occurrences within 100 m depth were not considered, since not enough
bedrock depth information (only few logs for all aquifers) was available. 556 hydraulic conductivity
values measured from pumping tests were therefore analyzed and log10k was computed. If some
wells showed more than one value of measured k (15 of 556) at different depths, logk averaging was
performed. The computed hydraulic conductivity values were interpolated to create a continuous
reconstruction. Ordinary kriging was chosen to interpolate between wells, since no trend within data
was observed. The parameters used for both the realization of the experimental variogram and for
the interpolation are reported in Table 6. The interpolated data were back-transformed using the k
= 10logk relation. In order to assess the goodness and the reliability of the proposed reconstruction,
two verification steps were performed. Firstly a leave-one-out cross-validation was performed using
the same dataset used for the interpolation. Then a second dataset of measured logk was used to
compare the results: this second dataset is constituted of 409 surveys distributed fairly homogeneously
within the whole investigated area. Results of the comparison between the interpolated hydraulic
conductivity and the second dataset are reported in Table 6.

Table 6. Ordinary kriging parameters (left) and cross-validation/comparison with real data (right) for
hydraulic conductivity spatial reconstruction.

Variogram Double Comparison Statistics

Parameter Value Cross Validation Surveys Data

Nugget 0.247 N◦ of data 555 409
Range (m) 1514 Max Abs error (logk) 3.51 2.26

Sill (Partial) 4.08 (0.161) Min Abs error (logk) 0.00039 0.000704
Model Spherical Average error (logk) 0.00076 −0.09371

Lag size (m) 322.3 MAE (logk) 0.46 0.49
N◦ of lags 12 MSE (logk) 0.37 0.43

Neighbors to include 30 RMSE (logk) 0.61 0.66
- - NRMSE (logk) 0.11 0.15

The target error to be achieved was a global error below 1 order of magnitude and preferably
close to 0.5 orders of magnitude. In particular it was assumed that an error between measured and
predicted log10k ranging from 0 to 0.4 could represent a proper estimate of k value, while values of
log10k error between 0.4 and 0.7 could lead to a reasonable approximation of k values; values over 0.7
and 1.5 were symptoms respectively of bad and very bad estimates. The results were quite satisfactory
since the MAE and RMSE were near 0.6 log10k orders of magnitude for both tests.

A reliability map was then created where deviation between measured and estimated values of
hydraulic conductivity at different locations was reported. By using the aforementioned classification,
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53% of the points (217 pts) were classified as “Good” (abs. error < 0.4), while 22.5% (92 pts) were
classified as “Sufficient” (error between 0.4 and 0.7). The remaining 24.5% (100 pts) was classified as
“Insufficient” or “Bad”, since high errors were observed.

Observation classified as “Bad” are mainly located in the southern part, especially in Chiasso
(2 values over 1.5), Stabio (3 pts) and Mendrisio (1 pt) (Supplementary Material: Figure S2).
The interpolation reliability here is poor because of the few hydraulic conductivity data available in
this aquifer so the results in this location have to be seen considering a greater bias.

The reconstruction of hydrogeological properties was the starting point for the thermal
characterization of Quaternary deposits within monitored aquifers. Deposits were divided into
fine, medium and coarse litho-textures, according with [29,30] representative values of hydraulic
conductivity, corresponding respectively to silt, sand and gravel. Hydraulic conductivity values
between 1 and 10−3 m/s were considered as “gravel”, k between 10−3 and 10−4 m/s was considered
as “sand” deposits and all other deposits showing k values below 10−5 m/s were considered as “silt”.
Through this approach 58% of the aquifers were classified as gravelly, while the remaining portion
was classified as sands (39%) and clays (3%).

The classified unconsolidated deposits were thermally characterized by assigning to each
lithological class a referential λ value for both a completely wet and completely dry scenario (λ wet
and λ dry). This approach was adopted since there are zones located mainly in the northern part of the
study area (north of Magadino Plain) and in alluvial fans that are characterized by great groundwater
depth. The weighted λ for each pixel was spatially estimated to be:

weighted λ =
[(λ dry ∗ unsaturated thickness + λ wet ∗ saturated thickness]

100 m
(5)

A reference bottom elevation for the aquifer of 100 m below ground surface was adopted since
no specific data regarding bedrock depth was available. A thermal conductivity of 2 W/mK was
assigned to generic Quaternary deposits not belonging to monitored aquifers; it is a reasonable value
given the low groundwater depth and the coarse-grained lithologies observed within the subsurface of
Cantone Ticino (Table 5). Gravels were assigned a dry thermal conductivity of 0.4 W/mK, 1.7 W/mK
for completely saturated medium. Sands and silts were assigned respectively a dry/wet thermal
conductivity of 0.5/2.3 W/mK and 0.6/1.4 W/mK.

The results of thermal conductivity reconstruction for both outcrops and sediments are reported
in Figure 4. Only one TRT data within unconsolidated material was available for the validation
(Supplementary Material: Table S1). The TRT, located near Mendrisio (Laveggio aquifer), returned
a λ value of 2.2 W/mK, while the mapped λ reconstruction returned a value of 1.7 W/mK in the
same location. The error was therefore quantified in 27% which could be due to the convective
contribution of groundwater flow, neglected in this study. A more detailed thermal characterization of
the underground through real data would improve the map modeling and the final results.
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Figure 4. Spatial reconstruction of Cantone Ticino thermal conductivity: red shades belong to outcrops
of different lithologies, while blue shades represent monitored aquifers. The names of the monitored
aquifers are reported in the map.

3. Technological Constraints

3.1. Target GSHP System Characteristics

The estimation of BHE length is strictly connected to the identification of a reference residential
unit that could represent a target building. A residential unit composed of 5 flats of 100 m2 each (500 m2

total) that represents the average surface of a flat located in Cantone Ticino was chosen as referential.
The multi-family unit was chosen because it is the most common residential type of building observed
according to [31]; moreover the Cantonal energy master plan is designed considering a multi-family
residential building whose heating is provided by heating oil [32]. The referential GSHP system has
been identified in a four probe installation, with a heating capacity of 25 kW, as previously described
in Section 1.1.
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3.2. Hypothesized Energy Demand

An energetic index of 60 kWh/m2·year was used as referential to estimate both the annual heat
demand and the hot sanitary water (HSW) demand. A MINERGIE® energy standard for refurbished
buildings and not for new ones (38 kWh/m2·year) was chosen in order to stay conservative and to
avoid the underestimate of the obtained output BHE length.

MINERGIE® is a quality label used both for new and refurbished buildings that promotes a
rational use of energy, the use of renewables and emission savings. This quality label is required
for Cantonal or Confederation new buildings. The chosen MINERGIE® index represents the energy
demand for buildings that were built before 2000 and are planned to be refurbished.

The product of the MINERGIE® index (60 kWh/m2·year) for the considered reference area
(500 m2) resulted in 30 MWh/year including domestic hot water: the complete estimated monthly
energy profile is reported in Table 7. A summer cooling demand was not taken into account mainly
because it could reinstate the thermal field, resulting in COP improvements and reduced simulated
BHE length. This is justified since the climate classification for Cantone Ticino is Cfb (wet temperate
climate with average summer temperatures <22 ◦C) therefore the cooling demand is low compared
with the heating one, having long winter period and brief summer period.

Table 7. Referential geothermal system parameters and values used in earth energy designer
(EED) simulations.

Input Parameter Value

Heat exchanger
and perforation

Probe type Double-U tube
Configuration 2 × 2 (N◦ 233)—4 probes

Distance 8 m
Borehole diameter 130 mm

Grouting thermal conductivity 1 W/mK
Volumetric flow rate 2 l/s per probe

Probe external diameter 32 mm
Thickness 3 mm

Probes thermal conductivity 0.420 W/mK
Distance between internal tubes 80 mm

Thermo-vector
fluid

Thermal conductivity 0.48 W/mK
Specific heat 3795 J/kgK

Density 1052 kg/m3
Viscosity 0.0052 kg/ms

Freezing point −14 ◦C

Probes thermal
resistance

Constant values
- Between fluid and ground
- Internal
Takes into account internal heat fluxes

0.140 mK/W
0.450 mK/W

Heating capacity - 25 kW

Performance
Energetic demand

SPF
Annual heating demand

(comprises HSW)

4
30 MWh

22.5 MWh/year provided by ground
7.5 MWh/year provided by heat pump

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Heating demand
[MWh/month] 4.65 4.44 3.75 2.97 1.92 0 0 0 1.83 2.61 3.51 4.32

Peak monthly
heating duration
[hours/month]

6 5 5 3 3 0 0 0 3 3 5 6
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4. Results

4.1. Required BHE Length Calculation

EED software was developed by Lund University for the modeling of vertical BHEs. In very large
and complex projects, EED allows for retrieving the optimized required borehole length and layout
before starting more detailed analyses. EED is based on g-functions, which depend on the spacing
between the boreholes and on the borehole depth. In this paper EED was used to simulate 128 scenarios
using a fixed set of system parameters that could represent a referential GSHP system (Table 7) where
alternately GST, λ, heat flux and volumetric heat capacity were changed (Supplementary Material
Table S3). The range of the values for each parameter partially represents the variability of each value
within the mapped areas, but only the most frequent values observed in the most populated zones
were taken into account. GST values from 3 to 10 ◦C were not considered in the simulations because
the majority of the closed-loop systems in Ticino are located in zones where GST lies between 11
and 14 ◦C, therefore adding simulations for these locations would have been redundant. The choice
of the intervals was also made in order to speed up computational times, avoiding the realization
of thousands of simulations that would have not significantly contributed to the identification of
the regression polynomial function. This described procedure allowed creating a good number of
scenarios resulting in BHE length values that could be put into relation with GST and λ values (which
were previously mapped in Cap. 2). 3D correlation between thermal conductivity, GST and required
BHE length was better described by a 2nd grade polynomial function which produces a R2 of 0.95 and
a RMSE of 16 m (Supplementary Material: Figure S3 and Table S2):

Required BHE length = 1236 − 269.1∗λ − 34.83∗GST + 34∗λ2 + 2.47∗λ ∗ GST (6)

This polynomial regression was applied to GST and λ maps in order to obtain a continuous
estimate of BHE length for the previously defined reference building. The resulting map of required
BHE length (Figure 5) shows that the potential is lower where the altitude is higher because it is
strongly affected by the annual temperature of the underground. A higher potential is mainly located
within the major valleys of Cantone Ticino, due to higher annual temperatures and due to the presence
of groundwater at low depth. These areas are also affected by restrictions due to the presence of
groundwater protection zones, which do not allow a complete deployment of new GSHP systems.
The white spots represent the large number of lakes located within Cantone Ticino: there the potential
was not mapped.

To understand the reliability of this map the estimated BHE length of the map was compared with
the real installed length observed in Ticino for 51 verified systems where heating demand is prevalent.
These GSHPs are almost completely located in a portion of territory below 1000 m of altitude, but also
four systems installed above 1000 m were observed. To perform this comparison, standardization for
the installation power and for the number of probes was executed using the following proportion:

Real length =
estimated required BHE length ∗ real system power

25 kW
(7)

The BHE length estimated by the map has been corrected for the installed power. This proportion
is possible because a linear correlation between cumulative installed BHE length and system power
was observed within Cantone Ticino: the resulting map represents the amount of meters needed to
obtain 1 kW of installed heating power (m/kW map). The comparison between measured/stated
values of m/kW and estimated ones, reported in Figure 6a and Table 8, show that installations with an
estimated error ≤10% (27.4% of the total, 14 systems) are located homogeneously within the study
area, from North to South and from West to East. 20 systems show an error between 10 and 25% (39.2%
of the total), 14 systems (27.4% of the total) show a % error between 25 and 50, while the remaining
three systems show values above 50% of error (6% of the total).
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Figure 5. Map of required BHE length to satisfy the imposed energy demand of the referential
refurbished MINERGIE® building considered in the simulations.

Table 8. Comparison statistics between measured and computed borehole heat exchanger (BHE)
lengths.

Statistic Value

Max abs error 52 m/kW
Min abs error 1 m/kW
Average error 3.7 m/kW

Mean abs error 6 m/kW
Abs average error (%) ±23%

Basically the same results were also obtained for systems above 1000 m of altitude: the method
can be therefore reliable for different ranges of elevation. Results globally show that the created map
has a semi-quantitative value at regional scale, with an overall average error of 23% equivalent to
±6 m/kW. Considering that the test area is approximately 3000 km2 wide, results are satisfactory.
The less performant aquifer results to be Laveggio, which requires on average 18.4 m to provide 1 kW
of installed capacity, while the most performant aquifer is Chiasso, requiring on average 17.4 m/kW.
These values must be considered by taking into account the incertitude of the estimated m/kW map,
which is ±23%. Starting from this premise the estimated aquifers potential results to be quite similar:
a general uniformity of geo-exchange potential can be hypothesized.
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Figure 6. Map of (a) estimated meters required to obtain 1 kW of installed power and (b) specific
capital cost expressed as CHF/kW.

4.2. Economical Maps

4.2.1. Total Installation Costs and CHF/Kw

Another interesting topic was related to the estimation of an overall cost of the hypothesized
GSHP referential system depending on its length. Different drillability values to each macro-lithology
observed within Cantone Ticino and reported in Table 9 were assigned. These costs data came from an
estimate made by SUPSI in collaboration with a drilling company. Drilling costs are approximately
quantified between a minimum of 60% of the total installation costs for consolidated sedimentary
rocks and a maximum of 84% for hard rocks. Drilling into hard volcanic rocks would cost more than
drilling into sediments or sedimentary rocks. Probe cost and grouting costs refer to the installation
of a double-U probe, which is the most common probe type used in Cantone Ticino. Labor costs are
approximately quantified in 4% of the total cost while the disposal of the drilling mud in a controlled
landfill (mandatory for Switzerland) represents 7% of the total cost. All these information plus
estimates of labor costs and mud disposal were implemented in GIS environment and an installation
costs map was produced (Figure 6b). Cost estimates have to taking into account an average error of
±23% in m/kW evaluation. The final cost estimate including labor costs and mud disposal ranges
from 70,000 CHF to 133,000 CHF for the identified referential residential system. At the moment of
writing, 1 CHF or Swiss Franc is equal to 0.87€. This means that each apartment/family should spend
between 14,000 ± 3200 CHF and 27,000 ± 6200 CHF (approx. between 12,000 ± 2760 and 23,500 ±
5400€) for the installation of the geothermal system, depending on location and on-site potential. The
total costs were then divided by the installed heat capacity (25 kW) to calculate a specific capital cost
(CHF/kW). An advantageous cost per installed kW of a GSHP system is estimated to be between 3000
and 3500 CHF/kW (2600–3000 €/kW). A potential user/stakeholder could also invest more money,
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approximately between 3500 and 4000 CHF/kW (3000–3500 €/kW), but the investment would become
less and less profitable with longer payback periods and loss of attractiveness.

Table 9. Economic parameters for the costs estimate: the drilling technique used for consolidated
sedimentary rocks and unconsolidated material was direct flush mud rotary while the drilling technique
used within hard rock is down the hole-hammer.

Parameters Hard Rock
Consolidated

Sedimentary Rock
Unconsolidated

Material

Drillability (CHF/m) 91.2 105.2 101.5

Heat Pump: cost per kW (CHF/kW) * 1000
Probe cost (CHF/m) ** 15.7
Grouting (CHF/m) *** 6.6

* Estimated within Cheap-GSHPs based on a GALLETTI ENE009 heat pump model; ** REHAU—RAUGEO Probe
PE-Xa green; *** REHAU—Raugeo fill red. Heat pump, probe and grout cost the same independently from
ground type.

4.2.2. MATLAB/Octave Tool for Payback Period Estimate

A crucial topic was to assess the potential economic attractiveness of closed-loop shallow
geothermal energy systems against the current heating systems in Cantone Ticino, which are mainly
fossil ones (heating oil and natural gas, almost completely methane). The challenge was to spatialize
this information, putting it on map. Global cost of the geothermal system were evaluated by mainly
considering drilling depth and heat pump cost, plus the evaluation of maintenance and ancillary costs.
The geothermal costs were compared with costs for fossil heating systems through the estimation of
cumulative cash flows (savings and expenses) through an experimental MATLAB/Octave [33,34] tool
that could estimate a series of economic/environmental indicators. The economic indicators are the
payback period (the time after which the investment starts being profitable), the Net Present Value
(NPV) of the investment, which is an economic index used to preliminarily evaluate the profitability of
an investment before actually doing it, determining the current value of all future cash flows generated
by a project after accounting for the initial capital investment. The tool also calculates the amount of
saved CO2 emissions against referential oil and natural gas systems. This tool was initially developed
for the purpose of mapping procedure, but it is a stand-alone application that can be used by any type
of user which would like to have a preliminary economic feasibility of its geothermal project against
one relying on fossil fuels. The complete description of the tool is reported in [Supplementary Material,
Economic tool]. The user provides the tool with a series of information concerning a closed-loop
geothermal system and concerning the fossil fuel system (heating oil or natural gas) that he wants to
use as comparison. The tool calculates the costs for each system and the savings between a geothermal
system and the chosen fossil fuel one. The tool also returns a payback period: by performing a series
of simulations a linear relationship between BHE length and payback period for both heating oil and
natural gas was found, considering a period of 25 years for the calculation of the cash flow.

The empirical relations are:

Payback period heating oil (years) without economic subsidies = (0.0274 * required BHE length) − 4.2941 (8)

Payback period natural gas (years) = (0.0273 * required BHE length) − 3.1912 (9)

Having a BHE length map and this relations allowed building experimental payback period maps,
which are reported in Figure 7a for heating oil and in Figure 7b for natural gas.
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Figure 7. Maps of estimated payback period resulting from a geothermal vs heating oil analysis without
considering economic subsidies (a) and geothermal vs natural gas (b).

The maps show that the payback period time for the considered referential geothermal system
mainly ranges from 7 to 15 years, depending on thermal characteristics of the underground and its
temperature. Payback periods ≥ 14years are only observed at elevations >2000 m, where the very low
population density renders this assessment largely irrelevant, or in alluvial fans.

As previously said, aquifers host a greater potential for the installation of GSHP systems, mainly
due to their presence at lower elevations and due to their larger thermal conductivities, caused by low
groundwater depth (except for alluvial fans). On average the most promising place to install closed
systems would be Chiasso aquifer, which requires on average approximately 7 years and 6 months
to payback the investment when replacing an old heating oil system, while the less attractive aquifer
is Laveggio requiring approximately 8 years and 6 months to payback the investment. The presence
of Cantonal subsidies for replacing the oil system with a new geothermal one would cut down the
payback periods of approximately one year.

The payback period estimate for a natural gas system (Figure 7b) states that it will take more time
to return from the initial investment, (usually one year more, at least), since a natural gas system has
much lower installation costs and similar operating costs than a heating oil one. The mapped values
of payback periods must be seen considering an average error of ±23% within the calculated m/kW
maps, but the produced maps still can highlight regions with longer or shorter payback periods.

The last created map was related to the profitability of the investment calculated from NPV. This
relation was estimated by running several simulations using the economic tool for both oil and natural
gas systems, considering an economic analysis of 25 years and a discount rate of 3% (the return that
could be earned per unit of time on an investment with similar risk). Results showed that NPV turned
negative for both comparisons when the required BHE length depth was >500 m. Figure 8 reports
this information by classifying the study area into “profitable” and “unprofitable” depending on
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required BHE respectively lower or higher than 500 m. When NPV is >0 the investment is profitable
(it adds monetary value to the capital), otherwise it is unprofitable (does not add monetary value,
the user should invest in some other projects). As expected, the map states that the investment in
a new geothermal system compared to oil/methane system would be profitable in all valleys and
aquifers and even at elevations of approximately 600 m a.s.l.

Figure 8. Map of profitability of the investment calculated for an economic analysis of 25 years.
The areas where the investment would be profitable considering a discount rate of 3% (the return that
could be earned per unit of time on an investment with similar risk) are reported in green. Red portion
are zones where the investment in a closed-loop system would not be profitable, considering the NPV.

4.3. CO2 Savings

Swiss electrical energy is a type of low emission electric energy, because it is basically produced
without fossil energetic vectors [35]. At the other hand the consumed electricity by the users has
higher CO2 emissions, since the amount of CO2 emissions from the imported energy also have to be
considered. Values of t/CO2 emissions per year contained in [35] were considered as referential and
used in the estimation of total carbon dioxide emissions.
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The economic tool contains a part devoted to the calculation of the CO2 emissions given different
type of energy vector. It estimates the potential savings in CO2 emission by the adoption of a closed-
loop geothermal system instead of heating oil or natural gas one. This is explained more in detail
in [Supplementary Material, Economic tool]. Comparing the geothermal solution against fossil fuel
systems and considering a COP of 4 (used in all EED simulations), the amount of saved CO2 emissions
would be 6.8 tCO2/year for heating oil and 4 tCO2/year for natural gas. Considering a COP from 3
(worst case scenario) to 5 (best scenario) the emission savings would range from 6.3 to 7.1 tCO2/year
for heating oil and from 3.5 to 4.3 tCO2/year for natural gas. The calculation of the savings of CO2

emissions is conceptually useful only if the geothermal system is chosen as an alternative/replacement
to current heating systems. New systems do not provide any emission reduction and the geothermal
systems that replace fossil fuel ones must also operate with electricity coming from low to zero CO2

emissions, as happens for Switzerland.

4.4. Comparison of Produced Techno-Economic Maps with Available Regulation Maps

A comparison between m/kW map and the map related to closed-loop systems regulation is
reported in Figure 9. The figure shows four different locations that were chosen within Cantone Ticino:
all images compare Au areas where new closed-loop systems are allowed to be installed (bordered in
blue) with the estimated potential in form of m/kW map. In the second and fourth frame (upper right
and lower right of Figure 9), two zones of the middle and southern part of Cantone Ticino are reported.
The upper part of Vedeggio aquifer hosts a very low geothermal potential, mainly due to higher
groundwater depth given the presence of many alluvial fans. The geothermal potential is observed to
be very low, with consequent higher installation costs and operating costs due to deeper drilling and
lower geo-exchange. The peculiarity of Au conflict zones is also that they are mainly located within
alluvial fans or zones with high groundwater depth, with a consequently lower geothermal potential.
The crucial aspect is that the areas where the installation of vertical geothermal probes is allowed often
show a lower techno-economic potential. This means that the majority of BHEs are located in areas of
low potential. At the other hand, results show that zones with higher techno-economic potential are
interested by the occurrence of groundwater protection zones, where the installation of closed-loop
systems is not allowed. Considering these results, it is clearly observable how the actual allocation of
thermal resources reflects on the performances and costs of the systems. Given all the uncertainties
that are intrinsic to a regional mapping as the proposed one, the allocation seems to be unoptimized,
clearly raising regulation improvements.

Thermal interference and thermal resource management will be some of the most important
topics to face in the next years: this could be assessed with more empirically verified maps.
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Figure 9. Comparison in some test areas between shallow geothermal potential expressed as m/kW
and areas where the installation of new BHE is allowed.

5. Discussion

Results showed that the referential building/GSHP system would require a BHE length between
400 and 700 m or, if expressed as an index, between 16 and 28 m for every kW of installed heating
capacity (m/kW). Lower values of this index (and therefore a higher potential) are found within
major valleys: this happens because the mean ground temperature is higher during the year and
due to the shallower depth of the groundwater table, resulting in higher values of sediments thermal
conductivity. m/kW map was compared against 51 real geothermal systems and the average error
was quantified in 23% or ±6 m/kW. Further studies could focus on more detailed hydrogeological
and thermal characterization of the subsurface using stored well logs and the detailed assessment of
bedrock depth for each aquifer.

A spatial economic estimate of system costs was performed using documented prices and
installation costs: it shows that this type of referential system could cost approximately between
80,000 CHF and 110,000 CHF (70,000 and 96,000€), with an estimated specific capital cost index
between 3000 and 4500 CHF (2600 and 3900€) per installed kW (CHF/kW).
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The estimated payback period for heating oil and natural gas systems ranges from approximately
7 to 15 years, depending on ground characteristics and air temperature. Regardless the intrinsic
incertitude of the mapping process, natural gas systems require more time to be paid back compared
to a heating oil system, because their capital cost is much lower than a heating oil system.

Sectors where new GSHP systems are allowed are often the locations where a lower geothermal
potential is observed. This results in a non-optimized management of the geothermal resource that can
lead to costs increase, efficiency decrease and potential loss of attractiveness of this renewable energy.

Moreover, in the next years, a strong interference issue between adjacent systems will probably
occur, since closed-loop systems are only allowed in small portions of territory and a stable amount
of new requests is observed. In light of these discoveries, a review of the current Cantone Ticino
regulations regarding shallow geothermal energy and a more optimized allocation of the thermal
resource should be strongly advised. Below some potential solutions (which do not consider the
techno-economic-political feasibility):

• Widening of allowable areas: would promote the installation in new areas, but this would result in
an increase of new requests, posing a serious threat to groundwater quality (from a chemical and
thermal standpoint);

• Creation of large shallow geothermal systems that could do thermal storage plus district-heating: by
creating new shallow geothermal installations in areas with high geo-exchange potential and by
delivering the produced heat to areas having lower potential could optimize the management of
the resource, since less geothermal systems in low potential areas would be needed. This solution
could imply the use of Borehole Thermal Energy Storage systems, constituted of a large number
of geothermal probes with short mutual spacing, which is beneficial in order to avoid leakage of
heat/“cold” outside the borehole array [36].

Given the complexity of the input parameters and of the procedure, these mapping results are
a good starting point for further analysis and characterization of the subsurface, in order to obtain
more accurate maps. This could be done in the future through a systematic collection and publication
by regulatory agencies of subsurface materials properties, through the development of an accessible
database. In this way, map products would enhance regulatory efforts over time, as well as assist
entities involved in the design and economic analyses of GSHP systems.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/12/2/279/s1,
Figure S1: MAAT map of Cantone Ticino with chosen air temperature MeteoSwiss stations, Table S1: Measured
thermal conductivity from TRT executed within Cantone Ticino, Figure S2: Reliability of litho-textural
characterization of the subsurface, Table S2: 3D regression coefficients and fit for the identification of the BHE
length regression, Figure S3: 3D regression between thermal conductivity (x1), Ground Surface Temperature
(x2) and estimated BHE length (y), Table S3: Summary of all the 128 EED simulations performed to identify the
polynomial regression between λ, GST, BHE length.
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Abbreviations and Symbols

SUPSI Scuola Universitaria Professionale della Svizzera Italiana
GSHP Ground Source Heat Pumps
COP/EER Coefficient of Performance/Energy Efficiency Ratio
MAAT/GST Mean Annual Air Temperature/Ground Surface Temperature
MAE Mean Absolute Error
RMSE Root-Mean-Square Error
k Hydraulic conductivity
λ Thermal conductivity
TRT Thermal Response Test
BHE Borehole Heat Exchanger
EED Earth Energy Designer
DHW Domestic Hot Water
SPF Seasonal Performance Factor
CHF Swiss franc
NPV Net Present Value
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Abstract: In ground source heat pump systems, the thermal properties of the ground, where the well
field is planned to be located, are essential for proper geothermal design. In this regard, estimation of
ground thermal conductivity has been carried out by the implementation of different techniques and
laboratory tests. In this study, several methods to obtain the thermal properties of the ground are
applied in order to compare them with the reference thermal response test (TRT). These methods
(included in previous research works) are carried out in the same geological environment and on the
same borehole, in order to make an accurate comparison. All of them provide a certain value for the
thermal conductivity of the borehole. These results are compared to the one obtained from the TRT
carried out in the same borehole. The conclusions of this research allow the validation of alternative
solutions based on the use of a thermal conductive equipment and the application of geophysics
techniques. Seismic prospecting has been proven as a highly recommendable indicator of the thermal
conductivity of a borehole column, obtaining rate errors of below 1.5%.

Keywords: ground source heat pump; thermal conductivity; thermal response test; thermal
conductive equipment; geophysics

1. Introduction

The global growing energy needs have sparked renewed interest in ground source heat pump
systems. These systems are traditionally used for space heating and cooling by the extraction of the
ground’s energy through a borehole heat exchanger (BHE) [1]. High initial investments are commonly
associated with these installations so that an optimal ground loop dimensioning is advisable to avoid
unnecessary costs. In this regard, the design process requires knowing rather accurately the thermal
conductivity of geological formation where the ground source heat pump (GSHP) system will be
located [2,3]. Ground thermal conductivity is usually determined by the implementation of a Thermal
Response Test (TRT), the main purpose of which is the measuring of the equivalent thermal conductivity
of the ground volume tested and the thermal resistance of the BHE [4–7]. The conventional TRT is based
on circulating heated water in a closed loop, which simulates heat transfer occurring in a ground heat
exchanger. Inlet and outlet water temperatures and flow rate are measured during the test. These data
are then analyzed by the implementation of analytical or numerical models that allow determining the
ground thermal conductivity and the borehole thermal resistance [8,9]. The most used interpretation
technique relies on the first-order approximation of the infinite line-source model. Assuming a constant
heating power, a linear regression model is fitted to the late temperature measurements to calculate the
mean time derivative of the temperature and deduct the desired parameters. This first approach to
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linearize the infinite line source model requires rejecting the early measurements for the subsequent
test interpretation. TRT duration is usually established between 36-72 h, but this duration has been
thoroughly discussed in the past [10] and at the moment is an area of active research [11–15]. Despite
the errors these test could involve [4], the high accuracy of ground thermal conductivity results
represent essential information in the corresponding geothermal loop sizing. The main inconvenience
associated with the realization of a TRT is its relatively high cost (around 3000 Euros), remaining an
issue that prevents its widespread use. This problem is especially significant in small installations,
where the test increases the initial investment without clear compensation.

Focusing on alternative solutions, some variations of a TRT are available in the existing literature.
For example, Henke et al. [16] proposed an experimental apparatus that, as a TRT, measures the
temperature response of a borehole. Freifeld et al. [17] developed a borehole methodology to estimate
the formation thermal conductivity in situ with spatial resolution of one meter. However, the alternative
techniques found in other authors’ researches have similar economic issues [18] and their validity is
still unclear.

In this research, a series of methodologies (already published and available in the current literature),
aimed at the estimation of the ground thermal conductivity, are applied on a real area. These techniques
are then evaluated by their comparison with the results of a thermal response test carried out on a
borehole placed in the same location. In a nutshell, the thermal conductivity of a certain geological
environment is determined by the implementation of affordable methods whose validity is thoroughly
assessed. Thus, the main problematic addressed in this work is characterization of ground thermal
from different methods to generally improve the design of a low enthalpy geothermal system.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Global Description of the Area under Study

The comparison of the methodologies considered in this research is derived from the thermal
characterization of a 43 m length and 220 mm diameter borehole placed in the province of Ávila (Spain).
The exact location of this well is detailed in Table 1.

Table 1. Location of the borehole where this research is focused.

Borehole Position

Latitude 40◦39′2,45 N

Longitude 4◦40′44,84 O

The area contemplated in the present research is located in the center of Ávila (Spain). This region is
geologically constituted by two main blocks. One of them is defined by igneous and metamorphic rocks
from the Upper Carboniferous-Low Permian and Pre-Cambrian-Low Cambrian periods, respectively.
The second block is characterized by the presence of sedimentary materials from the Mesozoic, Tertiary
and Quaternary (oriental area of the Amble’s valley) periods [19,20]. In the case of the volume of
ground considered here, it belongs to granite formations and more specifically, adamellite rocks.
This information can be deduced from the geological map of the region presented in Figure 1.

For a more precise geological characterization, geophysical tests were applied on the experimental
borehole. A well logging system was used to obtain the specific earth information. It consists of the
measuring of continuous and simultaneous record of different physical parameters throughout the
borehole column. The equipment used for the mentioned purpose utilizes a series of interchangeable
multi-parameter sensors that allowed to register the following parameters: spontaneous potential,
resistivity, and natural gamma radiation. Figure 2 includes the register of the well logging test applied
on the study borehole and the stratigraphic column derived from its interpretation.
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Figure 1. Principal geological formations integrating the region of Ávila [21].

Figure 2. Well logging data and stratigraphic column of the borehole under study.
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Once the geological levels that constitute the ground in the area of the borehole were accurately
defined, different tests were conducted in the area with the objective of determining the thermal
conductivity of the materials previously detected. The implemented methodologies are described in
the following subsections.

2.2. Thermal Conductivity Characterization

The principal purpose of this section is the estimation of the thermal conductivity of the borehole
column described above. To that end, different methods and procedures implemented in previous
author’s researches are considered here to finally compare them with the results of a TRT. The following
subsections contain the description of each of the mentioned thermal conductivity estimator techniques.

2.2.1. KD2 Pro Measurements

In a previous research work, the thermal conductivity map of the province of Ávila (study area of
this research) was created from experimental measurements on the principal geological formations of
the region. Representative rocky samples were collected and taken to the laboratory, where the thermal
conductivity parameter was measured.

After systematic sample processing—drilling and carving obtaining samples with a specific size,
removal of excess material—KD2 Pro equipment was used to measure the thermal conductivity of
each geological formation. Before its use, a hole of 6 cm length and 3.9 mm in diameter was made on
each rocky sample in order to introduce the RK-1 sensor of KD2 Pro device. More information about
the specific measuring methodology is provided in the full published version of the manuscript [21].

As a result of the KD2 Pro measurement, the mentioned research provides the thermal conductivity
of the rocky and soil formations. According to the borehole column in Figure 2, the volume of ground
under study is constituted by different layers of materials. In order to obtain a representative thermal
conductivity value of the whole column well, the thermal conductivity of each layer and its thickness
must be considered. Based on the results offered in the research, thermal conductivities of the borehole
materials were deduced. All this information is included in Table 2. Thermal conductivity values
presented in Table 2 correspond to the average values registered for each geological formation in the
manuscript considered here. However, for the last layer of altered adamellites, the lowest values of the
mentioned study were selected due to the presence of loose materials and the altered state of granite
rocks in that level.

Table 2. Borehole column, geological layers, thicknesses and thermal conductivity values.

Geological Composition Thickness (m) Thermal Conductivity (W/mK) *

Layer 1 Anthropogenic fills 10 1.502
Layer 2 Sandstones and clayey conglomerate 7.5 1.882
Layer 3 Sandstones and conglomerate 20 2.041
Layer 4 Altered adamellite 5.5 2.565

* According to the consulted research [21].

Finally, the thermal conductivity representative of the whole studied borehole can be obtained
from the application of Equation (1) and the information previously attached in Table 2.

kT(W/mK) = k1·T1 + k2·T2 + k3·T3 + k4·T4 (1)

where:

kT = Global thermal conductivity of the whole borehole column.
k1 = Thermal conductivity of the geological formation of layer 1.
k2 = Thermal conductivity of the geological formation of layer 2.
k3 = Thermal conductivity of the geological formation of layer 3.
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k4 = Thermal conductivity of the geological formation of layer 4.
T1 = Thickness of layer 1 expressed as a percentage of the total well thickness.
T2 = Thickness of layer 2 expressed as a percentage of the total well thickness.
T3 = Thickness of layer 3 expressed as a percentage of the total well thickness.
T4 = Thickness of layer 4 expressed as a percentage of the total well thickness.

2.2.2. Geophysics

Geophysical prospecting has been used in previous works as a ground thermal conductivity
estimator. The principal basis of these studies is the correlation of a geophysical parameter and thermal
conductivity measurements (using KD2 Pro device) to finally predict the thermal behavior of the
ground in depth. A more detailed description of these methods and their implementation in the area
of the present research is included in the following subsections.

(1) Seismic data:

The first geophysical method makes reference to the implementation of seismic prospecting tests.
In a previous research work, the mentioned tests were implemented on three different geological
formations (schists, medium grain and coarse-grained adamellites) using MASW and seismic refraction
techniques in order to register P and S waves velocities. At the same time, thermal conductivity of each
formation was measured by the use of KD2 Pro equipment. These tests were made on the most and
least decomposed samples of each geological environment to find the lowest and highest conductivity
values. Finally, this published research correlates the propagation velocities of P and S waves and the
thermal conductivity of samples from the same material [22].

The ultimate result of this work is to predict the thermal behavior of the geological formations
included in the study. By identifying the propagation velocities of the seismic waves in a certain area,
the evolution of the thermal conductivity of the ground in that area can be evaluated. Thus, 2D thermal
conductivity sections provided in the mentioned research allow estimation of the evolution of ground
thermal conductivity in depth for each specific formation.

In order to ensure application of this methodology, seismic refraction tests were conducted on the
area where the borehole of study is located. The results of these tests are provided in Figure 3.

Figure 3. P-wave velocity distribution in the study area from seismic refraction tests.

After the distribution of the P wave velocity was identified in depth, different thermal conductivity
measurements were taken in order to identify the most and least thermal conductive samples, meaning
those with the highest and lowest compaction levels. These values correspond to the minimum thermal
conductivity of anthropogenic fills and the maximum thermal conductivity for the altered adamellite;
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they are presented in Table 3. It should be noted that altered adamellites were extracted from the
drilling process at depths where they were identified. These samples were then used in thermal
conductivity characterization.

Table 3. Highest and lowest thermal conductivity values detected for the formations constituting the
borehole under study.

Geological Formation Thermal Conductivity * (W/mK)

Minimum value Anthropogenic fills 1.105
Maximum value Altered adamellite 2.672

* Thermal conductivity measuring was made by the use of KD2 Pro equipment.

By measuring P wave velocity and thermal conductivities in the study area, the correlation
between both parameters was obtained (graphically presented in Figure 4). This is based on pairing
the lowest thermal conductivity value with the lowest p wave velocity (in the same area) and the
highest thermal conductivity with the highest p wave velocity. More information on this method is
provided in the mentioned published research.

 
Figure 4. Thermal conductivity versus P-wave velocity in the study area.

From the above correlation and by following the instructions of the mentioned research,
the distribution of the thermal conductivity parameter in the area considered here is displayed
in the 2D section of Figure 5.

Figure 5. 2D thermal conductivity section in the area where the borehole of this research is located.
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According to Figure 5, the volume of ground included under the borehole is constituted by a set
of layers with different thermal conductivity values. This information can be observed in Table 4.

Table 4. Different thermal conductive layers identified in the volume of ground located under the
borehole identified for this research.

Thickness (m) Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

Layer 1 1.2 1.140
Layer 2 1.1 1.230
Layer 3 1.3 1.321
Layer 4 1.35 1.411
Layer 5 2 1.501
Layer 6 0.8 1.591
Layer 7 0.9 1.681
Layer 8 0.9 1.771
Layer 9 1 1.952

Layer 10 0.9 2.132
Layer 11 1.4 2.215
Layer 12 0.9 2.312
Layer 13 0.7 2.402
Layer 14 0.8 2.492
Layer 15 0.9 2.582

Layer 16 * 26.85 2.672

* From layer 16, the same thermal conductivity value is assumed until the end point of the drilling (43 m).

Finally, the global thermal conductivity of the borehole column is deduced from the application of
the above data (Table 4) in Equation (1).

(2) Electrical resistivity:

In this case, electrical resistivity data were collected to finally create a 3D thermal conductivity
map of the area of interest. The fundamentals of this method are similar to the one explained before;
electrical resistivity results are correlated with thermal conductivity measurements and a relation
between both parameters is obtained for a certain geological formation. The research work, including
this methodology, was focused on granite rocks (adamellites), and the electrical resistivity was obtained
using the Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) technique. Thermal conductivity measurements
were, in turn, taken using KD2 Pro equipment following the same operational procedure (tests were
made on the most and least decomposed rocky samples) [23].

The results of this research disclose a certain relation between thermal conductivity and electrical
resistivity. This relation can be observed in Equation (2).

k = 2·10−7x2 + 0.0001x + 1.4881 (2)

where:

k = thermal conductivity (W/mK)
x = electrical resistivity (Ω·m)

To apply Equation (2), the electrical resistivity of the materials in the study area must be known.
To this end, an ERT test was conducted around the mentioned area, obtaining a 2D electrical resistivity
section (presented in Figure 6).
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Figure 6. 2D electrical resistivity tomography in the area under study.

On interpretation of the above 2D electrical resistivity section, the borehole considered in this
study is constituted by a series of layers with different thickness and characterized by variable electrical
resistivity values. All these data are included in Table 5; the thermal conductivity of each layer is
obtained by application of Equation (2).

Table 5. Layers detected in the borehole under study, according to the interpretation of ERT results.

Thickness (m) Electrical Resistivity (Ohm·m) Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

Layer 1 1 1280 1.943
Layer 2 4.12 100 1.498
Layer 3 6.88 450 1.574
Layer 4 10 55 1.494
Layer 5 7.5 360 1.550

Layer 6 * 13.5 2500 2.988

* Layer 6 is estimated based on the well logging of Figure 2.

As in the previous cases, Equation (1). must be used to finally define the global thermal conductivity
of the borehole column from partial thermal conductivity values and thickness of each layer.

2.2.3. Thermal Response Test

The last procedure implemented in this research is the realization of a Thermal Response Test
in the borehole. These tests are routinely used to estimate borehole thermal properties with regard
to the mentioned thermal conductivity. The conventional TRT consists of circulating heated fluid
(usually water) in a closed loop. During the test, fluid temperatures are measured at the ground heat
exchanger inlet and outlet, along with the flow rate. Theses measured values are then analyzed by
analytical or numerical models with the aim of calculating thermal conductivity and borehole thermal
resistance [3,24].

(1) Test implementation

First, the borehole was geothermally prepared for the test by installing a polyethylene single-U
tube heat exchanger of 32 mm with spacers located one meter apart. Taking advantage of the high
groundwater level in the area, grouting material was not used [25,26]. The working fluid was water
(during the test, low ambient temperatures were not expected) and the connection of the inlet and
outlet heat exchangers and the TRT device was made with polyethylene tubes that were externally
insulated. In order to set the initial condition of this test, a temperature register (PCE-T recorder) was
used to measure the base temperature of the ground, obtaining a constant value of 14.6 ◦C at a depth
of 40 m.

In this research, TRT was done according to UNE-EN ISO 17628:2017 regulations [27]. The TRT
device implemented here constituted of a heat injection system, a circulating pump, and electrical
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resistance as heat source. The resistance allows three different heating levels, corresponding to
the injection of 3 kW (stage 1), 6 kW (stage 2), and 9 kW (stage 3). The TRT equipment also
included a Kamstrup energy meter (to register a large number of parameters), commercially known as
MULTICAL 801.

Once the borehole was properly equipped, the sequence of events was as follows:

- Circuit filling and establishment of the appropriate working pressure.
- Activation of the circulating TRT pump and starting of the first heating stage (3 kW).
- General system operation during a certain period of time.
- Downloading and data management from the Kamstrup register.
- Calculation of the global thermal conductivity parameter.

The TRT duration is a controversial subject—while reducing TRT duration could help reduce costs,
the accuracy of results could be affected. Following the regulation mentioned before [27], the minimum
duration of the TRT can be estimated by Equation (3).

t (s) =
5·r2

α
(3)

where:

r = borehole radius (m)

α =
ke

cv

ke = estimated thermal conductivity (W/mK)
cv = volumetric thermal capacity (J/m3/K)

By applying Equation (3) and estimating thermal conductivity of 1.80 W/mK and volumetric
thermal capacity of 2.16 × 106 J/m3/K [28], the minimum duration required for the thermal response
test in the studied borehole would be:

t (s) =
5·0.112

8.3·10−7 = 72891. 56 s → 20.25 h

Despite this value, the real duration of the test was 43 h, which sought to guarantee total
stabilization of the system. Additionally, Figure 7 shows the TRT device and some sequences of the test.

(2) Thermal conductivity calculation

In a borehole heat exchanger of sufficient length in comparison with its radius, the analytical
solution of Kelvin’s Line Source can be applied to solve the heat equation and analyze TRT data.
According to the infinite line-source model (use as a laboratory method since 1905), the thermal
conductivity parameter can be obtained from the constant power rate and the slope of the temperature
variation in time [29,30]. The interpretation of TRT results relies on a first-order approximation to
linearize the mentioned infinite line-source model, neglecting the early measurements.

k =
Q

b·4·π·H (4)

where:

Q = heat flux (kW/min)
b = slope (min)
H = borehole length (m)
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Figure 7. Thermal response test in the studied borehole. Left: TRT device and Kamstrup register; right:
TRT connected to the borehole heat exchanger.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Previous Methods Results

Thermal conductivity results of each method considered in this research are shown in Table 6.
These results are obtained by the application of the stages described for each individual procedure.
The methodologies belong to validated and already published researches. Consequently, the validity
of the mentioned results is guaranteed.

Table 6. Thermal conductivity results of each method considered in this research.

Methodology Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)

KD2 Pro 1.955
Seismic prospecting 2.337
Electrical resistivity 1.997

3.2. TRT Results

In addition to the thermal conductivity results deduced from the alternative methodologies,
the TRT also provided a thermal conductivity value that will be compared with the ones in Table 6.
After the corresponding operation of the TRT during the established period of time (43 h), inlet (T1)
and outlet (T2) temperatures were registered (shown in Figure 8). It should be mentioned that the low
temperature difference between T1 and T2 (displayed in Figure 8) is derived from the fact that the
borehole length is only 43 m.
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Figure 8. Evolution of inlet and outlet temperatures registered during the TRT.

From these results, the linear approximation required for the calculation of the thermal conductivity
parameter was made for the period of time up to 1000 min (discarding the early measurements) in each
temperature register. Figure 9 presents the equation of each linear approximation, consequently using
the slope of these lines in corresponding thermal conductivity calculations. As shown in Figure 9,
the interpretation of the TRT and the subsequent calculation of the thermal conductivity parameter is
made by measuring the inlet and outlet fluid temperatures for time up to 1000 min.

 

Figure 9. Equation of the linear approximation to temperature registers from time = 1000 min.

On observing Figure 9, we note that the slope of the linear approximation is the same for T1
and T2, such that the calculation of the thermal conductivity parameter is identical for both cases.
When applying Equation (4), the following values were considered: b = 0.0015 min, H = 43 m and
Q = 1.875 kW/min (resistance first stage (3000 kW)/time of the linear approximation (1600 min)). Thus,
the global thermal conductivity of the borehole from TRT results takes a value of 2.313 W/mK.

3.3. General Comparison

Figure 10 graphically displays the results of each methodology considered in this research. It shows
strong agreement in results between the different methods.

It is thus convenient to include the accuracy error of each of the methodologies shown in Figure 10:
10% for KD2 Pro, 14.2% for seismic prospecting, 16.7% for electrical resistivity, and 5% for TRT [4,31–33].

Considering TRT thermal conductivity value as the most accurate one and taking into account
Figure 10, the following statements can be made:
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• Thermal conductivities obtained by the alternative techniques are in strong agreement with the
TRT result. The seismic prospecting method provides the most similar value, with a difference of
only 0.024 W/mK with respect to the TRT value.

• The use of electrical resistivity tomography also allows to obtain thermal conductivity values
close to the TRT result. In this case, the difference between both methods is 0.316 W/mK.

• The least accurate method is the use of the thermal conductivity map obtained by in situ KD2
Pro measurements. Despite having the least accuracy of all the procedures considered here, the
difference with respect to the TRT is 0.358 W/mK.

• By evaluating the mentioned differences in terms of percentage, the errors of each alternative
methodology in comparison with the TRT are 15.48% for the thermal conductivity map, 1.04% for
seismic prospecting, and 13.66% when applying electrical resistivity tomography.

 
Figure 10. Thermal conductivity results of the implementation of the methodology used in this study.

4. Conclusions

TRT has been traditionally considered an appropriate technique to provide accurate thermal
conductivity values of a borehole column. However, the high costs of these tests usually prompt
researchers to look for alternative solutions that help characterize ground thermal behavior.
This research integrates different existing methodologies to evaluate their validity through the
results of a TRT made on the same study area. Provided that TRT is not always viable and based on
the final results of this work, the most recommendable technique to be applied is seismic prospecting.
It has been proved that this procedure is capable of providing highly accurate thermal conductivity
values with errors below 1.5%. The high ground water level of the area may be a cause of deviation
from the electrical and KD2 Pro methods, due to their sensitivity to this factor.

The remaining methodologies evaluated in this research could also be appropriate solutions
to obtain approximate ground thermal conductivity. In the absence of a TRT or seismic profiles,
the thermal conductivity map or electrical resistivity tomography could be of great help in ground
thermal conductivity characterization. Despite the obvious advantages of TRT, the deep local nature
of this test could be mitigated by using geophysical methods, as the ones presented in this study.
The estimation of this parameter will be incredibly useful for the corresponding geothermal design,
adjusting the number of boreholes and the total drilling length required in the shallow geothermal
system. In view of the importance of identifying ground thermal conductivity in a GSHP system, the
conclusions of this work are highly significant in the geothermal field.
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Abstract: The article presents the methodology of conducting serial laboratory measurements of
thermal conductivity of recompacted samples of cohesive and non-cohesive soils. The presented
research procedure has been developed for the purpose of supplementing the Engineering–Geology
Database and its part–Physical and Mechanical Properties of Soils and Rocks (abbr. BDGI-WFM) with
a new component regarding thermal properties of soils. The data contained in BDGI-WFM are the
basis for the development of maps and plans for the assessment of geothermal potential and support
for the sustainable development of low enthalpy geothermal energy. Effective thermal conductivity of
soils was studied at various levels of water saturation and various degrees of compaction. Cohesive
soils were tested in initial moisture content and after drying to a constant mass. Non-cohesive soils
were tested in initial moisture, fully saturated with water and after drying to a constant mass. Effective
thermal conductivity of non-cohesive soils was determined on samples mechanically compacted to the
literature values of bulk density. Basic physical parameters were determined for each of the samples.
In total, 120 measurements of thermal conductivity were carried out, for the purposes of developing
the guidelines which allowed statistical analysis of the results. The results were cross-checked with
different measuring equipment and with the literature data.

Keywords: thermal properties of soil; transient line source method; ground source heat exchangers;
geological mapping and databases; low enthalpy geothermal energy

1. Introduction

Thermal conductivity coefficient values of soil are useful in many subjects connected with
energetics. Dynamic development of renewable energy sources and increasing awareness of necessity
to reduce the use of fossil fuels are main trends that drive rising interest on thermal parameters of
soil and rocks. Recognition of soil’s thermal properties and parameters is essential when it comes to
proper designing and building installations that use geothermal heat for energetics purposes, e.g.,
ground source heat pumps, [1–3]. At the same time, incorporating into the buildings thermally active
construction elements that use thermal potential of a soil–rock medium and exchange heat between
the ground and building is getting more and more popular. Few examples of those constructions are
thermoactive foundations, foundation piles or tunnel walls [4–6].

Thermal properties of soil play key role also in determining possibilities of heat transfer in case of
underground transmission infrastructure like high-voltage cables or district heating systems [7] as
well as in terms of radioactive waste storage [8].
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In this article authors present a developed version of quick and efficient methodology that
allows conducting serial measurements of thermal properties of cohesive and non-cohesive soil.
The methodology was formulated in Polish Geological Institute–National Research Institute (PGI-NRI)
Soil and the Rock Testing Centre and presented in VI Polish Nationwide Geothermal Congress [9].

The Soil and Rock Testing Centre performs a number of tests of physical and mechanical parameters
of different types of soil. Analyses are conducted in compliance with polish and international
geotechnical standards [10–20]. Results of the tests performed for the purposes of tasks that fall
into the scope of Polish Geological Survey activities, including the Engineering–Geological Database
(BDGI), become a part of BDGI-WFM (physical and mechanical properties) component, that gathers
information about soil and rocks tested in the laboratory.

Rising interest in ground heat pumps forces the need to recognize thermal parameters of soil
and rocks. Current trends together with poor amount of information available in literature determine
the need to develop a methodology that allows to make large amount of valid, repetitive tests in
the shortest possible time. The presented methodology can find its use in Engineering–Geological
and geotechnical laboratories. Thermal parameters presented in this paper were acquired with
non-steady-state (transient) method with the use of thermal needle (hot wire method). During
preparing the methodology, in order to verify the results, samples were also tested with transient plane
source (hot disk) method, which also draw upon the non-steady-state (transient) method.

In 2014–2017, “Engineering–Geological database of physical and mechanical parameters of main
soil and rocks lithotypes in Poland in terms of regional criterion (BDGI-WFM)” project was completed.
The Engineering–Geological Database (BDGI) contains over 404,000 boreholes, including:

• A total of 308,120 boreholes located in areas of the Engineering–Geological Atlases (16 Polish
urban agglomeration areas);

• A total of 19,860 boreholes all over the country (outside the Atlases area), introduced from the
geological and geotechnical reports created since 2013;

• Over 76,020 boreholes from Warsaw in the form of Geotechnical Excavation Cards.

As a part of the project an Engineering–Geological Database that gathers data of physical and
mechanical parameters of soil and rocks in Poland was established. BDGI-WFM contains information
about location and contractor of the borehole/outcrop, timestamp and number of collected samples,
their sampling category and measured parameters together with applied categorization standards.
BDGI-WFM database is an integral part of Engineering–Geological Database (BDGI) and therefore
can be updated on an ongoing basis using data from studies made for BDGI purposes. As part of the
BDGI-WFM task, the following records were entered into the database:

• A total of 65,834 physical and mechanical parameters of soils;
• A total of 100 physical and mechanical parameters of rocks [21].

In 2018–2021, BDGI-WFM will be further extended by 120,000 parameters—the results of physical
and mechanical laboratory tests—and enriched in the thermal properties of soil and rocks [22,23].
The thermal parameter data of soil and rocks gathered in databases like BDGI-WFM will be the basis
for constructing geothermal 3D models and for low-temperature geothermal potential mapping [24].

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Measurement Theoretical Background

Heat conduction (thermal conduction) is a physical phenomenon which involves the transfer of
energy between adjacent molecules and electrons in the conducting medium. Energy is transported
from places with a higher temperature to places with a lower temperature. In gases and liquids,
energy is transferred mainly through inert collisions of molecules. In solids, transport occurs with
the participation of free electrons and as a result of vibrations of the atoms of the crystal lattice of
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the medium [25,26]. Thermal conduction has been described by Fourier’s law—the heat transfer in
medium is proportional to the temperature gradient measured along the heat flow direction (1D).
The mathematical equation takes the form:

q = −λ∂T
∂x

(1)

where:
q–local heat flux density (W·m−2),
λ–material’s conductivity (W·m−1·K−1),
∂T
∂x –temperature gradient along the direction of heat flow ∇T (K·m−1).
Fourier’s law applies in all states of matter, both for heat flow in steady state conditions (when the

temperature difference(s) driving the conduction are constant) and heat flow in transient conditions
(when the temperature changes in time during transfer period). In the first case, both the temperature
and the heat flux density are functions of coordinates only (∂T, ∂x), in the second case both these values
additionally depend on time.

The principle of thermal conductivity measurement in the steady state condition is to determine
the heat flux Q migrating through the sample with known dimensions and to measure the temperature
drop in the boundary of the sample with isothermal surfaces. The measurement under steady-state
heat conduction is a relatively labor-intensive and time consuming process. The methodology uses
complex control and regulation systems of the test stand. It is necessary to ensure perfect contact of
the sample surface with the surfaces of the heater and cooler. In addition, proper thermal insulation
of the other sample surfaces should be ensured. A constant value of the heat flow and a constant
temperature of the sample-heater/cooler contact surface has to be preserved. Time period required
to achieve steady state heat exchange in the sample (and thus to make measurements) is relatively
long. The advantage of the thermal conductivity measurement under steady state conditions is the
simplicity of the calculation formulas [27]. A steady-state heat flow is described by the equation:

·
q = −λF

∂T
∂x

(2)

·
q–heat flow (W),
F–cross-sectional area through which heat flows (m2).
Measurement methods used to calculate thermal conductivity of a medium in a transient condition

are based on the determination of the relationship between the density of the constant heat flux
(emitted from a steady heat source) and the temperature changes over the time under non-steady
energy flow through the tested material. Heat transfer under non-steady state conditions is described
by the equation:

Cv
∂T
∂t

=
∂
∂x

(
λ
∂T
∂x

)
(3)

Cv–volumetric heat capacity (J·m−3·K−1),
t–time (s).
For an isotropic medium, heat transport by conduction in one-dimensional space is described by

the equation:
∂T
∂t

= α
∂2T
∂x2 (4)

where α (m2·s−1) is the ratio of the medium’s thermal conductivity to its volumetric heat capacity
(thermal diffusivity):

α =
λ
Cv

(5)
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Measurement methods based on non-steady state are characterized by much faster test performance
than steady state methods, are more versatile and easy to perform and characterized by relatively
high measurement accuracy [27]. The presented methodology involves measurement of soil effective
thermal conductivity in transient conditions by the thermal needle method.

Thermal needle method, also called the hot wire method, consists placing in tested sample a probe
with a specific electrical resistance through which direct current of known intensity flows. Electric
current flow increases temperature of the probe, which becomes a linear source of heat inside the
sample. Heat flux generated during the test is constant. Measurement is carried out indirectly by
determining heating rate of the tested sample [27]. As a result, it is possible to determine the increase
or decrease of the temperature in the medium. Mathematical solution to the problem, based on
the assumption of an infinitely long and infinitely thin heat source, was proposed by Carslaw and
Jaeger [28]:

ΔT = − Q
4πλ

Ei
(−r2

4αt

)
0 < t ≤ t1 (6)

ΔT = − Q
4πλ

[
−Ei

(−r2

4αt

)
+ Ei

( −r2

4α(t− t1)

)]
t > t1 (7)

t–time from the beginning of heating (s),
ΔT–temperature rise since the beginning of heating (K),
Q–heat rate per unit of length (W·m−1),
r–radial distance from the line source (m),
α–thermal diffusivity (m2·s−1),
λ–thermal conductivity (W·m−1·K−1),
Ei–exponential integral,
t1–heating time.
Exponential integral Ei, is defined by the series of expansion:

− Ei(−x) =
∫ ∞

x

e−x

x
∂x ≈ −γ− ln x−

∞∑
x

(−x)n

n·n!
(8)

where γ is Euler’s constant (0.5772156649) x = r2

4αt
ASTM D5334-14 and IEEE Standards 442-2017 international thermal conductivity measurement

standards suggest determination of thermal conductivity based on temperature data recorded for
heating phase [19,20]. Interpretation method is based on the assumption that for a long measurement
time t, when r is low and α is high, conditions outside ln x in the Ei series become negligibly small.
Due to such assumptions, the equation can be presented as:

ΔT ≈ Q
4πλ

ln t + C (9)

where C is a calibration constant. Therefore, when performing the interpretation proposed by ASTM
D5334-14, the obtained results should be applied as a function of time on the logarithmic curve diagram.
Finally, the thermal conductivity λ is calculated using the slope of the function:

λ =
Q(ln t2 − ln t1)

4π(ΔT2 − ΔT1)
(10)

In fact, non-steady state thermal conductivity measurement never meets the assumptions made.
Soil medium is not isotropic, the heat source is not infinitely long or thin, ambient temperature is never
perfectly stable during the test—temperature drift always occurs. However, the authors have chosen
this method because it is easier and much faster to perform than steady state methods, as well as
because of its versatility and relatively high measurement accuracy as it was mentioned before.
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2.2. Measuring Equipment

Portable, battery-operated KD2 Pro Thermal Properties Analyzer with TR-1 sensor was utilized
to measure thermal conductivity of the samples. Large, single needle TR-1 sensor (2.4 mm diameter
× 100 mm long) was chosen to perform the tests as the producer recommends it for soil and other
granular materials [29]. Measuring range for thermal conductivity of TR-1 sensor lies between 0.10
and 4.00 W·m−1·K−1. Accuracy of the sensor is ± 10% from 0.2–4 W·m−1·K−1 and ± 0.02 W·m−1·K−1

from 0.1–0.2 W·m−1·K−1.
TK04 Thermal Conductivity Meter with disc-shaped probe for plane surfaces (Standard HLQ

probe) was used to validate the results obtained with KD2 Pro Analyzer.

2.3. Auxiliary Equipment

• Stainless steel cylinder with a tapping fork that is used to determine non-cohesive soil bulk density
was utilized to form sand samples for thermal conductivity analyses;

• Metal form with a rammer, that were utilized for molding cohesive soil samples;
• Knife with a straight edge was used to even samples surface to the level of upper edge of the mold;
• Laboratory thermometer to monitor environment temperature during measurements.

Measuring and auxiliary equipment is shown in Figure 1.

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

Figure 1. Equipment for laboratory testing of thermal conductivity of soil: (a) Metal mold to form
cylindrical samples of cohesive soil with a knife and rammer; (b) Steel cylinder with tapping fork that
is used to form non-cohesive soil samples; (c) Molded cohesive soil samples during analysis; (d) A set
of exchangeable thermal needle probes with KD2 Pro Thermal Properties Analyzer.
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2.4. Samples Used in the Testing Procedure

For the purposes of collecting data for BDGI-WFM two sorts of samples are utilized: undisturbed
(1st quality class of soil sample) and disturbed (3rd quality class of soil sample) according to EN 1997-2
Eurocode 7 [10].

Undisturbed samples are collected in a way that allows preserving their natural structure as
well as full range of the soil’s physical and mechanical features (A sampling category). Undisturbed
samples truly represent in situ soil layer in terms of its properties. In case of undisturbed soil
samples, measurement of thermal conductivity can be carried out without any additional preparation
of the probe.

Disturbed samples (B category soil sampling) are most commonly used in laboratory testing
procedures. Natural water content and particle size distribution remain unchanged, but the structure
of the soil is damaged or modified during the sampling operation. Therefore, to obtain valid results of
thermal conductivity, test molding of disturbed samples is required.

Depending on the sample quality class the process of sample preparation is carried out different
way (Figure 2).

A set of three thermal conductivity measurements is performed on each sample. This kind of
testing cycle allows the identification of invalid thermal conductivity values and enables carrying out
statistical interpretation of the results.

Consecutive results should not differ more than 10%, otherwise they are not being taken
into consideration.

In order to characterize physical properties of examined soil and to identify their possible influence
on acquired results of thermal conductivity coefficient authors recommend performing undermentioned
supplementary analyses:

- determination of water content,
- determination of particle size distribution,
- determination of bulk density for cohesive soils and relative density for non-cohesive soils,
- determination of liquid and plastic limits.

The authors recommend those tests to be performed according to international geotechnical
standards, for example ISO 17892: Geotechnical investigation and testing—Laboratory testing of
soil [13–15,17].

Please note that to conduct additional tests sampling properly, larger amounts of soil will
be required.

2.5. Sample Preparation

Minimum mass required to perform the analysis according to proposed procedure should stand
1500 g and 1000 g minimum for cohesive and non-cohesive soil respectively. Cohesive soils should be
examined in two conditions: wet (in their natural moisture content) and after drying to a constant
mass. Non-cohesive soils should also be tested in three cases: initial water content, dried to a constant
mass and fully saturated with water.

Because in case of cohesive soils thermal conductivity tests are performed on the samples with
natural water content, all cohesive soil samples should always be hermetically packed (three layers of
plastic zip-lock bags recommended) directly after sampling and stored in the refrigerator to prevent
the loss of water content.

Container for sample preparation should be made of stiff and rust-resisting material (e.g., stainless
steel). Container dimensions should make at least 5 to 12 cm.

Prepared samples should be placed in the examination room at least 24 h before starting the test so
that the equilibrium between specimen and environment temperature is reached. It is recommended
to keep the environment temperature as stable as it is possible. There should be no intensive air flows
or humidity changes during the test as it is proven that this kind of fluctuations in environmental
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conditions can affect the results [29]. During the examination, wet samples should be protected from
changes in moisture content by covering with stretch wrap. Temperature and humidity level should
be registered during the test.

 

Figure 2. Scheme of effective thermal conductivity measurements in PGI-NRI. ID stands for the
density index.
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2.6. Preparation of Cohesive Soil Samples

2.6.1. Samples with Natural Water Content

To prepare cohesive soils samples cylindrical mold made of stainless steel is being used (Figure 1a).
Small lumps of soil are placed inside the form with layers and firmed to desired density with a metal
rammer. The soil is then rammed to the point in which it will reach bulk density specific for the soil of
the same water content in situ [30]. When the soil sample reaches the level of the upper ridge of the
container, it is cut with a straight edge knife. Cutting is done from the center of the sample towards
its rims. Molded sample is then removed from the form carefully, without intruding its previously
molded structure. Please note, that the test can be also conducted directly in the sample container,
which can be particularly useful in case of the soils of very soft consistency.

2.6.2. Dry Samples

Molded cohesive soil samples are placed in evaporating dish and dried to a constant mass in the
laboratory drying oven for 72 h minimum. The drying oven used in this procedure should be capable
of maintaining a temperature of 105 ◦C ± 5 ◦C [17]. When the sample reaches constant mass dry state,
a hole is drilled longwise the sample, so that inserting thermal needle is possible. The drill should
reach both sides of the sample [19]. The diameter of the drill should be as similar to the diameter of a
needle probe used in the test (2.4 mm for TR-1 probe) as it is possible. Once drilled, the hole should be
cleaned of the dust and filled with thermal grease to ensure good thermal contact between the sensor
and tested soil.

2.7. Preparation of Non-cohesive Soil Samples

2.7.1. Samples with Natural Water Content

The principles of tapping fork test method that is used for determining the bulk density of
non-cohesive soils was the base for developing the way of preparing non-cohesive soil samples for the
purposes of this methodology. The soil’s bulk density is determined by placing it in a metal cylinder of
a specified dimensions and compacting the soil by putting it into vibrations with a metal tapping fork
(Figure 1b). The compaction procedure is fully described in polish geotechnical investigation standard
PN-B-04481:1988 [18].

According to the fore mentioned standard, non-cohesive soils are prepared in a stainless steel,
flat-bottom cylinder. The cylinder is slowly filled with examined soil by using a laboratory funnel.
The funnel should at first be leaned on the cylinder’s bottom and as the cylinder was filled the funnel
should be slowly elevated to let the soil form thin layers and therefore avoid closing air between soils
particles. When the sample container is full, the specimen should be even with straight edge knife to
the level of the upper rim of the cylinder. The cylinder is then topped with a steel ring on the surface
of the soil and the soil is compacted to a desired bulk density by striking the sides of a cylinder with
metal tapping fork. Water content is measured after finishing the compaction process.

2.7.2. Dry Samples

The sample should be dried to a constant mass in the laboratory drying oven for at least 12 h.
The drying oven should be capable of maintaining a temperature of 105 ◦C ± 5 ◦C [17]. After drying,
the specimen is gently grinded in a mortar to get rid of the aggregates that might have formed in
the drying process. The authors recommend using rubber-headed pestle to grind the soil to avoid
crushing the grains. Again, the soil is placed in the cylinder with a funnel. After filling the cylinder,
the specimen’s surface is cut with a straight edge knife to the level of the upper rim of the cylinder and
compacted to desired bulk density as it is described in the Section 2.7.1.
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2.7.3. Samples Fully Saturated with Water

To prepare non-cohesive soil samples fully saturated with water, first the water is poured to the
cylinder to approximately 1/4 of its total volume. The soil is then evenly placed in the cylinder using
a funnel. During the filling, water is gradually added in order to keep the specimen fully saturated.
Whole sample volume should all the time be kept under the water level. The specimen is cut to the
level of the upper rim of the cylinder and compacted to desired bulk density. Percentage water content
is determined after the whole process.

2.8. Thermal Conductivity Test Procedure

Depending on the physical properties of tested material, different type of thermal probe should be
chosen. For the purpose of testing soft soils, TR-1 sensor is recommended [29]. In case of coarse grained
(φ > 2 mm) non-cohesive samples using the TR-1 sensor is not possible due to a risk of damaging
the sensor while embedding the probe into sample. For the purposes of compiling the described
methodology, in order to measure coarse-grained samples (PNS-1, PNS-4) stiff large diameter (3.9 mm
diameter and 60 mm long) the RK-1 needle probe was utilized instead.

Before starting each series of measurements, the sensor performance should be verified by
measuring thermal conductivity of certified reference material provided by a producer. If the result of
the verification is valid, the test procedure can be conducted on soil samples.

The needle sensor should be placed carefully in the center of the sample. A minimum of 2 cm of
material should be allowed parallel to the sensor in all directions. The sensor should be inserted all the
way into the measured soil. Once it is placed inside the specimen, the sensor position shouldn’t be
changed in order to provide best possible thermal contact between the sensor and measured medium.
To allow samples and sensor to come to temperature equilibrium, it is advised to wait 15 min time
before starting the measurement.

According to the methodology, three measurements were performed on each sample. Probe’s
location wasn’t changed during or between the readings. Fifteen minutes pause applied between
measurements was optimal for the sensor-sample temperature to equilibrate.

Verification of the Results

To verify validity of the results obtained in compliance with the above mentioned procedure the
results were cross-checked using TK04 Thermal Conductivity Meter with disc-shaped 88-mm diameter
standard HLQ probe presented in Figure 3a. The sensor’s needle is embedded in the underside of
the disc material. HLQ probe covers thermal conductivity range of 0.3 to 10 W·m−1·K−1 and can be
used for measuring various plane surfaces [31]. Thermal conductivity is measured using transient hot
wire method. Heat generated by the disk-shaped probe penetrates the sample and partially also the
probe material (Figure 3b). TK04 software provided by a producer automatically corrects this effect to
evaluate thermal conductivity of the sample.

Sand gravel sample was formed to a dense degree of compaction (ID > 0.67) according to the
afore-described procedure and thermal conductivity was measured. The same sample was then
compacted to the same density using Proctor apparatus [11]. The results of both tests again were
strongly consistent (PNS-1, Table 1). In both cases, thermal grease provided by the producer was
utilized to provide a proper contact between the probe and examined specimen.
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) Non-cohesive soil sample during TK04 Thermal Conductivity Meter measurement with
disc-shape probe; (b) heat generated during the test by a disc-shaped HLQ probe.

Table 1. Thermal conductivity and physical properties of tested non-cohesive soils.

Sample
no

Soil
Type

Particle Size Distribution [%] Water
Content

Relative
Density

Bulk Density
[g/cm3]

Thermal
Conductivity λ

[W/(m*K)]

PORT PC
Category

>2 mm >0.5 mm >0.25 mm

PNS-11 Sand
gravel 12.09 64.69 83.47

dry dense 1.89
0.473
0.474
0.475

2

natural
water

content
dense 1.97

2.814
2.817
2.834

3

fully
saturated dense 2.22

3.227
3.270
3.293

4

dry
(validation) dense 1.91

1.050
1.075
1.087

2

PNS-2 Medium
sand

0.16 5.23 57.39

dry

loose 1.55
0.246
0.246
0.246

1

medium
dense 1.70

0.279
0.280
0.286

1

dense 1.85
0.335
0.350
0.351

2

natural
water

content

loose 1.79
2.392
2.406
2.407

3

medium
dense 1.83

2.523
2.541
2.542

3

dense 1.87
2.630
2.634
2.640

3

fully
saturated

loose 1.84
2.822
2.826
2.827

4

medium
dense 2.05

2.920
3.013
3.038

4

dense 2.16
3.112
3.122
3.147

4
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Table 1. Cont.

Sample
no

Soil
Type

Particle Size Distribution [%] Water
Content

Relative
Density

Bulk Density
[g/cm3]

Thermal
Conductivity λ

[W/(m*K)]

PORT PC
Category

>2 mm >0.5 mm >0.25 mm

PNS-3 Coarse
sand

1.09 97.45 99.58

dry dense 1.82
0.324
0.324
0.325

2

natural
water

content
dense 1.87

1.871
1.886
1.888

3

fully
saturated dense 1.98

2.732
2.739
2.715

4

PNS-41 Gravel 86.11 95.08 95.81

dry dense 1.68
0.229
0.232
0.234

5

natural
water

content
dense 1.73

1.878
1.826
1.827

5

fully
saturated dense 2.12

2.831
2.866
2.878

6

PNS-5 Medium
sand

0.03 7.33 55.91

dry dense 1.71
0.364
0.363
0.363

2

natural
water

content
dense 1.85

1.421
1.441
1.459

3

fully
saturated dense 2.15

2.996
3.019
3.010

4

PNS-6 Fine
sand

0.03 0.93 28.98

dry dense 1.75
0.307
0.307
0.310

1

natural
water

content
dense 1.81

1.096
1.096
1.109

3

fully
saturated dense 1.97

2.875
2.875
2.927

4

1 tested with TR-1 large diameter needle probe.

In case of cohesive soils KD2 Pro thermal conductivity verification test was performed on
undisturbed silt sample with preserved natural structure [PS-1]. After the test the sample was pulled
down, formed according to the procedure and thermal conductivity was measured again. Both tests
showed very similar thermal conductivity coefficient values (see Table 2).

3. Results

The authors emphasize that the article contains only those results of thermal conductivity of soils
that were obtained during the development of the methodology. The article is not intended to present
the results of tests for individual soils.

Samples chosen for the present paper represent wide range of lithology types, classified on the
basis of particle size distribution according to EN-ISO 14688 geotechnical standard [12]. Criterion of
soil’s regional origin was omitted in the procedure.

A set of samples collected for the BDGI-WFM purposes were used. Physical parameters of samples
that are believed to influence thermal properties of the soil (water content, bulk density, particle size
distribution, consistency index) were determined and taken into consideration.

• Water content was measured according to EN ISO 17892-1:2014, Geotechnical investigation and
testing—Laboratory testing of soil—Part 1: Determination of water content [17].

• Bulk density was measured according to EN ISO 17892-2:2014, Geotechnical investigation and
testing—Laboratory testing of soil—Part 2: Determination of bulk density [13].
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• Particle size distribution was measured according to EN ISO 17892-4:2017 Geotechnical
investigation and testing—Laboratory testing of soil—Part 4: Determination of particle size
distribution [14].

• Determination of soil’s consistency was based on methodology according to EN ISO 17892-12:2018
Geotechnical investigation and testing—Laboratory testing of soil—Part 12: Determination of
liquid and plastic limits [15].

• Description and classification of soil was done according to ISO 14688-1:2017 Geotechnical
investigation and testing—Identification and classification of soil—Part 1 and 2 [16].

On each sample three thermal conductivity measurements were performed. Overall 120
measurements of cohesive and non-cohesive soils were taken during preparation of this methodology.

All of thermal conductivity test results together with sample’s physical parameters are given in
Table 1 (non-cohesive soils) and Table 2 (cohesive soils).

Results obtained in the laboratory were compared with numerical data from the literature
guidelines provided by Polska Organizacja Rozwoju Technologii Pomp Ciepła (Polish Organization of
Heat Pump Technology Development) “PORT PC” [32]. PORT PC Guidelines include recommended
thermal conductivity values for certain soil types for the design of ground source heat pumps (GSHP).
Those values are presented in above-mentioned guidelines in tabular form as ranges of values with a
certain value recommended for the GSHP design.

3.1. Non-cohesive Soils

Thermal conductivity tests were performed on six samples of non-cohesive soils: fine sand
(PNS-6), coarse sand (PNS-3), gravel (PNS-4), gravel sand (PNS-1) and two samples of medium sand
(PNS-5, PNS-2).

Each sample was measured in three different degrees of water saturation: fully saturated, constant
mass dry and with initial water content. Samples were compacted to a “dense” state according to a
relative dense term (density index ID ≥ 0.67) [14].

Overall thermal conductivity coefficient for 25 non-cohesive soils samples of different saturation
degree and density index were determined.

In order to identify if there is any correlation of compaction rate and thermal conductivity of the
soil one of the samples (PNS-2) was also thermally tested in three different degrees of compaction:
loose (ID ≤ 0.33), medium dense (0.33 ≤ ID ≤ 0.67) and dense (ID ≥ 0.67).

All of the thermal conductivity test results together with sample’s physical parameters are given
in Table 1.

Thermal conductivity results as a function of moisture content are shown in the Figure 4. It is
clearly visible that thermal conductivity of the soil increases with increasing water content. The increase
of thermal conductivity coefficient is more rapid in the small moisture content (0%–5%) and becomes
slower in higher moisture contents. The highest thermal conductivity values were obtained in samples
fully saturated with water (up to 3.3 W·m−1·K−1).

In the red ellipses the effect of medium sand compaction is visible. The compaction process causes
decrease in moisture content, but increase in specimen’s relative density gives higher values of thermal
conductivity coefficient despite lower moistness.
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Figure 4. Thermal conductivity as a function of moisture content for non-cohesive soils. Red ellipses
indicate the effect of compaction of single non-cohesive soil sample on thermal conductivity values.

3.2. Cohesive Soils

Thermal conductivity coefficient of 15 cohesive soils samples was measured. Each sample was
examined in natural water content and in constant mass dry state. 14 samples were formed according
to the procedure. Undisturbed silt sample (PS-1) was used to verify and evaluate the results using
TK04 conductivity meter.

To determine the relationship between water content and thermal conductivity of the soil, one of
the samples (PS-6) was tested fourfold: each time in different consistency, including constant mass dry.
Plasticity of the clay was increased by mixing the sample with distilled water and stirring carefully
until it formed homogeneous paste. The paste was then remolded to desired density and the testing
cycle of three measurements was conducted.

Thermal conductivity results for cohesive soil samples presented in this paper as a function of
moisture content are shown in Figure 5.

Similarly to non-cohesive soil, thermal conductivity of cohesive soil increases with increasing
water content. The highest thermal conductivity values of cohesive soils are observed in plastic state.
However, at some point of moistness adding more water to the sample has a reverse effect on measured
thermal coefficient values (clay sample, inside dashed red ellipse). It is caused by the fact that the bulk
density of a cohesive soil decreases at high water contents; the percentage content of water grows and
the content of the soil’s particles drops. As pores are getting filled with water, soil particles are losing
contact with each other and heat transfer inside the sample becomes less efficient.

The highest thermal conductivity values were obtained for sandy clays (up to 2.6 W·m−1·K−1).
The effect is believed to be caused by high quartz content in this type of soil. Clay samples present
significantly lower thermal conductivity values (up to 1.9 W·m−1·K−1). It is a result of the lower thermal
conductivity of clay minerals [26].
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Figure 5. Obtained thermal conductivity values as a function of moisture content for cohesive soils.
Red ellipse indicates the effect of increasing water content on thermal conductivity values of single
cohesive soil sample.

Repeated thermal conductivity results at the same water content for clay and silt samples are
consistent. For sandy clays (till) thermal conductivity values are less predictable. In constant mass dry
state thermal conductivity coefficient for sandy clays ranges from 1.1 to 1.5 W·m−1·K−1.

It is believed that those variations are caused by a different proportions between >2mm, >0.5mm
and >0.25mm soil particles fractions. Higher content of gravel, sand and silt fractions, which in Polish
conditions are rich in quartz, is responsible for higher thermal conductivity values.

4. Discussion

Results obtained for the purposes of this paper were compared with data presented in “Guidelines
for Ground Source Heat Pumps design. Part 1 Ground heat exchangers” published by Polish
Organization for the Development of Heat Pump Technology (PORT PC), that is commonly used in
Poland [32]. Thermal conductivity values presented in the guidelines come from VDI 4640 Blatt 2
2001 Thermal use of the underground–ground source heat pump systems and Earth Energy Designer
software and do not cover all kind of soil found in Poland [33,34].

Ranges of thermal conductivity values provided by PORT PC Guidelines were presented in
Figure 6 in graphical form, to give reference to results of thermal conductivity tests obtained in the
article. Both groups of the results are mostly consistent; results of our measurements mostly fit in
PORT PC recommended value ranges (Figure 6).

Some variations can be observed as well resulting from different way of soil classification than
those provided in geotechnical standards. For example, categorization criteria available in literature
put in a single category clays and sandy clays (till), while by analyzing the results of our laboratory
measurements one can tell that thermal conductivity coefficient values for those two types of soil
vary significantly. The authors think that more precise way of categorization the soil will be more
useful. Classification of soil used in geotechnical practice identify the soils basing on the particle size
grading (in case of coarse particles), plasticity of fine particles and the content of organic matter (for
organic soils) [16]. It is crucial to take those properties into consideration, as each of those features
can influence thermal properties of soils. Further classification criteria such as stratigraphy, regional
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geological conditions and genesis of the soil should be taken into account and will be the subjects of
future researches.

Figure 6. Obtained thermal conductivity results for different lithotypes in comparison with data from
PORT PC guidelines.

Future research directions will comprise further filling the BDGI-WFM database with thermal
conductivity parameters for different types of soils on a wide range of moisture contents. Collecting
large amounts of data will allow constructing nomograms of thermal conductivity coefficient as a
function of moisture content that will provide a direct tool to estimate thermal conductivity coefficient
for the specific soil type (Figure 7).

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Conceptual model of nomograms of effective thermal conductivity coefficient as a function of
moisture content for non-cohesive (a) and cohesive (b) soil.
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As mentioned before, it is important for reliability of the data to always consult local geological
conditions. Creating regional thermal properties databases that integrate data from the whole
country/region should be one of the future concerns [35].

Figure 8 presents the shallow geothermal potential of Poland and the result of processing, analysis
and interpretation of subsurface data from the thematic databases, atlases and serial maps gathered in
the archives of the Polish Geological Institute National Research Institute. According to a computational
algorithm the reclassification of lithological parameters into the geothermal parameters was performed
as well as the values of geothermal conductivity λ [W·m−1·K−1] of analyzed rocks and soils were
calculated. Based on the results of calculations spatial layer of average effective thermal conductivity
coefficient λ was prepared for the depth interval up to 100 m. The results of performed statistical
estimations allowed to create the synthetic characteristics of shallow geothermal energy potential for
the major geological regions of Poland.

Figure 8. Map of the shallow geothermal potential of Poland by Ryżyński et al. [24], modified.

Regions highlighted on the map are: Pomorian phase of North Polish Glaciation (1a), Vistulian
phase of North Polish Glaciation (1b), Wartanian phase of Middle Polish Glaciation (1c), Odranian phase
of Middle Polish Glaciation (1d), Lubelska Upland (2a), Malopolska Upland (2b), Slasko-Krakowska
Upland (2c), Carpathian Foothills (3a), Sudethian Foothills (3b), Holy-Cross Mountains (4a), Carpathian
Mountains (4b), Sudethian Mountains (4c).

Regions from 1a to 1d are covered with a relatively thick layers of quaternary soils deposit: gravels,
sands, silt and clays. The calculations and map preparation were possible due to the application of
the presented methodology, which made it possible to obtain a large amount of data on the thermal
properties of soils occurring in the above-mentioned geological regions.
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5. Conclusions

The presented methodology was based on the functioning ISO and ASTM standards regarding
geotechnical investigation and testing of physico-mechanical and thermal parameters of soil, which
allows it to be easily implemented in geological and geotechnical laboratories. Sample preparation
and measurements are relatively quick and cheap. The methodology provides repeatable and reliable
results (consistent with archival data), thus it has been used in the process of preparation of serial
shallow geothermal potential maps and parameterization of geothermal 3D models.

After performing a series of measurements, the authors consider it necessary to prepare databases
of thermal properties of soils in a regional and lithogenetic approach, which will be the subject of
future research.
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Abstract: When considering implementation of shallow geothermal energy as a renewable source
for heating and cooling of buildings, special care should be taken in the hydraulic design of the
borehole heat exchanger system. Laminar flow can occur in pipes due to the usage of glycol mixtures
at low temperature or inadequate flow rates. This can lead to lower heat extraction and rejection
rates of the exchanger because of higher thermal resistance. Furthermore, by increasing the flow rate
to achieve turbulent flow and satisfactory heat transfer rate can lead to an increase in the pressure
drop of the system and oversizing of the circulation pump which leads to impairment of the seasonal
coefficient of performance at the heat pump. The most frequently used borehole heat exchanger
system in Europe is a double-loop pipe system with a smooth inner wall. Lately, development is
focused on the implementation of a different configuration as well as with ribbed inner walls which
ensures turbulent flow in the system, even at lower flow rates. At a location in Zagreb, standard and
extended thermal response tests were conducted on three different heat exchanger configurations
in the same geological environment. With a standard TRT test, thermogeological properties of
the ground and thermal resistance of the borehole were determined for each smooth or turbulator
pipe configuration. On the other hand, extended Steady-State Thermal Response Step Test (TRST)
incorporates a series of power steps to determine borehole extraction rates at the defined steady-state
heat transfer conditions of 0/−3 ◦C. When comparing most common exchanger, 2U-loop D32 smooth
pipe, with novel 1U-loop D45 ribbed pipe, an increase in heat extraction of 6.5% can be observed.
Also, when the same comparison is made with novel 2U-loop D32 ribbed pipe, an increase of 18.7% is
achieved. Overall results show that heat exchangers with ribbed inner pipe wall have advantages
over classic double-loop smooth pipe designs, in terms of greater steady-state heat extraction rate
and more favorable hydraulic conditions.

Keywords: shallow geothermal; borehole heat exchanger; heat pump; renewable energy;
applied thermogeology

1. Introduction and Literature Overview

The interest of using shallow geothermal energy via borehole heat exchangers and heat pump
systems is on the rise in the last decades. In order to optimize the system and to determine its
performance, thermal response tests are usually performed on heat exchangers. The most common
pipe configurations installed in boreholes are double-U (2U) or single-U (1U) ones. Therefore,
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these configurations, with different diameters and inside pipe lining, were chosen to compare their
thermogeological and hydraulic parameters and the impact they have on heat rejection/extraction rates.

The thermal response test (TRT) is a standard in-situ method of evaluating thermogeological
properties of the ground, especially the effective ground thermal conductivity coefficient. The procedure
consists of circulating a heated fluid through a borehole heat exchanger (BHE), which causes heat
rejection to the ground. With the inversion of collected data, the temperature response in the case of
heat extraction could be obtained. With such an analysis, the optimization of borehole heat exchanger
fields and heat pump systems is possible. Even though there is already extensive research on the
implementation of TRT data on optimizing BHE systems, there is space to improve and implement the
research, especially when it comes to hydraulic setting.

In the last decade alone there has been a rise of research when it comes to optimizing the BHE
system, by observing the influence of various geometrical settings, hydraulic settings and heat rates
on the overall performance. Various studies have focused on a better understanding and more
precise estimation of effective thermal conductivity and borehole thermal resistance [1–4] as important
parameters when exploiting the shallow geothermal resource. Current methods of determining the
average fluid temperature within BHE, as well as the influence of various measuring methods during
TRT, on the final determination of thermal properties are also available [5–7]. With newly established
data interpretation of time derivative of fluid temperature, measured during the first few hours of
TRT operation, it was shown that the duration of the test could be shortened significantly, while the
values of effective thermal conductivity can still be estimated within the 10% margin of error [8].
A similar result of only a 10% value variation of thermal conductivity, can be obtained if the data are
obtained from the falloff temperature decline when using a method based on the analogy between TRT
and petroleum well testing [9]. The origin of both procedures lies in the same diffusivity differential
equation, with solutions for heat conduction or pressure transient analysis during radial flow in porous
media. The use of the step thermal response test showed that it is suitable when determining heat
rejection/extraction rates, useful for design optimization of the BHE field [3,10]. The influence of the
groundwater advection on the efficiency and modelling of the ground BHE is detailed, with the study
of its relationship with the modeling of the BHE field [7,11–13]. Aside from the borehole distance
and the geometrical arrangement of the borehole field, research was done on the comparison of a
geometrical setting of the exchanger pipes themselves.

Some recent studies deal with a comparison of various borehole heat exchanger types, constructions
and overall efficiency of the ground source heat pump systems [1,14–16]. When comparing single U
and double U tubes, it was shown that the double U exchangers show better performance, with reduced
thermal resistance values [17]. There is also a development of various other BHEs setup, other than
classic 1U and 2U; such are coaxial, helical and oval pipes and the use of the so-called fins or grooves
within the pipe itself [1,18–20]. Among the first to study the use of the ribbed inner wall or micro fins,
was Acuña [21]. Fins enable higher heat transfer rates due to the larger heat transfer surface, which
improves the thermal performance of the exchanger pipe. Additionally, the research showed lower
pressure drop values, in comparison with other tested BHEs. Also, the function of such a configuration
is to maintain turbulent fluid flow, even in situations where the Reynolds number suggests a laminar
type fluid flow. This results in lower use of the circulating pump, which in turn affects the operating
costs. Since then, models and experiments have been presented on the benefits of using finned pipes,
commercially known as TurboCollectorTM [22].

Bouhacina et al. [23] presented two numerical models, which described heat transfer and showed
effects when using finned high-density polyethylene (HDPE) 1U pipe. The results were compared
with a classic 1U layout with a smooth inner wall pipe. It was concluded that because of the smaller
hydraulic diameter the mass flow rate is lower with finned pipes than in smooth pipes. Bae et al. [24]
conducted TR tests at the same site on four different BHEs-coaxial, 1U HDPE, 1U HDPE-nano and 1U
finned pipes. The results showed that with the improvement of convective heat transfer coefficient and
thermal conductivity of pipe, there is a positive influence on overall heat transfer. The borehole thermal
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resistance of finned pipe was lower than the value of standard HDPE pipe, which was attributed to the
fact that the pipe and fluid thermal resistances are reduced.

Therefore, the objective of the paper is to analyze the difference in steady-state heat extraction and
rejection rates between different pipe types and geometry of the borehole heat exchangers in the same
geological environment in a real project location. The main postulate of the research is the axiom that
the novel TurboCollectorTM exchangers, with a ribbed inner wall, have a greater heat extraction and
rejection rates due to lower thermal resistance or skin, because of the higher convective heat transfer
between fluid and pipe wall. Furthermore, TurboCollectorTM exchangers should have lower pressure
drops when turbulent regime is achieved, due to the lower required flow rate in pipes. This hypothesis
is crucial to promote this novel design in the case of deeper drilling, where borehole heat exchangers
work with more favorable ground temperature due to the positive effect of the geothermal gradient.

2. Theoretical Background

The mathematical model, which describes the extraction or rejection of the heat in the underground,
is based on the heat diffusivity equation. Fourier [25] established the model, known as Fourier’s law,
and it describes conductive heat transfer in the homogeneous and isotropic environment. When using
the cylindrical coordinates, it is expressed as:

1
r
∂
∂r

(
r
∂T
∂r

)
=
λ
ρc
∂T
∂t

, (1)

where T is temperature (◦C), r is radius (m), λ is thermal conductivity of the material (W/m ◦C),
ρ is material density (kg/m3), c is specific heat (J/kg ◦C) and t is time (s). The expression λ/ρc
Kelvin described as thermal diffusivity, α(m2/s). Ingersoll and Zobel [26] describe the Fourier’s
law of heat conduction, in solids, with a partial differential equation. Using cylindrical coordinates
equation becomes:
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There are two main analytical models when solving Equation (2)—line source and cylindrical
model. The solutions are dependent on boundary conditions which are taken into account for each of
the model. However, in both models, the term 1

r2
∂2T
∂φ2 is neglected [27]. There are two main approaches

when solving for line source model—the infinite line source and finite line source model. The infinite
line source model, first described and solved by Lord Kelvin, describes radial heat flow. Carslaw and
Jaeger [28] gave a well-known solution for an infinite line source model, used for describing heat
extraction or rejection when using borehole heat exchangers. The model assumes that the borehole is
an infinite line source in a homogenous and isotropic medium. The solution describes the temperature
distribution as a function of time at some distance in relation to the borehole. Since the vertical
component is neglected (∂2T/∂z2 = 0) only radial heat flow is observed. The analytical solution
includes the use of exponential integral or its simplified form, with certain constrictions [29–32]. In the
case of heat rejection, the expression for determining temperature response, while performing the
thermal response test is:

T(rb, t) = T0 +
q′

4πλ

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Ei (
r2

b
4α t

)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠, (3)

where T (rb, t) is the temperature in function of radius and time (◦C), T0 represents the undisturbed
ground temperature or the initial temperature (◦C), q′ heat power per meter of a borehole (W/m),
rb borehole radius (m) and Ei represents the exponential integral, which can be approximated with
natural logarithmic function, in cases when (4αt/r2) > 50:

− Ei(−x) � − ln(γx) � − ln(eγx) = ln
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x

)
− γ = ln

(1
x

)
− 0.5772, (4)
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where γ is Euler’s constant with the value of 0.5772. Then, the ultimate expression for heat rejection is:
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where q′
4πλ = κ is the slope of the line when plotting T vs. ln(t) and it is a standardized principle to

obtain average ground thermal conductivity [32].
The finite line source (FLS) model considers the vertical component (∂2T/∂z2 � 0) as one of

the boundary conditions, i.e., the finite length of the heat exchanger is considered. Claesson and
Eskilson [27,29,33] gave the solution for the temperature at the borehole wall with FLS model, and in
the case of heat rejection it is:

T(rb, t) = T0 + q′ 1
2πλ
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,
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H

)
(6)

where H is the borehole depth (m) and g represents the so-called g-function (or Eskilson’s g-function)
and it is described as dimensionless temperature response factor. The g-function is calculated as:
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The influence of thermal properties of the soil is expressed through the factor ts (s), which
represents the time at which the steady state heat flow is achieved:

ts =
H2

9α
. (8)

In the denominator, this equation contains a value of thermal diffusivity, α, which is assumed
from the drilling data. A compressed air system was used to lift the drill cuttings from the well bottom.
Based on observed cuttings, the lithological profile was constructed. Based on the catalogue values for
a specific type of soil from the lithological profile, ground thermal diffusivity coefficient was estimated.
Since this value is usually estimated in practical projects, the method of determining the duration of
the transition period can cause a further error in interpretation, especially for highly heterogeneous
ground. Much more accurate graph-analytical method, the so-called derivation curve principle, can be
implemented to determine the transition from unsteady state heat flow to relevant semi-steady state
heat flow regime [9]. Derivation curve constructed from the obtained borehole fluid temperature (y)
and TRT elapsed time (x) is derived as:

(
dy
dx

)
A
=

( y1
x1

x2 +
y2
x2

x1
)

(x1 + x2)
. (9)

In order to predict the fluid temperature inside the borehole heat exchanger, the value of
borehole thermal resistance must be determined. Well testing in petroleum engineering, when
defining formation permeability, is analogous to the classic TRT data analysis when defining thermal
conductivity. Considering the similarities in the origin of the equations describing the behavior of
pressure in porous medium and heat conduction in solids [9,10], borehole thermal resistance is also
equivalent to near-well damage formation or skin factor, s, which affects the fluid flow in the well.
In thermogeology, the skin factor describes the dimensionless thermal resistance to the heat flow in
the borehole.
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It depends mainly on pipe configuration, the grout used for cementing of the borehole, as well as
on the fluid type and flow properties, and it is expressed as:

s =
1
2

ln
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b

4αtp
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2πλ
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where tp is the duration of power step during semi-steady state and T0 − Tp is a temperature difference
between initial temperature and temperature at the end of the power step. The analogy between
dimensionless skin factor and thermal resistance is expressed as initial temperature rise due to heat
flow in the pipe wall and grout, ΔTskin [9,30,31]:

ΔTskin = s
(

q′
2πλ

)
= R′b · q′, (11)

where R′ is the equivalent borehole thermal resistance (◦C m/W). A more precise estimation of the
thermal conductivity and borehole skin factor is crucial when defining borehole exchanger heat power
capacity during long-term operation. In our previous research [9], we showed that implementing
the novel steady-state thermal response step test (TRST) is helpful with system optimization. This
is especially important for systems with long annual full-load hours of operation when there is a
need to establish a relationship between peak load working conditions of the heat pump system and
steady-state entering source temperature from the bore field (EST). Also, the latest development of
inverter-type geothermal heat pumps requires such an analysis, since the inverter compressor works
continuously with modulating power, depending on the outside air temperature curve [34].

The step test is carried out by imposing different heat pulses (heat rejection rates) after a certain
period. By using Eskilson’s g-function analysis, it is possible to analytically describe the temperature
response of conducted TRST for each step, by superimposing each following step on the steps already
conducted [27,29,33]. Therefore, for any arbitrary heat pulse, in case of TRT-heat rejection pulse, the
thermal response can be found. The superposition principle suggests that, in the case of performing
TRT with three different pulses, the first thermal pulse is imposed during the entire testing period.
Each following pulse is superimposed on the previous one. The general expression for the average
fluid temperature inside the BHE, for different heat rejection [27] is:

T f (t) = T0 +

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1
2πλ

n∑
i=1

(
q′i − q′i−1

)
gi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ ΔTskin, (12)

where T f (t) is borehole fluid mean temperature (◦C), q′i and q′i−1 are consequent heat power steps. For
example, in the case of three different heat rejection pulses the average temperature of the circulating
fluid would be calculated as follows:

First step:

T f (t) = T0 +

[( q′1
2πλ

)
· gt1

]
+ ΔTskin1, (13)

Second step:

T f (t) = T0 +
( 1

2πλ

) [(
q′1 · gt1

)
−

(
−q′2 + q′1

)
· gt2−t1

]
+ ΔTskin2, (14)

Third step:

T f (t) = T0 +
( 1

2πλ

) [(
q′1 · gt1

)
−

((
−q′2 + q′1

)
· gt2−t1

)
−

((
−q′3 + q′2

)
· gt3−t2

)]
+ ΔTskin3. (15)
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3. Experimental Site Setting

3.1. Thermogeological and Hydrogeological Setting

The thermal response test was conducted in the city of Zagreb, Croatia, at the location as shown
in Figure 1. It also shows a detailed geological map of the city of Zagreb and its surrounding area [35].
The area is located mostly on the Zagreb aquifer system, which is from the Quaternary Age. The aquifer
is mostly comprised of Middle and Upper Pleistocene, and Holocene sediments. The location of
the BHEs is near the Zagreb aquifer boundary. Up to 110 m, the underground is mostly comprised
of gray and brown clay, with some gravel layer at the shallow depth (Figure 2). It is seen from the
lithology description, that there is a saturated layer of soil, with a thickness of around 5 m. The project
location is near the northern aquifer boundary. From the map of hydraulic conductivity (Figure 2) it
can be assessed that the values of hydraulic conductivity at the project location are around 0.3 cm/s.
Considering that the Zagreb aquifer is of alluvial origin, and connected to the Sava river water table,
the relatively thin layer of saturated gravel and sand at the project site has an insignificant effect on
overall heat exchanger capacity.

 
Figure 1. Detailed geological map with BHEs location and general lithology column of the project site.
Legend for geology map: a—aluvium: gravels, sands and clays; a1—the lowest terrace: gravels, sands
and clays to a lesser extent; a2—middle terrace: gravels and sands; pr—proluvium: gravels, sands and
clays; l—clayey silt; lb—marshy loes: silty clays; Pl,Q—gravels, sands and clays; Pl1

1—marls, marly
clays, sands to a lesser extent, sandstones, gravels and conglomerates (lower pont); 2M3

1,2—lime marls,
sands to a lesser extent, sandstones, gravels and conglomerates (upper panon); 2M2

2—limestones,
sandstones, lime and clayey marls (upper Tortonian).
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Figure 2. (a) Map of hydraulic conductivity of Zagreb aquifer [36] and (b) lithology of project location.

3.2. Borehole Heat Exchangers Setup at the Test Site

At the residential project site, three vertical boreholes for heating and cooling purposes were
drilled up to 110 m. The drilling diameter of each of the borehole is 152 mm. The project site during
the drilling and testing operations is seen in Figure 3a. The thermal response test was carried out on all
of the three BHEs with the different geometrical setting, and two pipe arrangements.

 

Figure 3. (a) Drilling of the BHEs; (b) performing the thermal response test; (c) TurboCollectorTM
pipe wall.

The BHE-1 is equipped with polyethylene 2U-pipe (D32 mm PE100 SDR11) with a smooth inner
wall. Such a design is the most often used borehole heat exchanger in Europe. The second heat
exchanger, denoted as BHE-2, is equipped with 2U-pipe (D32 mm PE100 SDR11) with a ribbed inner
wall, as shown in Figure 3c. The third borehole, BHE-3, was equipped with a novel TurboCollectorTM

1U-pipe (D45 mm PE100 SDR11).
The total measuring TRT time for each of the boreholes was approximately 120 hours. The

three different pipe configurations were used in this project to determine the effect of borehole
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geometry on overall heating/cooling extraction/rejection rates. Boreholes are placed in typical L-shape,
with separation between boreholes of 7 m, as shown in Figure 4.

 
Figure 4. Simplified schematic of the borehole heat exchangers collector system.

Measurements on three borehole heat exchangers were conducted in October 2018 with a Geocube
GC500 TRT apparatus (Precision Geothermal LLC, Marple Plain, MN, USA). The equipment has
maximum available electric heater power of 9.0 kW @ 240 V. An internal logger (Onset HOBO H22
energy logger, Onset, Bourne, MA, USA) was set-up to collect inlet and outlet borehole temperature,
flow rate, voltage and electric current data in 5-min intervals. Thermocouples (type: resistance
temperature detectors-RTD) are placed on inlet and outlet of TRT and have an accuracy of ±0.2 ◦C
ranging from 0 ◦C to 50 ◦C. The testing procedure was set up as a classic TRT heat rejection with an
initial step of 6.5 kW and a duration of approximately 63 h. Two additional heat steps were introduced
afterward, with lower rejection rates where stabilization of borehole temperature was observed. Second
heat step of 4.5 kW lasted approximately 24 h, while the third heat step of 2.4 kW was conducted
approximately 33 h.

The mean ground temperature along the borehole was measured with TRT apparatus at 15.2 ◦C,
with the fluid flow of 0.45 L/s and no heaters switched on. Borehole fluid is comprised solely out of the
water, with viscosity presumed to be around 1 mPa s.

4. Results and Discussion

After switching on the TRT heaters, the average temperature in the borehole heat exchanger
begins to grow as a function of ground thermogeological parameters, power step, and borehole thermal
resistance. Figure 5 shows recorded average fluid temperature data and power for the first heat step.
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The entire test was conducted without any significant deviations in the power supply, which interprets
highly representative temperature curves.

 

Figure 5. Recorded average fluid temperatures and a power step for a three borehole heat exchangers
during TR testing.

To determine the effective ground thermal conductivity coefficient, it is necessary to plot the
average temperature of circulating fluid data vs. natural logarithm of time, ln(t). According to the
infinite line source method, initially recorded data during an unsteady state of heat transfer must be
excluded from the analysis.

As seen from Figure 6a, using the derivative curve principle and Equation (9) it can be observed
that all three BHE layouts shows a transition to semi-steady state heat transfer after roughly the 10th
hour, where the derivative dT/dt falls below the value of 0.5 [6].

 

Figure 6. Determination of semi-steady state heat flow period (a) and determination of ground heat
conductivity (b).

In Figure 6b the standard method is then applied to determine the effective ground thermal
conductivity coefficient, by establishing slope of the straight line portion between average borehole
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temperature and the natural logarithm of time. Using Equation (5) the ground thermal conductivity is
then calculated from all of the three tests (data presented in Table 1 and results in Table 2).

Table 1. Thermal Response Step Test obtained temperature data.

Heat
Step

BHE-1
2U D32
Smooth

TRT
Time

Heat
Power

Heat
Power

Standard
Deviation

Heat
Power

Standard
Error

Cooling
Cycle

Heating
Cycle

(Inversed)

Rejected
Heat
TRT

Step Heat flow regime h W/m W/m - EST ◦C EST ◦C kWh

1 unsteady 62.1 59.8 1.33 0.049 29.7 0.6 408.4

1a semi-steady (FLS) 240.0 59.8 - - 33.6 −3.2 -

2 steady state 23.9 40.9 0.35 0.021 27.0 3.4 107.7

3 steady state 32.7 21.2 0.23 0.011 22.9 7.5 76.5

4 initial conditions 0.0 0.0 - - 15.2 15.2 0.0

BHE-2
2U D32
Ribbed

TRT
Time

Heat
Power

Heat
Power

Standard
Deviation

Heat
Power

Standard
Error

Cooling
Cycle

Heating
Cycle

(Inversed)

Rejected
Heat
TRT

Step Heat flow regime h W/m W/m - EST ◦C EST inv.
◦C kWh

1 unsteady 62.8 58.7 0.66 0.024 27.0 3.4 405.3

1a semi-steady (FLS) 240.0 58.7 - - 30.5 −0.1 -

2 steady state 24.0 40.8 0.54 0.032 25.0 5.4 107.8

3 steady state 33.4 21.5 0.28 0.014 21.8 8.6 79.2

4 initial conditions 0.0 0.0 - - 15.2 15.2 0.0

BHE-3
1U D45
Ribbed

TRT
Time

Heat
Power

Heat
Power

Standard
Deviation

Heat
Power

Standard
Error

Cooling
Cycle

Heating
Cycle

(Inversed)

Rejected
Heat
TRT

Step Heat flow regime h W/m W/m - EST ◦C EST inv.
◦C kWh

1 unsteady 63.0 58.8 0.79 0.029 28.9 1.6 407.2

1a semi-steady (FLS) 240 58.8 - - 32.1 −1.7 -

2 steady state 24.5 40.0 0.42 0.025 26.1 4.3 107.9

3 steady state 33.4 20.7 0.22 0.011 22.2 8.2 76.2

4 initial conditions 0.0 0.0 - - 15.2 15.2 0.0

Table 2. Thermal Response Step Test obtained temperature data.

Heat Step
BHE-1

2U D32 Smooth

Borehole
Thermal

Resistance
Skin Factor ΔT Skin

Estimated λ

1st Step

Fitted λ

Finite Line
Source

Step Heat flow regime m ◦C/W - ◦C W/m ◦C W/m ◦C
1 unsteady 0.085 0.91 5.09 1.70

1.622 steady state - 1.08 4.12 -

3 steady state - 1.48 2.94 -

BHE-2
2U D32 Ribbed

Borehole
Thermal

Resistance
Skin Factor ΔT Skin

Estimated λ

1st Step

Fitted λ

Finite Line
Source

1 unsteady 0.039 0.43 2.28 1.77
1.812 steady state - 0.57 2.11 -

3 steady state - 0.93 1.79 -

BHE-3
1U D45 Ribbed

Borehole
Thermal

Resistance
Skin Factor ΔT Skin

Estimated λ

1st Step

Fitted λ

Finite Line
Source

1 unsteady 0.081 0.96 4.74 1.89
1.872 steady state - 1.13 3.83 -

3 steady state - 1.53 2.68 -
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Figure 7 presents results of the extended thermal response testing. For each of the three boreholes
additional fall-off tests were performed, by implementing additional lower heat power values until
steady-state heat transfer was achieved for each of the steps (so-called Thermal Response Step
Test—TRST). For each of the additional two heat steps, which lasted for 24 and 33 h, steady-state heat
flow condition was observed. Such approach can provide confident information about dependency
between two variables; borehole outlet fluid steady-state temperature in a function of heat pump
evaporater/condenser peak load working conditions. Therefore, for any value of borehole heat rejection
or extraction rate, stabilized fluid temperature in the borehole could be determined. This actually
means that a borehole heat exchanger can work for a longer period without significant subsequent rise
or drop in fluid temperature, depending on winter/summer regime.

Table 1 shows complete collected temperature data from Thermal Response Step Test with
temperature stabilization values, in a function of heat rejection rate, as well as inversed temperature
data for a theoretical case of heat extraction (mirrored temperatures in relation to initial temperature).
Total of four steady-state points is then extracted from Figure 7 and presented in Table 1, including
initial static temperature conditions. Table 2 shows obtained thermogelogical data as well as borehole
resistance or skin factor.

The Finite Line Source (FLS) with Eskilson’s g-function method was applied to the obtained
temperature response data with three different heat rejection rates. The purpose was to create synthetic
temperature response curves and compare them with real TRT obtained data. The calculation using
Equations (12)–(15) was carried out with the results of the previously calculated thermogeological
data, like ground thermal conductivity and borehole skin. The thermal diffusivity value in the
complete analysis was predicted to be 0.060 m2/d, which corresponds to catalogue data for moist clayey
soils (Ground Loop Designer-GLD software). The results show a good match between temperature
response from TRT and synthetic FLS temperature response, which can be seen in Figure 7. It has to
be pointed out, that the g-function for designated periods (gt1, gt2−t1, gt3−t2) in Equations (13)–(15)
represent calculations for cumulative time for the intended steps. As explained in detail in our
previous research [9] and repeated here, using a simple statistical analysis, such as the method of
the Sum of Squares of Difference, could provide exactly which thermal conductivity coefficients
are of statistical significance. Sum of Squares or Variation (SUMXMY2 function in MS Excel) is a
statistical technique used in regression analysis to determine the dispersion of temperature points. In a
regression analysis, the goal is to determine how well a data series (in this case measured entering
source temperature-EST) can be fitted by a function which might help to explain how the data series,
or temperature response, was generated (in this case synthetic temperature response constructed with
FLS model and g-functions) [9]. The Sum of Squares method was used to find the function which
best fits (varies least) from the real measured temperature with TRT. In Table 2 statistical results are
presented in the way of solver solution, where function SUMXMY2 approaches zero for the best fit
of the given ground thermal conductivity. It could be noticed that estimated conductivities from
a TRT on three boreholes varies between 1.70–1.89 W/m ◦C, while conductivity obtained by a best
fitting FLS solution with SUMXMY2 when approaching to zero value, is between 1.62–1.87 ◦C. This
procedure gives high confidence in obtained results by TRT. Variation of thermal conductivity between
boreholes is 10–15%, which can be explained by heterogeneity of the ground, as well as with daily
power variations and heat losses in surface TRT equipment.

When observing calculated borehole thermal resistance from Table 2, it can be concluded that
2U D32 BHE-2 with TurboCollectorTM effect has a significantly lower value when compared to same
geometrical 2U D32 BHE-1 but with the smooth pipe wall. This can be explained by the fact that the
ribbed inside wall provides enhanced turbulent fluid flow regime, which then increases heat transfer
flow between fluid and plastic pipe wall. This was also confirmed by other recent research related to
borehole resistance evaluation between finned pipe and other pipe types [24].
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7. Fitting of measured data with FLS method (use of g-function) for three different pipe types:
(a) 2U-pipe, smooth, D32 mm; (b) 2U-pipe, turbo, D32 mm; (c) 1U-pipe, turbo, D45 mm.

However, novel 1U D45 BHE-3 with TurboCollectorTM effect has similar borehole resistance as
classic 2U D32 BHE-1. This can be explained by the fact that enhanced turbulent flow, due to the ribbed
inner wall, offset thicker plastic pipe wall (4.0 mm compared to 3.0 mm for BHE-1).

As seen from Table 1, each of the performed heat steps is defined with its stabilized temperature,
where steady-state heat transfer is achieved. As an additional zero power step, initial temperature
conditions are introduced, in this case 15.2 ◦C, as an effective borehole temperature. By setting the
steady-state temperature in each of the steps as separate points (Table 1), it is possible to construct the
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heat rejection and extraction diagram (W/m) as the function of the desired inlet temperature (entering
source temperature—EST) to the heat pump, as seen from Figure 8.

 

Figure 8. Determining the extraction/rejection heat for three different pipe configurations.

Defining exchanger heat power capacity in relation to steady-state heat transfer stabilization point
could also secure the optimized selection of working fluid. Mixing a higher proportion of glycol with
water gives confidence in the system design from the aspect of avoiding freezing problems, but it
negatively influences fluid viscosity and fluid lower specific heat during heat extraction. Higher
viscosity then negatively reflects on Reynolds number and the emersion of laminar flow in pipes,
which raises borehole thermal resistance.

The fluid temperature in properly designed borehole heat exchangers (EST), which exploits
shallow geothermal energy in combination with heat pumps, should never fall below 0 ◦C under
peak load conditions. This value corresponds to the EN14511 testing standardized norm for a reliable
coefficient of performance (COP) of the heat pump. At this value, the heat pump still efficiently
provides heat energy compared to fossil fuel resources. Also, there is a minimum needed glycol
mixture volume inside the borehole heat exchanger which assures better heat extraction rates due to
turbulent flow in pipes. According to extraction/rejection steady-state equations from Figure 8 and
EN14511 norm, borehole heat exchangers capacity is shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Obtained extraction and rejection heat rates from three BHE and from data presented in
Figure 8.

Rejection/Extraction Capacity BHE-1 2U D32 Smooth BHE-2 2U D32 Ribbed BHE-3 1U D45 Ribbed

- W/m W/m W/m
Rejection capacity, according to

EN14511
Heat pump COP = 5.10 (EST/LST

30/35 ◦C; LLT/ELT 7/12 ◦C)

64.7 76.7 68.9

Extraction capacity according to
EN14511

Heat pump COP = 4.90 (EST/LST
0/−3 ◦C; LLT/ELT 35/30 ◦C)

49.6 58.9 52.9

Extraction capacity peak conditions
Heat pump COP = 3.60 (EST/LST
−5/−8 ◦C; LLT/ELT 35/30 ◦C)

65.9 78.3 70.3
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Since in colder climate areas, where the undisturbed ground temperature per 100 m borehole is
low (usually below 10 ◦C), the heat pump will often work with fluid temperatures below 0 ◦C, even
during the base load. Therefore, Table 3 also shows heat extraction rates for fluid temperatures well
below the water freezing point. Also, informative COPs of the inverter heat pump used in the project
are presented (model ecoGEO B3 5-22kW, manufacturer: EU Spain-Ecoforest, Vigo, Spain), for all
temperature regimes during heat rejection and extraction.

When observing BHE-1 (2U D32 smooth pipe), as most often heat exchanger installed in Europe,
extraction capacity at site conditions is 49.6 W/m for EN14511 norm. Both other TurboCollectorTM heat
exchangers show somewhat higher extraction capacity (58.9 W/m for 2U D32 ribbed and 52.9 W/m for
1U D45 ribbed), due to the more favorable turbulent flowing regime, which makes the implementation
of such exchangers justifiable.

When comparing classic 2U D32 smooth pipe heat exchanger with the novel 1U D45
TurboCollectorTM pipe from a hydraulic point of view, it can be perceived from Figure 9 that
pressure drop is significantly lower for 1U D45 exchanger for same flow conditions to the exchanger.
Measured values of pressure drop for 1U D45 pipe were provided by the manufacturer (MuoviTech
Brämhult, Sweden). These measurements were obtained as pressure difference by two sensitive
manometers placed at the inlet and the outlet of the borehole heat exchanger. Pressure loss for a classic
2U D32 smooth pipe was calculated by the known empirical Darcy-Weisbach equation.

 
Figure 9. Hydraulic comparison of 2U D32 and 1U D45 TurboCollectorTM heat exchangers.

Furthermore, transitional and turbulent flow regime, defined by Reynolds number, occurs at
lower flow rates for the 1U D45. This means that the circulation pump consumes less energy annually,
giving a better seasonal coefficient of performance (SCOP) for the geothermal system.

5. Conclusions

To optimally design geothermal borehole heat exchanger grid it is crucial to understand
thermogeological properties of the ground and borehole grout. Therefore, thermal response test
is a vital procedure to determine ground thermal conductivity and borehole skin factor. Shallow
geothermal systems with closed loops heat exchangers are often oversized or undersized in practice,
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due to uncertainty in ground properties or as the result of poor hydraulic design. In both cases, this
leads to uneconomical geothermal project; unacceptable higher initial investment for oversized system
and diminished efficiency of the heat pump for undersized system. Therefore, implementation of
extended borehole thermal response step testing during project elaboration is cost-effective method to
ensure longevity of the heat pump system and to predict borehole fluid temperature evolution during
winter and summer months.

Investigation showed, that in the same similar geological environment, borehole heat exchangers
comprised of TurboCollectorTM ribbed inner wall offer somewhat higher heat extraction and rejection
rates. When comparing standard, and most common system of smooth 2U D32 pipe exchanger, 1U D45
TurboCollectorTM offers an increase in heat extraction by 6.5% and 2U D32 TurboCollectorTM increase
of 18.7%. This extraction rates comparison is strongly dependent on ground thermal conductivity,
meaning that in lower thermal conductivity environment overall advantage in extraction rates between
such heat exchangers would be smaller, and vice versa.

Also, implementation of 1U D45 TurboCollectorTM heat exchanger should be forced when drilling
deeper boreholes, due to significantly smaller pressure drops per meter of pipe. Deeper boreholes
also provide a higher initial borehole temperature because of the geothermal gradient influence, and
therefore higher extraction rates when considering the practical lower limit of 0 ◦C according to
EN14511, or even lower. This is especially relevant for the northern hemisphere and higher latitudes,
where initial ground temperature along the borehole can be rather low (usually 5–10 ◦C), so there is a
significant amount of heat pump working hours below 0 ◦C. Even at borehole fluid temperature below
0 ◦C heat pump can still work relatively efficiently, so implementing deeper boreholes and ribbed
exchangers can somewhat offset the initial loss in heat extraction when comparing for milder climate
areas. Since the wider use of ribbed TurboCollectorTM pipes in real projects is still a relatively new
occurrence, there is a need for further research into their advantages over the current market dominant
pipes with smooth inner walls.
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Abstract: The performance of ground-coupled heat pump systems (GCHPs) operating under
significant groundwater flow can be difficult to predict due to advective heat transfer in the
subsurface. This is the case of the Carignan-Salières elementary school located on the south shore
of the St. Lawrence River near Montréal, Canada. The building is heated and cooled with a GCHP
system including 31 boreholes subject to varying groundwater flow conditions due to the proximity
of an active quarry being irregularly dewatered. A study with the objective of predicting the borehole
temperatures in order to anticipate potential operational problems was conducted, which provided
an opportunity to evaluate the impact of groundwater flow. For this purpose, a numerical model was
calibrated using a full-scale heat injection test and then run under different scenarios for a period of
twenty years. The heat exchange capacity of the GCHP system is clearly enhanced by advection when
the Darcy flux changes from 6 × 10−8 m s−1 (no dewatering) to 8 × 10−7 m s−1 (high dewatering).
This study further suggests that even the lowest groundwater flow condition can be beneficial to
avoid a progressive cooling of the subsurface due to the unbalanced building loads, which can have
important impacts for design of new systems.

Keywords: geothermal; ground-coupled heat pump; numerical modelling; groundwater; FEFLOW;
building; simulation

1. Introduction

Groundwater flow can have a significant impact on the long-term performance of vertical ground
heat exchangers (GHEs), especially when the Darcy flux is greater than 1 × 10−7 m s−1 [1,2]. Flow in
the subsurface can actually improve long-term GHE performance by dissipating heat injected into or
extracted from the ground [3]. However, the design of ground-coupled heat pump (GCHP) systems
is commonly based on the assumption of conductive heat transfer in the subsurface [4]. Although
numerical tools are available to optimize the operation of a GCHP system under the influence of
groundwater flow [5,6], an estimate of the specific groundwater flux affecting a GHE field can be
difficult to define accurately. Alternatively, different authors have performed thermal response tests
(TRTs) on a single GHE subject to groundwater flow to evaluate the equivalent subsurface thermal
conductivity impacted by advection [7,8]. Practitioners commonly using such a heat conduction
approach to simulate the long-term operating temperature of GHEs, based on an equivalent subsurface
thermal conductivity assumption, have tried to cope with systems influenced by groundwater flow.
This simplified approach can be useful, but neglects the fact that flow conditions can change over time.

The Carignan-Salières elementary school is an example of such a building, which is heated and
cooled with a GCHP system operating under varying groundwater flow conditions because of its
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location within a kilometer of two quarries, one of which is being actively dewatered. In addition,
because of the significant groundwater flow rates, upon installation the GHEs were backfilled with sand
instead of using a geothermal grout. The grouting procedure was attempted but was not successful
because the high flow rate most likely dispersed the fine grout particles into the fractures of the
geological formations. This change of borehole filling material from the initial design plans, as well as
the variable groundwater flow conditions, has likely affected the long-term operating temperature of
the GHEs and their performance. The objective of this study is, therefore, to better understand the heat
transfer mechanisms affecting the long-term operating temperature of the GHEs, including variable
groundwater flow conditions, to anticipate potential operational problems.

Previous studies have been conducted to evaluate the impact of groundwater flow on the operating
temperature of GHEs. For example, different authors simulated the operation of thermal energy
storage systems with GHEs influenced by groundwater flow [9–11], while similar modelling was
completed for GCHP systems by Dehkordi et al. [1]. However, most available studies are based on
theoretical modelling exercises and have not been validated with operational data from systems that
are influenced by significant groundwater flow conditions. This study provides a unique field case,
where the GCHP system is located near an active quarry, at which groundwater flow conditions and
ground thermal properties could be assessed. The GHE operating temperature could thus be accurately
predicted based on a large-scale heat injection test carried out for the whole bore field, rather than
a single GHE used for a TRT. Long-term numerical simulations of the system temperature under
different field-based scenarios were carried out for a period of twenty years. A comparison between
the simulated scenarios allowed a quantitative evaluation of the ground physical parameters affecting
the GHE temperature, including the site hydraulic gradient. The knowledge gained can be used to
improve the design and construction of new GCHP systems under the influence of groundwater flow.

2. Site Description

The Carignan-Salières elementary school is located on the south shore of the St. Lawrence
River near Montreal (Figure 1) and was built above the Nicolet Formation. This sedimentary rock
formation belongs to the Loraine Group, known to have a thermal conductivity on the order of
3 W m−1 K−1 [12–14], and is part of the St. Lawrence Lowlands sedimentary basin [15]. From a
structural perspective, the St. Lawrence Lowlands are characterized by a series of normal faults
extending from the southwest to the northeast, and which dip toward the southeast [16,17].

 

Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the area showing the location of the Carignan-Salières
elementary school.
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2.1. Geological and Hydrogeological Setting

The Nicolet Formation, hosting the school GHE field, consists of sequences of silty gray shale, with
interbedded sandstone, siltstone and limestone [18]. Gabbro dykes, which are observed in the school
area, are oriented EW and cut the stratigraphic sequence [19–21]. Most of the dykes are sub-vertical
and have a varying thickness of 0.5 to more than 20 m [22]. One of the two quarries near the school
is currently active and water is pumped irregularly (Figure 2). Regional aquifers in this area of the
south shore of the St. Lawrence River are hosted in fractured rocks. The direction of groundwater
flow at the site is oriented toward the active quarry where water is being pumped. The average
hydraulic conductivity of the host rock reported in the area is 10−5 m s−1, varying from 3.2 × 10−7

to 1.6 × 10−4 m s−1, and the annual net recharge of the aquifer is approximately 100 mm y−1 [23].
The town of Carignan has a humid continental climate with an annual average air temperature of
5.9 ◦C and an amplitude of 30 ◦C [24]. The heating period is mostly from October to June while the
cooling period is from July to September.

 

Figure 2. Satellite image of the Carignan-Salières school building and neighboring quarries.

2.2. Ground Heat Exchanger Characteristics

The GCHP system consists of thirty-one GHEs connected to fifty heat pumps distributed in the
school building. Each heat pump has a net heating capacity of 3.62 to 44.2 kW. The system has sufficient
capacity to supply the entire heating and cooling loads of the building. The GHEs are spaced by 6 m and
each borehole is ~152 m deep. A high-density polyethylene single U-pipe with omega-shaped spacers
constitutes the GHEs. During the installation, the boreholes could not be sealed with grout because
groundwater flow along the intersecting fractures flushed the fine particles from the grout mixture.
The boreholes were consequently filled with olivine sand instead of a common thermally-enhanced
grout made of bentonite and sand. The olivine sand has a thermal conductivity of 1.75 W m−1 K−1,
a value that was measured in the laboratory during a previous study [25]. The heat carrier fluid is a
mixture of water and propylene glycol at 25 vol. % and circulates in the closed loops with an average
flow rate of 1017 m3 d−1 within the entire GHE field. The GHEs are connected in parallel so the flow
rate in each borehole is similar and around 3.8 × 10−4 m s−1. Two TRTs were performed in two different
boreholes, by injecting heat in order to evaluate the in-situ thermal conductivity of the subsurface.
The first TRT was carried out before the GHE installation and revealed a bulk subsurface thermal
conductivity of 2.58 W m−1 K−1 [26]. The second TRT was conducted after the GHE installation and
indicated a lower value of 2.27 W m−1 K−1 [27]. The difference between the two tests is believed to be
due to water pumping in the neighbouring and active quarry, inducing changes in the groundwater
flow regime near the school.

3. Methodology

Taking advantage of the two quarries, field activities were undertaken to estimate the thermal
conductivity of the subsurface and the groundwater flow conditions near the school site using
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representative values characteristics of a heterogeneous system. Twelve rock samples (6 shales,
1 calcarenite and 5 gabbros) were collected in the quarries to be analyzed in the laboratory. Water
levels in the two quarry lakes were measured with a global positioning system to calculate the local
hydraulic gradient. A heat injection test was further carried out for the entire GHE field with the
system operating in cooling mode during the summer. Field-based observations allowed developing a
representative numerical model of the GHE field, taking into account hourly building heating and
cooling loads transferred to the ground.

3.1. Laboratory Measurement of Thermal Conductivity

The thermal conductivity assessments were made with two different methods: (1) a needle
probe for hard rocks [12,28–30] and (2) the modified transient plane source (MTPS) method for friable
rocks [30–32]. The KD2 Pro unit [33], part of a standardized method under the ASTM D5334 norm, was
used for the needle probe analysis with gabbro samples, while the C-therm heating plate following the
ASTM D7984 norm was used for the MTPS analysis with shales and calcarenites [34]. Before making
the measurements, the samples were immersed for 24 h in distilled water to saturate the samples and
obtain a value representative of subsurface conditions.

The samples analyzed with the needle probe were cut and a hole was drilled in each sample to
insert a 6 cm long and 4 mm thick needle injecting heat at a rate of 6 W m−1; the probe was covered
with thermal grease to reduce contact resistance. After completing a measurement with a reference
polyethylene sample, each rock sample was analyzed in a controlled-temperature room with at least ten
measurements. An interval of 1 h was adopted for thermal equilibrium to be restored and a correction
factor was taken into account to consider the reference sample measurements. With the MTPS method,
a polished surface of the soft rock samples was placed on the heating plate to evaluate its thermal
conductivity according to the transient increase of temperature. The heating plate has a disk shape
and the electric signal used for the heat source serves as a proxy for temperature. The power level
applied to the heat source is 90 V. Thermal conductivity of each sample was measured five times and
an average was then calculated to obtain the final value.

3.2. In-Situ Heat Injection Test

The heat injection test to evaluate the thermal response of the entire GHE field was carried out
during a hot summer period in July 2015. The test was completed by using the cooling system at its full
capacity over 16.9 days, while the school windows had been opened to allow the outdoor heat to enter
the building. The cooling system was then stopped, and the heat carrier fluid was kept circulating in
the loop to monitor the thermal recovery during an additional 13.3 days. The flow rate of the heat
carrier fluid and the temperature at the inlet and outlet of the entire GHE field were measured during
the test by using the temperature sensors and flowmeters installed in the mechanical room of the
GCHP system near the heat pump inlets. The temperature sensors and flowmeter have an accuracy of
±0.1 ◦C and ±1.5%, respectively. The instruments allowed taking measurements every 30 s. The heat
injection rate was calculated from the temperature and flow rate measurements.

3.3. Building and Ground Load Evaluation

The school building loads were simulated using the program eQuest, a graphical interface for the
DOE-2 program [35]. The simulations were used to establish a thermal energy budget of the building,
which depends essentially on the building dimensions, the construction and insulation materials, the
size and number of windows and doors, the operation schedule, as well as the internal and external
temperature. Heat losses and gains of the indoor spaces were evaluated hourly to determine heating
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and cooling loads every hour over a full year. Simulated building loads, used as inputs in the numerical
GHE model, were converted to ground loads according to:

Pground = Pbuilding
COPheating–1

COPheating
(1)

and

Pground = Pbuilding
COPcooling + 1

COPcooling
(2)

where Pground and Pbuilding [W] are the loads for the ground and the building, respectively, and
COPheating and COPcooling [–] are the heat pump coefficients of performance in heating and cooling
modes, respectively. An average and constant COP for all heat pumps of the building throughout the
simulation time was assumed for simplification.

3.4. GCHP System Simulation

Numerical simulations to calibrate the model using the short-term heat injection test and to
subsequently evaluate the long-term operating temperature of the GHEs over 20 years were carried out
with the finite element program FEFLOW [36]. This program was used because it allows simulating
transient heat transfer and groundwater flow in 3D porous media hosting GHEs embedded as 1D
elements. A general iterative finite element strategy is used to solve the overall flow and heat transfer
problem coupling the ground with the GHEs [37]. The numerical approach of Eskilson et al. [38],
which represents GHEs with equivalent resistances, was selected instead of the more general numerical
approach of Al-Khoury et al. [39,40]; both being available in FEFLOW. This choice was made because
the Eskilson approach requires less computational effort and has been demonstrated to be accurate for
long-term predictions [37].

3.4.1. Governing Equations

The global fluid flow and heat transfer problem is solved in the form of fluid, mass and thermal
energy balances for the subsurface s and the groundwater gw. The flow equation is described by [36]:

Ss
∂h
∂t

+ ∇·q = Q + QEOB (3)

where Ss [m−1] is the specific storage coefficient, h [m] is the hydraulic head, Q [m3 s−1] is a source/sink
term for flow and EOB refers to the Extended Oberbeck-Boussineq approximation. In Equation (3),
q [m s−1] is the Darcy flux in the porous medium and is expressed with Darcy’s law:

q = −K(∇h) (4)

where K [m s−1] is the hydraulic conductivity tensor. The heat transport equation with conductive and
advective terms is described by [41]:

(ρc)s
∂T
∂t

= ∇
(
λ∇T − (ρc)gw q T

)
+H (5)

where λ [W m−1 K−1] is the thermal conductivity, ρc [J m−3 K−1] is the volumetric heat capacity and H
[W m−3] represents in this case heat sources and sinks that can be, for example, tied to the GHEs.

The GHE equations used in the present model apply for single U-pipe heat exchangers, that,
according to the thermal resistance and capacity model of Bauer et al. [42], consist of four components,
namely an inlet-pipe denoted with subscript il, an outlet-pipe with subscript ol and two filling material
zones (grout) with exponent or subscript g, and can be written as [36]:
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∂
∂t

(
ρ2crTil

)
+ ∇·(ρrcru Til) − ∇·(2r· ∇Til) = Hil (6)

∂
∂t

(ρrcrT0l) + ∇·(ρrcruTol) − ∇·(2r· ∇Tol)= Hol (7)

∂
∂t

(
εgρ

gcgTg1
)
−∇ ·

(
εgλ

g∇Tg1
)
= Hg1 (8)

∂
∂t

(
εgρ

gcgTg2
)
−∇ ·

(
εgλ

g∇Tg2
)
= Hg2 (9)

where ρ [kg m−3] and c [J kg−1 K−1] are the density and the specific heat of the heat carrier fluid r
and grout g, respectively, T [K] is the pipe temperature, H [W m−3] is the thermal sink or source term,
u [m s−1] is the vector of the heat carrier fluid velocity, 2r [W m−2 K−1] is the thermal hydrodynamic
dispersion tensor for the heat carrier fluid, λg [W m−1 K−1] is the thermal conductivity of the grout
and εg [−] is the volume fraction of the grout or filling material. The relations are used to express
the heat exchange between the borehole with 1 U-pipe and the subsurface. The effect of the 1 U-pipe
components is lumped into effective heat transfer coefficients, which represent the sum of thermal
resistances between the different components of the GHE elements [37].

3.4.2. Model Geometry and Properties

The surface area of the numerical GHE model is 500 m × 500 m and extends from ground surface
to a depth of 300 m, divided into 6 layers of 50 m each. The same lithological characteristics of the
subsurface, such as hydraulic conductivity, thermal conductivity of both fluid and solids, as well as
porosity are assigned to the six layers that have a different initial temperature based on the geothermal
gradient. The model mesh consists of 3D triangular prismatic elements for a total of 195,720 elements
and 114,450 nodes. A 2D horizontal-plane mesh was built and then extended in 3D to cover the entire
domain (Figure 3). Each GHE was surrounded by 6 nodes. Thirty-one GHEs were added to the
domain, following the same layout as at the Carignan-Salières elementary school. In the plan view, the
triangular mesh dimensions are up to approximately 4 m at the boundaries of the model (Figure 3),
decreasing to 0.06 m around each GHE.

 

Figure 3. Plan view of the triangular prismatic mesh with details on the discretization around the
ground heat exchangers (GHEs).

3.4.3. Initial and Boundary Conditions

Type-1 constant hydraulic heads with different values according to chosen simulation scenarios
were imposed on the eastern and western boundaries of the model. This head gradient was applied
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to represent local groundwater flow conditions due to pumping in the active quarry, which is 1 km
west (down-gradient) of the school location. The bottom surface was set impermeable and an annual
net recharge of 100 mm y−1 was imposed at the top surface [23]. The initial ground temperature was
assigned to each layer according to the geothermal gradient of the area (Figure 4), which is equal
to 23.1 ◦C km−1 [12]. A fixed temperature boundary condition was used at the top of the model,
while a constant heat flux was imposed at the bottom of the model in order to represent the Earth’s
heat flux in the St. Lawrence lowlands, which is assumed equal to 35 mW m−1 [43]. The lateral side
boundaries were considered as Type-2 for heat transfer, with a zero temperature gradient assuming
no conductive heat transfer. The GHEs in FEFLOW are Type-4 boundary conditions for which two
approaches were used for the simulations. First, the inlet temperature was specified with an average
flow rate of 1076 m3 d−1 for the short-term calibration simulations to reproduce the outlet temperature
during the heat injection test. Second, a total flow rate of 1017 m3 d−1, anticipated for the long-term
operation of the system, and ground loads defined from the building simulation and the assumed heat
pump COPs (Equations (1) and (2)), were assigned to predict the operating temperature of the GHE
field for twenty years. For all numerical simulations, including model calibration, hourly time steps
were used to ensure accurate results.

 
Figure 4. 3D model showing the boundary conditions and initial temperature for each layer.

3.4.4. Model Calibration

The model was calibrated to reproduce the outlet temperature recorded during the heat injection
test. Parameters with the highest uncertainty, which are the thermal conductivity of the subsurface
solids and the borehole backfill material, as well as the subsurface hydraulic conductivity, were manually
adjusted to provide the best match between measured and simulated temperature. The objective was
to identify possible ranges for uncertain parameters, which have an influence on the operating GHE
temperature. All other parameters were kept constant during the calibration (Table 1), which are
basically linked to the subsurface and the GHE entities. The constant parameters are the GHE pipe
spacing, inlet and outlet pipe diameters, pipe thermal conductivity, pipe thickness, heat carrier fluid
thermal conductivity and density, volumetric heat capacity of the fluid and subsurface solids, thermal
conductivity of the fluid and specific storage of the subsurface.
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Table 1. Constant parameters used for ground-coupled heat pump system (GCHP) simulations.

Parameter Value

Subsurface

Specific storage 10−4 m−1

Volumetric heat capacity of water 4.2 × 106 J m−3 K−1

Volumetric heat capacity of subsurface solids 2.52 × 106 J m−3 K−1

Thermal conductivity of water 0.65 W m−1 K−1

GHE

Pipe spacing 0.10 m
Inlet and outlet pipe diameter 0.032 m

Pipe thermal conductivity 0.39 W m−1 K−1

Pipe wall thickness 0.0038 m
Heat carrier fluid thermal conductivity 0.48 W m−1 K−1

Heat carrier fluid density 1033 kg m−3

4. Results

4.1. Groundwater Flow Conditions

Field observations combined with GHE drilling reports allowed to define a geological cross-section
used as a conceptual model (Figure 5). The 2800 m cross-section is bounded by a stream and the
active quarry that are considered constant-head hydraulic boundaries defining the water table at these
locations. The thickness of the unconsolidated sediment cover was determined from well logs of the
bore field [26]. The abandoned quarry closest to the school is 189 m down-gradient from the GHE
field, while the active quarry is approximately 1 km down-gradient. The water level depth in the
abandoned quarry was 21 m above sea level (asl) during the field work. Water is pumped irregularly
in the active quarry to maintain the groundwater level below the excavation, which affects the local
groundwater flow regime. The water level in the active quarry was measured at −3 m asl, but can vary
by a few meters.

 

Figure 5. Conceptual model of the GHE field at the Carignan-Salières elementary school.
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Steady-state groundwater flow in a simplified unconfined aquifer system with surface recharge
was considered to calculate the level of the water table and the hydraulic gradient near the school
site. A total distance of 2800 m separates the active quarry from the stream beyond the school, in
the direction of the groundwater flow. Under an assumed constant hydraulic head maintained in
the quarry and the stream, the hydraulic head near the GHE field was calculated using the Dupuit
formulation according to [44]:

h2 = h2
2 −

(h2
2 − h2

1)x

L
+

w
K
(L− x)x (10)

where h [m] is the hydraulic head between h1 [m], the water level in the active quarry, and h2 [m], the
water level at the stream. The distance L [m] between the active quarry and the stream (2800 m), the
average annual recharge w [m s−1], the hydraulic conductivity of the subsurface K [m s−1] and the
distance x [m] measured from the stream (where x = 0) were considered to calculate the hydraulic
head at the GHE field. Hydraulic conductivity and recharge were thus manually adjusted considering
values reported by Carrier et al. (2013) to reproduce the hydraulic head measured in the abandoned
quarry considered as an observation point. The conditions that best match the observation point
(h = 20.7 m asl in the abandoned quarry) correspond to a hydraulic conductivity of 1.26 × 10−5 m s−1

and a net recharge of 100 mm y−1, resulting in a hydraulic gradient at the GHE field of 0.008 m m−1.
Varying the hydraulic conductivity and the recharge rate with plausible literature values revealed a
low sensitivity of the hydraulic gradient at the GHE field that changed by about 2.5 × 10−3 m m−1.

4.2. Subsurface Thermal Conductivity

Gabbro samples taken from a dyke in the quarry and analyzed with both the needle probe and
the MTPS have a thermal conductivity below 2.0 W m−1 K−1, which is lower than the shales and
calcarenites, due to the mineralogy of the intrusive rock containing abundant feldspars (Table 2).
Thermal conductivity of gabbro was measured in another case study and ranged between 1.65
and 2.29 W m−1 K−1 [45], which is consistent with our results. Shale samples have an average
thermal conductivity ranging between 2.4 and 2.9 W m−1 K−1 (Table 2), which is in agreement with
a value of 2.8 W m−1 K−1 measured for other samples of similar lithology in the St. Lawrence
lowlands [10,12,44,46]. The calcarenite sample has the highest thermal conductivity among all the
samples collected in the quarry, with a value of 3.5 W m−1 K−1. Results obtained from the laboratory
analyses were considered to constrain the range of the solids thermal conductivity between 2 and
3 W m−1 K−1 in the subsequent numerical model since the thermal response tests reported in Section 2.2
were believed to be affected by groundwater flow.

Table 2. Average thermal conductivity of rock samples from the active quarry.

Rock Type Measurement Method
Number of Samples

Analyzed
Average Thermal Conductivity

(W m−1 K−1)

Gabbro Needle probe 3 1.87
Gabbro MTPS 2 1.82

Calcarenite MTPS 1 3.58
Dark shale MTPS 3 2.42
Light shale MTPS 3 2.85

4.3. In-Situ Heat Injection Test

The heat injection test was carried out at an average heat injection rate of 305 kW for the entire
bore field or 9.8 kW per borehole (Figure 6). The total average flow rate was 39.9 L min−1. The injection
period lasted 406 h with GHE water temperature fluctuating between 15 ◦C to over 35 ◦C. Monitoring
of the temperature recovery, where the fluid is kept circulating in the GHE field without heat injection,
lasted 318 h and the GHE water temperature eventually recovered to about 13 ◦C.
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Figure 6. Fluid temperature recorded at the inlet and outlet of the GHE field during the heat injection
test. Flow rate and heat injection rate are also presented.

4.4. GCHP System Simulation

4.4.1. Ground Loads

The building simulation using eQuest revealed that the total annual heating energy consumption
of the school building is 171 MWh and the total cooling energy consumption is 119 MWh for a regular
year of operation. The peak heating load of 494 kW occurs in January while the peak cooling load of
253 kW occurs during July. The building loads were converted to ground loads using Equations (1)
and (2) assuming a COP of 4.7 and 4.1 in heating and cooling modes, respectively (Figure 7). The COPs
were chosen according to the heat pump specifications provided by the manufacturer and represent
average conditions. Heating loads are greater than cooling loads, which makes the ground loads
unbalanced and can affect the long-term thermal response of the system.

Figure 7. Simulated heating and cooling loads imposed on the GHE field of the school building
calculated with eQuest from January to the end of December.

4.4.2. Model Calibration

The total duration for the calibration simulation was 724 h, which corresponds to the duration
of the heat injection test, including the heat injection and the thermal recovery periods. Calibration
parameters were adjusted one at a time (Table 3) until the calibrated model best reproduced the GHE
outlet temperature with a maximum error of 2% (Figure 8). Calculation time using a workstation with
a 3.3 GHz-core processor and 32Gb RAM was about 30 min for the calibration simulations.
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Table 3. Range of parameter uncertainty in the calibration simulations.

Calibration Parameter Possible Range Chosen Value

Kx (m s−1) 10−5–10−3 10−4

Ky (m s−1) 10−7–10−3 10−4

Kz (m s−1) 10−9–10−3 10−6

λ borehole filling material (W m−1 K−1) 1.5–1.9 1.75
λ host rock solids (W m−1 K−1) 2.1–2.4 2.4

Porosity (%) 3–5 3

Figure 8. Best match between measured and simulated GHE outlet temperature during the heat
injection test.

4.4.3. System Operation—Twenty-Year Simulations

The eight simulation scenarios used to evaluate the long-term operating GHE temperature at
the Carignan-Salières elementary school were based on field observations and calibration results,
varying key parameters one at a time to determine the impact of associated heat transfer mechanisms
(Table 4). The start time of the simulation was the month of September, when the GHE system was
put in operation. Each simulation took 5 days using the same workstation as reported above for the
calibration simulations. Scenario A is a base case scenario, considering measured data for the thermal
conductivity of the solids and the borehole filling material as well as hydraulic conductivity of the
host rock reported in the literature [23] and a moderate hydraulic gradient, when compared to the
hydraulic gradient measured during the field work. Scenario B was defined according to the best-fit
parameters identified with the calibration and has a small change of solids thermal conductivity when
compared to Scenario A. Only the thermal conductivity of the borehole filling material was changed in
Scenarios C and D with respect to the base case. Scenarios E and F focused on thermal conductivity of
the host rock solids, while Scenarios G and H were run to verify the influence of groundwater flow
with a change of hydraulic head at the eastern and western boundaries of the model (Figure 4).

Table 4. Scenarios considered for GCHP system simulations at the Carignan-Salières elementary school.

Scenario
Hydraulic Head at
Lateral Boundaries

(m)

Hydraulic
Gradient
(m m−1)

Thermal Conductivity of
Subsurface Solids

(W m−1 K−1)

Thermal Conductivity of
Borehole Filling Material

(W m−1 K−1)

A 26–24 0.002 2.5 1.75
B 26–24 0.002 2.4 1.75
C 26–24 0.002 2.4 1.90
D 26–24 0.002 2.4 1.50
E 26–24 0.002 2.0 1.75
F 26–24 0.002 3.0 1.75
G 26–25.7 0.0006 2.4 1.75
H 26–22 0.008 2.4 1.75
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Simulation results for Scenarios A and B do not show significant differences in the simulated
GHE fluid temperature at both the outlet and inlet (Figure 9 and Table 5). The small decrease of
the subsurface thermal conductivity in Scenario B did not have a significant impact on the results.
Scenario D shows a GHE fluid temperature that is 0.4 ◦C higher than the maximum and lower than
the minimum temperature when compared to Scenario C, which is due to the decrease of the thermal
conductivity of the backfilling material. A low thermal conductivity of the subsurface (Scenario E)
affects the maximum and the minimum GHE fluid temperature by up to 0.9 ◦C, when compared to the
case with a high thermal conductivity (Scenario F).

 

Figure 9. Simulated GHE inlet and outlet temperature for twenty years of operation at the
Carignan-Salières school building according to different subsurface scenarios.
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Table 5. Minimum and maximum GHE inlet temperature for the different scenarios during the 20th year
of simulation. The variations given in percentage of the input parameters (Table 4) and the simulated
temperature refer to scenario A.

Scenario

Hydraulic
Gradient

Thermal
Conductivity of

Subsurface
Solids

Thermal
Conductivity of
Borehole Filling

Material

GHE Outlet Minimum/Maximum Temperature
during Year 20

(%) (%) (%)
Heating Mode Cooling Mode

(◦C) (%) (◦C) (%)

A − − − 6.4 − 25.6 −
B 0 −4 0 6.4 0 25.6 0
C 0 −4 9 6.5 2 25.4 −1
D 0 −4 −14 6.1 −5 26.1 2
E 0 −20 0 6.1 −5 26.0 2
F 0 20 0 6.9 8 25.1 −2
G −70 −4 0 2.0 −69 31.7 24
H 300 −4 0 8.3 30 23.1 −10

Simulations with differences in hydraulic gradient imposed across the model domain show the
most significant differences in GHE fluid temperature. In Scenario G, the GHE inlet temperature
reaches 40 ◦C and drops to −3 ◦C and the GHE outlet temperature reaches more than 30 ◦C and
drops to less than 2 ◦C. However, in Scenario H, the GHE inlet temperature reaches 32 ◦C and falls
to only 3 ◦C while the GHE outlet temperature is between 23 ◦C and 8 ◦C. The maximum GHE fluid
temperature in Scenario H is 8 ◦C lower than the maximum of Scenario G, while the minimum GHE
fluid temperature is 6 ◦C higher than minimum of Scenario G. This trend can be explained by the
higher imposed hydraulic gradient of 0.008, which was considered for Scenario H that represents
conditions with significant pumping in the active quarry. This last scenario provides better heat
exchange with the subsurface and therefore better GHE temperature or performance. The lower
hydraulic gradient can represent a case where pumping in the active quarry is stopped or reduced,
which has a negative impact on the GHE temperature and consequently a potential negative impact on
the system performance. Overall, the thermal conductivity of the grouting material has a small impact
on twenty-year predictions of the GHE inlet and outlet temperature. The thermal conductivity of the
subsurface has a moderate impact on the maximum and minimum GHE temperature. The hydraulic
gradient, which is thought to be affected by pumping water in the active quarry, has the greatest impact
on heat exchange with the subsurface. Therefore, long-term GHE performance mostly depends on the
local groundwater flow conditions. As the minimum GHE outlet temperature drops, the performance
of the heat pump can decrease. Despite the significant differences between the simulated temperature
of the heat carrier fluid in Scenarios G and H, the twenty-year simulations show an appropriate thermal
response of the subsurface with constant temperature changes from year to year, although ground
loads are unbalanced. A low groundwater flow rate appears enough to reduce the effect of unbalanced
loads that can potentially cool the subsurface since this is not noticed in the long-term simulation.
The main impact of groundwater flow is on yearly temperature changes. The minimum GHE outlet
temperature dropped to 2 ◦C in Scenario G, which is still far from the minimal operating temperature
of the heat pump system recommended by the manufacturer (−9.62 ◦C). However, the minimum
GHE inlet temperature dropped to −3 ◦C. The freeze protection provided by the 25 vol. % propylene
glycol solution circulating in the GHE is −10 ◦C and geothermal system designers recommend a
minimum fluid temperature 5 to 7 ◦C higher than the freezing point of the solution. Therefore, under
low groundwater flow conditions, care should be taken to follow the minimum operating system
temperature during winter periods to avoid potential freezing problems at the GHE inlet.

5. Discussion

Previous studies that involved the numerical evaluation of GHE performance under the influence
of groundwater flow identified the conditions where advection becomes the dominant heat transfer
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mechanism affecting GHE operation, which has been compared in terms of Darcy flux in the following
discussion. For example, Chiasson et al. [47] concluded that groundwater flow can be expected to
affect GHE performance, with finite element simulations of groundwater flow and heat transfer that
indicated a higher minimum GHE water temperature when increasing Darcy flux from 1.9 × 10−6 to
1.9× 10−5 m s−1. In addition, Fujimoto et al. [48] studied a GCHP system where significant groundwater
flow was shown to have more effect on the thermal response of GHEs when compared to the ground
thermal conductivity, even under different building load scenarios. In less permeable subsurface layers,
which had a groundwater Darcy flux of 2 × 10−10 m s−1, Fujimoto et al. [48] showed that the operating
temperature of a GHE exhibits more changes than that of the permeable layer having a Darcy flux
of 6 × 10−7 m s−1. Another study that used numerical simulations has shown that increasing the
Darcy flux in a theoretical aquifer system from 10−9 to 10−7 m s−1 resulted in a longer and narrower
thermal plume propagating from the GHE [1]. Further increasing the Darcy flux to 10−6 m s−1 made
the thermal plume dramatically smaller. Dehkordi et al. [1] concluded that groundwater flow can
substantially improve heat transfer by enhancing advection. This was confirmed by Ferguson [2], who
provided a screening tool indicating that the boundary between GCHP systems with heat conduction
versus advection as a dominant heat transfer mechanism is when the Darcy flux is on the order of
1 × 10−7 m s−1.

The GCHP system at the Carignan-Salières elementary school has been operating near this
boundary. Constant hydraulic heads imposed at the lateral boundaries of the model presented in
this study were varied to evaluate the operating temperature of the GHE under specific Darcy fluxes
varying from 8 × 10−7 to 6 × 10−8 m s−1, which represented conditions with high to low groundwater
flow rates in situations with and without pumping, respectively, in the neighbouring active quarry.
The subsurface heat exchange capacity of the GCHP system appears to be enhanced by groundwater
flow, as a consequence of pumping in the active quarry. The simulation carried out under the most likely
operating conditions, assuming a thermal conductivity of the grouting material and the subsurface
solids of 1.75 and 2.4 W m−1 K−1, respectively, and with groundwater flow conditions that induce
a Darcy flux of 2 × 10−7 m s−1 at the GHE field, indicates a reasonable operating GHE temperature
for the next twenty years. However, if pumping activity ceases in the active quarry and the specific
groundwater flux drops below 6 × 10−8 m s−1, the minimum GHE outlet temperature can become
critical and may drop closer to the minimum heat pump working temperature.

Underground thermal energy storage systems can also be affected by groundwater flow when the
Darcy flux is on the same order of magnitude as that reported for GCHP systems (1 × 10−7 m s−1) [11].
However, the impact of groundwater flow on underground thermal energy storage systems is negative
because it increases heat loss around GHEs used as a heat storage medium. Giordano and Raymond [10]
demonstrated that ~10% of the energy lost by the bore field of an underground energy storage system
can be due to advection when the Darcy flux is 8 × 10−7 m s−1, while this heat loss can be reduced by
~60 % if the connection and layout of the GHEs is designed considering the magnitude and direction of
groundwater flow.

The present study further highlights the potential of groundwater flow to help operating GHEs
with unbalanced ground loads, which were affected in this study by ~30 % more heat extraction due to
greater heating than cooling of the building. The minimum GHE water temperature is expected to
decrease year after year when simulating heating-dominated GCHP systems using a heat conduction
approach to represent heat transfer in the subsurface. Jaziri et al. [49] previously simulated the
operation of the GCHP system at the Carignan-Salières elementary school with such a heat conduction
approach based on the HyGCHP program [50], where GHEs were represented with the duct storage
model with no groundwater flow contribution [51]. The GHE minimum operating temperature at
the beginning of the simulations was similar to simulations made with FEFLOW for the case with a
low groundwater flow rate (Scenario G) but decreased by 4 to 6 ◦C over the twenty-years of system
operation. On the other hand, GHE simulations made with FEFLOW and considering advection did not
show a significant decrease of the minimum GHE water temperature over the expected life-span of the
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system, even with a low groundwater flow rate (Figure 9). This finding has important implications for
GCHP system design. When calculating the required GHE length according to building energy needs,
and considering the thermal state and properties of the subsurface [52], practitioners will ensure that
the desired minimum GHE temperature is not reached before 10 to 20 years, assuming heat conduction
only in the subsurface. This approach can overestimate the required GHE length if advection becomes
significant. The present study suggests that this can be the case, even at a low groundwater flow rate
with a Darcy flux on the order of 10−8 m s−1. Possible approaches to design GCHP systems under the
influence of groundwater flow are to assume heat conduction only, but calculate the GHE length for
a one-year heat pulse [53] or consider advection with a moving line-source solution to complete the
sizing calculation [54,55].

6. Conclusions

Field characterization and modelling work conducted at the Carignan-Salières elementary school
has shown that the installed GCHP system can be influenced by the varying groundwater flow
conditions due to dewatering of a neighbouring quarry located approximately 1 km down-gradient of
the borehole field. The specific groundwater Darcy flux in the host rock, in which the GHE system
is installed, has been estimated near 10−7 m s−1 at the time when the water levels in the nearby
quarries were measured. The school building is constructed above fractured shale and limestone of the
Nicolet Formation in the Lorraine Group of the St. Lawrence Lowlands and the groundwater flow is
oriented westward toward the active quarry. Measurement of thermal conductivity of the rock samples
collected in the active quarry revealed that the most abundant rock types have a thermal conductivity
ranging from 1.8 to 3.6 W m−1 K−1. A TRT conducted at the site, which reported an equivalent
subsurface thermal conductivity of 2.58 W m−1 K−1 [26], was likely affected by groundwater flow.
A heat injection test was therefore carried out with the purpose of evaluating the thermal response
of the entire GHE field subject to groundwater flow. The data collected were used to calibrate a
groundwater flow and heat transfer model built using FEFLOW to simulate the operating temperature
of the GHEs. The numerical model was developed according to the characteristics of the subsurface and
the GHE field to reproduce the heat injection test and then predict the long-term response according to
different scenarios.

The parameters that impact the GHE operating temperature in order of increasing importance are:
the thermal conductivity of the backfilling material, the thermal conductivity of the subsurface and the
groundwater flow rate. The impact of the thermal conductivity of the borehole filling material and the
subsurface (Scenarios B to F) on the inlet and outlet temperature of the GHEs was actually shown to be
minor when compared to the possible change of groundwater flow conditions at the site (Scenarios G
and H). The Carignan GCHP system is a unique field case with GHEs interfering with the groundwater
drawdown around the quarry and where the local thermal and hydraulic conditions of the GCHP
system have uncommonly been assessed at a large scale. The subsurface heat exchange capacity of the
GCHP system is clearly enhanced by groundwater flow inducing significant advective heat transfer
when the specific Darcy flux increases from 6 × 10−8 m s−1 (no dewatering) to 8 × 10−7 m s−1 (high
dewatering). This study further suggests that even the lowest groundwater flow rates expected at the
site can be beneficial to avoid a progressive cooling of the system over its expected lifetime due to the
unbalanced heating and cooling loads.

Further research is necessary to define the conditions where groundwater flow can help to cope
with unbalance ground loads. While it is clear that advection plays an important role on heat transfer
when the Darcy flux is 10−7 m s−1 or higher, a lower groundwater flow rate may be sufficient to
ensure a constant minimum GHE temperature year after year, depending on the magnitude of the
unbalanced loads.
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Nomenclature

c Specific heat capacity [J kg−1 K−1]
COP Coefficient of performance [−]
ε Volume fraction [−]
H Heat source/sink term [W m−3]
h Hydraulic head [m]
K Hydraulic conductivity tensor [m s−1]
K Hydraulic conductivity [m s−1]
L Distance [m]
P Heating load [W]
Q Hydraulic source/sink term [m3 s−1]
q Darcy flux tensor [m s−1]
λ Thermal conductivity tensor [W m−1 K−1]
λ Thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1]
ρ Density [kg m−3]
ρc Volumetric heat capacity [J m−3 K−1]
Ss Specific storage coefficient [m−1]
T Temperature [K] or [◦C]
t Time [s]
2 Thermal hydrodynamic dispersion tensor [W m−2 K−1]
u Heat carrier fluid velocity tensor [m s−1]
w Annual recharge [m s−1]

Subscripts

EOB Extended Oberbeck-Boussineq approximation
g Grout
gw Groundwater flow
il Inlet pipe
ol Outlet pipe
r Heat carrier fluid
s Subsurface

Abbreviations

asl Above sea level
E East
GCHP Ground-coupled heat pump
GHE Ground heat exchanger
MTPS Modified transient plane source
TRT Thermal response test
W West
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Abstract: This study describes a 70-day investigation of three identical groundwater heat pumps
(GWHP) for heating two pig houses located on the same farm in West Germany. Two of the three
GWHPs were installed in a piglet-rearing barn, the third in a farrowing barn. All three heat pumps
were fed from the same extraction well. The aim of this study was firstly the empirical performance
measurement of the GWHP systems and secondly the energetic evaluation of the systems on barn
level by calculating the coefficient of performance (COP). Three different assessment limits were
considered in order to better identify factors influencing the COP. In total, the heat pumps supplied
thermal energy of 47,160 kWh (piglet-rearing barn) and 36,500 kWh (farrowing barn). Depending on
the assessment limit considered, the COP in piglet-rearing barn and farrowing barn ranged between
2.6–3.4 and 2.5–3.0, respectively. A significant factor influencing the COP is the amount of electrical
current required to operate the groundwater feeding pump. The average groundwater flow rate
was 168.4 m3 d−1 (piglet-rearing barn) and 99.1 m3 d−1 (farrowing barn). In conclusion, by using
energy from groundwater, GWHPs have the potential to substitute fossil fuels, thus saving them and
avoiding CO2 emissions.

Keywords: renewable energy; groundwater; livestock building; heating; coefficient of performance;
climate change; resources; sustainability

1. Introduction

Against the background of limited fossil energy resources, the efficient use of energy and the
sustainable use of energy resources play an important role worldwide. In addition, the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions is being sought in the context of climate change. In 2018, total greenhouse
gas emissions in Germany amounted to 865.6 million tons of CO2 equivalents [1]. A total of 63.6 million
tons of these emissions are attributable to agriculture [1]. This means that German agriculture was
able to achieve a reduction of 4.1% compared with the previous year 2017 (66.3 million tons of CO2

equivalents from agriculture) [1]. However, there is still a need for action in agriculture and all other
sectors in order to achieve national and international climate targets.

The demand for fossil fuels also plays a major role. The higher demand of the fast-growing
economies of developing countries has led to high prices and decreasing fossil energy resource [2].
Consequently, the use of renewable energies, such as biogas, wind, and photovoltaic energy [2], and
the use of geothermal energy is an important alternative to fossil fuels or energy from fossil fuels in
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general, but also in agriculture in particular (cf. [3]). This is an important reason for using heat pumps
by substituting fossil fuels with other energy sources. Another reason is to become more independent
of the energy price.

In pig housing, a good indoor climate must be available to the animals to satisfy the legislation
regarding animal welfare demands and the thermal and physical requirements to ensure building
protection. Due to the high temperature demand of piglets, the energy consumption during the rearing
phase is relatively high. Thus, the average yearly energy consumption under German conditions is
approximately 300 kWh per sow, including piglet rearing [4]. In Germany, pigs are typically housed in
insulated buildings with forced ventilation. To maintain thermal welfare, just-born piglets require
35–37 ◦C, 28–32 ◦C in the first week postpartum (pp) and 25–27 ◦C in the later rearing phase [5,6].
The optimal surface temperature in the lying area should be 38–39 ◦C in the first week pp; for older
piglets, the floor temperature in the lying area should be kept at 33–36 ◦C [7]. When planning a
pig house in Germany, regulation DIN 18910 [8] must be considered; this regulation describes the
calculation methods used to estimate the heat demand at the house level considering the air volume
flow under summer and winter conditions. An example calculation is described by Büscher et al. [9].
In livestock buildings, the energy losses by ventilation are relatively high, making up 70 to 90% of
the building’s total heat losses [10–12]. Heat recovery systems are used to reduce these energy losses
through ventilation of mechanically ventilated livestock buildings to transfer heat of the exhaust air to
the incoming fresh air [13] (cf. [10,14,15]). In addition, systems using renewable energy for heating
are and have been investigated and evaluated under practical conditions. Different technologies for
heating pig housings using renewable energy are available, for example, a modular housing system
with an integrated geothermal heat exchanger [3] or heat pump.

Basically, heat pumps extract heat from an energy source, which can be air, groundwater, or
soil [16] (cf. Figure 1) by evaporating a refrigerant. With this system, the refrigerant is contained
in a closed circuit and is guided to a compressor. Due to the compressing process, the gas changes
to the liquid phase, and the energy can be transferred to another medium (e.g., to water circulating
in a floor-heating system). The working medium is refrigerant that evaporates at a relatively low
temperature. It recirculates between the energy source and the heat pump, changing its aggregation
condition by the processes of evaporating, compressing, liquefying, and expanding, as shown in
Figure 1. This heat transfer from “cold” to “hot” does not run automatically. The system consumes
electricity for circulation pumps and compressors [17,18].

 

Figure 1. Principle and functional elements of a heat pump.
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The temperature level of the heating system should be as low as possible (e.g., 35 ◦C) because of
the decreasing efficiency of heat pumps for higher outgoing temperatures [18] (cf. [19]). Heat pumps
can also be used to produce higher water temperatures in the heating systems (e.g., 55–65 ◦C) but
only with low efficiency [18]. To make a comparison of different heat pumps regarding the COP
(coefficient of performance) (see Equation (1)) on a test bench, the temperatures of the source and the
sink medium have to be examined under defined conditions [20]. To determine the COP of heat pumps
for planning aspects, the specific practical conditions of the installation must be regarded, considering
other electricity consumers, such as the pumps for the circulation of hot water to distribute the heat
energy inside the barn.

COPHP =

.
QHP
PHP

(1)

with COPHP: coefficient of performance of heat pump;
.

QHP: heating performance of heat pump in
kW; PHP: electrical power consumption of heat pump in kW.

In heat pump systems, a distinction is made between open and closed systems. Open systems
use groundwater or water from surface waters (pond, lake, or similar) as heat transfer medium,
whereby the water is transported directly to the heat pump. After passing through the heat pump,
the water is pumped into a rejection well or back into the surface waters. Closed systems are systems
with a closed pipe system containing a heat transfer medium. The heat transfer medium circulates
continuously through the pipe system and thus transports heat energy from the ground to the heat
pump. Furthermore, heat pump systems differ in the design of the pipes, which can be arranged
horizontally (laid close to the surface in the ground, 1–2 m deep) or vertically (reaching deep into
the ground, up to 450 m deep [19,21]). In any case, a number of factors should be considered during
the planning phase, which Omer summarizes well as follows: “geology and hydrogeology of the
underground (sufficient permeability is a must for open systems), area and utilisation on the surface
(horizontal closed systems require a certain area), existence of potential heat sources like mines, and
the heating and cooling characteristics of the building(s).” [21] (p. 356). A detailed description of
the various heat pump systems with their advantages and disadvantages is given in particular by
Omar [21] and Ahmadi et al. [22].

When planning the use of a groundwater heat pump in Germany, it must be remembered that
the use of groundwater is regulated by various laws. One important law is the Water Resources Act.
Depending on the site, the Federal Mining Act may also apply. Every deep drilling requires the water
law approval of the local district office (especially the water authority). It is checked whether the
planned drilling site is located in a protected area (nature reserve, water protection area, or similar),
as drilling is usually prohibited there. Other aspects that are normally checked are the quantity of
groundwater available at the site as well as quality and flow velocity of the groundwater (cf. [17]).
It may also be necessary to prepare a geological survey to clarify the soil conditions in deeper layers.

In Germany, but also in other European countries and worldwide, heat pumps of various designs
are frequently used in residential buildings, office buildings, and in industry [22–25]. In agriculture,
heat pumps are used, for example, to dry medicinal plants [26] or to heat greenhouses [27,28]. Not
too many publications deal with the use of heat pumps for heating animal stables [17,29–36]. While
Manolakos et al. [32] developed a model for a system, which uses heat pumps in a HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning) system for precise environment control in broiler houses (cf. [37]),
only five of these publications [29,31,33,34,36] report on practical experiments with heat pump systems.
The present study should help to close this gap.

Cremer [29] examined a farrowing barn with 40 animal places, in which a brine heat pump (15 kW
nominal heating capacity; area collector) was used to heat the piglet nests. The heat pump produced
32,000 kWh thermal energy and had a COP of 4.0 in the one-year period of the study. The author states
that the use of the heat pump saved 52% of energy costs compared to the use of an oil heating system.
However, in calculating the COP, the author only considered the electricity consumption of the heat
pump itself, but not that of the brine pump and the circulation pumps of the distribution system in the
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house. Furthermore, Cremer investigated an outdoor climate piglet-rearing house (1100 animal places)
with a brine heat pump (16 kW nominal heating capacity; area collector) connected to a floor heating
system in the cubicles [29]. During the 21-week study period, a total of 25,467 kWh of thermal energy
was provided. Taking into account all relevant electricity consumers, 9961 kWh of electric power was
required, resulting in a COP of 2.6 [29]. The potential of heat pump technologies in animal houses
is anticipated to be high because temperature of the buffer reservoir of the floor-heating systems are
relatively low (45 ◦C), and water-distribution systems are established in most cases [29]. Nevertheless,
the requirements for a heat pump system in an animal house are different from those for residential or
office buildings. In a pigsty, significantly higher temperatures in the animal area are to be achieved; for
piglets between 25 ◦C and 37 ◦C (see paragraph above). Furthermore, mechanically ventilated livestock
buildings are ventilated much more intensively than residential or office buildings, which is associated
with higher heat losses via the heated exhaust air. Since a heat pump, depending on its dimensions, is
not always able to cover a high heat requirement in the barn with cold outside air temperatures at the
same time, it is not unusual that in practice another heating technology (hot air blower) is also used in
order to still be able to guarantee the required barn interior temperature at these times.

The aim of this study was (1) the 70-day study of a farrowing barn and a piglet-rearing barn
with identical heat pump types at the same location and (2) the energetic evaluation of the systems at
barn level by calculating the coefficient of performance (COP). Three different assessment limits were
considered in order to better identify factors influencing the performance. These are

1. COPT: the thermal output was set in relation to the total amount of electricity used for pumping
medium (ground water pump), heat pump itself (compressors), circulation pumps of the heat
pump, and distribution system (circulation pumps for hot water distribution in the house).

2. COPP: the thermal output was set in relation to the amount of electricity used for pumping
medium (groundwater pump) and the heat pump itself (compressors).

3. COPZ: the thermal output was set in relation to the amount of electricity used for the heat pump
itself (compressors), circulation pumps of heat pump, and distribution system (circulation pumps
for hot water distribution in the barn).

2. Materials and Methods

A case study from 8 December 2011 to 15 February 2012 was conducted to examine the studied
heat pumps. The field experiments were performed in two forced-ventilated pig buildings (Figure 2)
located in a district of Recklinghausen, West Germany. The district of Recklinghausen is located
440 km southwest of Berlin, 520 km northwest of Munich, 90 km north of Cologne, and 80 km east
of Nijmegen (The Netherlands). These buildings were thermally insulated; the transition transfer
coefficient of the entire building was 0.3 W m−2 K−1 (U-value) on average. According to the seasonal
effects, three identical groundwater heat pumps (GWHPs) (Fighter 1330, NIBE Systemtechnik GmbH,
Celle, Germany) were investigated. The first heat pump was installed in a farrowing barn with a total
floor area of 3256 m2 (88 m length × 37 m width), whereas the other two pumps were installed in the
piglet-rearing barn with a total floor area of 2135 m2 (61 m length × 35 m width). Each heat pump
consisted of two modules (A and B). Both barns are a part of a farm with 740 sows, which are used for
gilt reproduction. The farrowing and piglet-rearing barns were rebuilt away from the urbanized area
in 2009.
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Figure 2. (a) Sketch of the floor plan of the barn and (b) exterior view of the barn from the north-west
side. 1: heat pumps piglet-rearing barn; 2: heat pump farrowing barn; 3: extraction well with
groundwater feeding pump; 4: rejection well; 5: groundwater inlet pipe; 6: groundwater outlet pipe; 7:
entrance and hygiene lock; 8: barn office; 9: road.

2.1. Description of the Experimental Setup

The farrowing barn consisted of 172 places divided into four compartments. Each compartment
had 38 farrowing pens in addition to an extra compartment with 20 farrowing pens. Each pen was
equipped with a 0.65 m2 warm-water piglet heater supplied by the heat pump. For better animal
control, no additional thermal insulation covers for the piglet nests were installed. However, additional
100-W infrared heat lamps were used during the new-born piglets’ first days. Together, the two
modules of the heat pump had a nominal heating capacity of 40 kW. In this barn, modules A and B
fed different reservoirs, and module A was responsible for controlling the temperature of the buffer
reservoir (500 L) at approximately 45 ◦C. This serves as a heat source for the warm-water piglet heater.
The heat pump of module B was a heat source for the water reservoir (300 L; domestic/service water)
and ensured that the water temperature in the reservoir was maintained at approximately 50 ◦C
(Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. Installation diagram of (a) the heat pumps in the farrowing barn with experiment
instrumentations and (b) piglet-rearing barns with the assessment limits for the determination of the
coefficient of performance (COP).

The piglet-rearing barn was divided into eight equal compartments, each with 500 finishing
pig places. The compartments were heated by four parallel steel tubes with a diameter of 63 mm.
These tubes were mounted on the wall one above the other and the warm water from the heat pump
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flowed through them. The lying areas of the compartments were provided with heat-protection
covers. The compartment temperature depended on the animals’ ages and ranged between 32 ◦C and
24 ◦C. When the temperature of the compartment decreased by more than 2 ◦C below the setpoint
temperature, an additional 10-kW liquid petroleum gas (LPG) hot air blower turned on automatically.
Before restocking the compartments with new animals or to dry the compartments after a cleaning
process, 30-kW hot air blowers heated the compartments. Two GWHPs were regularly used to heat
the compartments. These pumps were installed in master-slave combination modules; accordingly,
the master heat pump operates separately with low heating capacity requirements. The slave heat
pump was controlled by the master heat pump and operated only in conditions requiring high heating.
All four modules of the two heat pumps were used to supply a 1500-L buffer reservoir with a target
temperature of 50 ◦C (Figure 3b).

A groundwater temperature of approximately 10 ◦C served as a heat source for both heating
circuits of the farrowing and piglet-rearing barns. A frequency-controlled groundwater pump (7.5
kW max 40 m3 h−1) extracted the groundwater from common extraction well with a depth of 110
m. The groundwater circulated with an operating pressure of 1.3 bar through the heat pump and
transferred its heat energy to the working equipment. Once the water passed through the heat pump,
it was pumped again into the rejection well, which was 70 m deep and located 20 m away from the
extraction well (Figures 2a and 3). The GWHPs of the farrowing and piglet-weaning barn operated
independently. Consequently, these two systems can be directly compared.

2.2. Experiment Instrumentations

Four calibrated ALLMESS ultrasonic heat meters (CF Echo II, ALLMESS GmbH, Oldenburg,
Germany) were used to measure the heat generated from the groundwater in kilowatt hours (kWh).
These sensors had a measuring range for water from 0 to 180 ◦C with an accuracy of ±5%. To
estimate the total amount of water passed through the system, three calibrated flowmeters were used
to observe both the groundwater flow for the heat pump systems and the drinking water supply
network. Recording both the total amount of water and the water supply of the investigated stables
was necessary because both were driven to the same groundwater-feeding pump. In parallel, the
energy requirements of the groundwater-feeding pump were recorded using a three-phase meter,
to which each groundwater consumer (farrowing or piglet-weaning barn) could be subsequently
quantitatively assigned. To achieve energetic comparability of the heat pump systems, an additional
electric energy requirement for both pumps was separately detected using three-phase meters. The LPG
consumption of the piglet-rearing barn (in m3) was determined using a calibrated liquid counter
(RS/2001AL, Samgas, Vernate Milano, Italy). The outside and inside temperatures of both stables were
recorded using temperature data loggers (Testo T175 T1 AG, Lenzkirchen, Germany) with integrated
negative temperature coefficient thermistors as sensors. The range of measurement of the sensors was
from −35 to +70 ◦C within ±0.5 ◦C accuracy.

A special heat pump software program (NIBE, Systemtechnik) was used to record several operating
parameters continuously, including the working hours for each heat pump and the input and output
groundwater temperatures of the heat pump in degrees Celsius.

2.3. Assessment Limits and COP Calculation

In practice, the efficiency of the heat pump is expressed by the COP (see Equation (1)). Therefore,
various possible assessment limits at barn level were used to consider the number of used electrical
loads in the system to determine the different efficiency levels of a heating circuit and to carry out
weak point analysis of the whole heating circuit. Accordingly, three assessment limits are defined and
represented in Figure 3b.
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The assessment limits vary depending on the considered number of electrical consumers (Figure 3b).
The three assessment limits COPT (Equation (2)), COPP (Equation (3)), and COPZ (Equation (4)) were
calculated. They are explained in detail as follows:

COPT =
QHP

PGFP + PCO,A+B + PCI,A+B + PCI,FB or CI,RB
(2)

with

• COPT: coefficient of performance of the total heating circuit;
• QHP: thermal heating energy in kWh;
• PGFP: electrical expenditure of the groundwater feeding pump in kWh;
• PCO,A+B: electrical expenditure of compressors A + B (in piglet rearing for both heat pumps)

in kWh;
• PCI,A+B: electrical expenditure of circulation pumps A + B of the heat pump in kWh;
• PCI,FB or CI,RB: electrical expenditure of the circulation pump for the farrowing or piglet-rearing

barns in kWh.

COPP =
QHP

PGFP + PCO,A+B
(3)

with

• COPP: coefficient of performance of the groundwater feeding pump and the electrical expenditure
of compressors A + B (in piglet rearing for both heat pumps);

• QHP: thermal heating energy in kWh;
• PGFP: electrical expenditure of the groundwater feeding pump in kWh;
• PCO,A+B: electrical expenditure of compressors A + B (in piglet rearing for both heat pumps)

in kWh;

COPZ =
QHP

PCO,A+B + PCI,A+B + PCI,FB or CI,RB
(4)

with

• COPZ: coefficient of performance of the total heating circuit without the electrical expenditure of
groundwater feeding pump;

• QHP: thermal heating energy in kWh;
• PCO,A+B: electrical expenditure of compressors A + B (in piglet rearing for both heat pumps)

in kWh;
• PCI,A+B: electrical expenditure of circulation pumps A + B of the heat pump in kWh;
• PCI,FB or CI,RB: electrical expenditure of the circulation pump for the farrowing or piglet-rearing

barns in kWh.

2.4. Data Analysis

The data collected during the entire investigation period were analyzed using Microsoft Excel
2010. In this descriptive representation the study focused arithmetic mean x, median x̃, and the
maximum performance potential of the heat pumps under winter conditions.

3. Results

3.1. Climatic Conditions during the Experimental Periods

The average outside air temperature at the experimental period was 2.0 ◦C (̃x = 3.5 ◦C) (Figure 4).
The maximum measured value was 12.8 ◦C, and the minimum was −15.2 ◦C. The air temperature in
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the farrowing barn was nearly constant and averaged 23.0 ◦C (̃x = 23.1 ◦C) (Figure 4a). Whereas the
maximum air temperature in the piglet-rearing barn was 34.0 ◦C and at the end of the rearing period,
the compartment air temperature was continuously decreased to 25.0 ◦C (Figure 4b). The averaged air
temperature was 28.4 ◦C (̃x = 28.1 ◦C). The temperature drops in Figure 4 each indicate that the barn
is empty.

 

Figure 4. Temperature profiles (hourly mean values) as well as performance of the heat pump(s)
(weekly mean values) in (a) the farrowing bran and (b) the piglet-rearing barn during the trial period.
Dotted black line: outside air temperature; dashed grey line: barn inside air temperature; continuous
grey line: groundwater temperature; black spots: electrical power consumption of heat pump(s); grey
rectangles: heat supplied by the heat pump(s).
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3.2. Utilization of Groundwater Heat Pumps

The software of the GWHP read the operating hours of compressors A and B and stored them in
the internal data memory. The cumulative data are presented in Figure 5.

 

Figure 5. Operating hours (black column) and operating capacity (grey column) of (a) heat pump
compressors in the farrowing barn and (b) piglet-rearing barn during the 70-day trial period, which
correspond 1680 h.

In addition to the absolute operating hours of the compressors, the relative operating capacities of
the compressors were also specified. During the experimental period of 70 days (cf. Section 2), the
operating hours of compressor A in the farrowing barn totaled 1034 h of the 1680 possible hours, which
corresponds to an operating capacity of 61.5%. Compressor B reached 868 operating hours with an
operating capacity of 51.7% (cf. Figure 5a).

The four heat pump compressors were operated for a total of 2509 h in the piglet-rearing barn
during the investigation period, which corresponds to an average operating capacity of 37.3% for
the whole system. The compressors of the master heat pump were operated 211 h longer than the
cumulative operating times of the two modules (compressors) of the slave heat pump. The highest
operating capacity (54.5%) was observed at compressor B of the master module with 916 operating
hours (Figure 5b).

3.3. Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the Groundwater Heating Pumps

Figure 4 shows the temperature profiles of groundwater, outside air and inside air as well as the
consumption of electric power (input) and the thermal power generated by the heat pumps (output)
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during the trial period for the farrowing barn (Figure 4a) and the piglet-rearing barn (Figure 4b). Both
figures show in different ways that when outside air temperatures decrease, the power consumption of
the heat pumps increases as well as the thermal output of the heat pumps, and vice versa.

Figure 6 shows the electric energy consumption considering the three assessment limits (see
Equations (2)–(4) and Figure 3b) and the generated usable heat energy for both the farrowing barn
(Figure 6a) and the piglet-rearing barn (Figure 6b).

 

 
Figure 6. Electrical energy input depended on the different assessment limits (see Section 2.3) and
thermal energy output during the experimental period in (a) the farrowing barn and in (b) the
piglet-rearing barn.

The total consumed energy during the whole measuring period of the heat pump and the
groundwater feeding pump (GFP) in the farrowing barn was 14,201 kWh (Figure 6a). During the
same period, the heat pump provided 36,500 kWh of total utilized thermal energy. Accordingly, the
COPP value reached 2.6. After adding the electricity consumption of 269 kWhel by the three circulation
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pumps for the heating circuits the COPT decreased to 2.5. Considering the overall system without the
electricity consumption of the GFP resulted in a COPZ of 3.0 (cf. Figure 6a and Table 1).

Table 1. Comparison of two heat pump systems of two studies.

Heat Pump
System

GWHP
[cf. 36]

GWHP
[cf. 36]

Brine heat Pump
with Area

Collectors [29]

Brine Heat Pump
with Area

Collectors [29]

Source Groundwater Groundwater Ground Ground

Types of livestock
housing

Piglet-rearing barn Farrowing barn Piglet-rearing barn Farrowing barn

Experimental
period in d

70 70 146 364

Electricity
consumption

in kWhel

- HP with
circulation pumps

13,823 12,196 6725 8000

- HP with GFP or
brine pump

17,636 14,201 8732 -

- HP with
circulation pumps
and GFP or brine

pump

18,427 14,470 9961 -

Σ Heat output
in kWhth

47,160 36,500 25,467 32,000

COPZ 3.4 3 3.8 4
COPP 2.7 2.6 2.6 -
COPT 2.6 2.5 2.6 -

For the master-slave heat pump in the piglet-rearing barn, 17,636 kWhel was consumed by the
heat pump and the GFP (Figure 6b). For heating over the same period, the heat pump provided
47,160 kWhth of utilizable heat. The COP of the heat pump was calculated similarly to the COP of the
heat pump in the farrowing barn using Equations (2)–(4). The calculated values for COPP and COPT

were 2.7 and 2.6, respectively. However, the COPZ value was 3.4 for the heat pump system without
considering the GFP (cf. Figure 6b and Table 1).

3.4. Heat Quantity and Produced Heating Capacity

A complement of the required heating capacity of the heat pump was represented to provide the
necessary heat quantity. A total of 36,160 kWh of thermal energy provided by the heat pump was used
to heat the warm water flowing through the piglet nests (farrowing barn). Therefore, each piglet nest
used 3.0 kWh daily in winter. During the experimental period, an average of 23 kW of power was
retrieved, representing approximately 57.5% of the maximum heat pump manufacturer’s specifications.

The piglet-rearing barn was supplied with a total of 55,216 kWhth using a hot air blower and
GWHP with a share of 47,160 kWhth during the experimental period. The heat pump provided 85.4%
of thermal energy, whereas the hot air blower produced 14.6%. The average equivalent value was
approximately 790 kWh per day or 0.2 kWh per fattening place and day. The required heating capacity
for the piglet-rearing barn was calculated by considering the heat pump and hot air blower as an
average of 37 kW (σ = 7.9 kW; x̃ = 36.1 kW). This value corresponds to an average of 46.3% of the
maximum system performance for the master-slave configuration.
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3.5. Groundwater Flow Rates

For the heat pump applications in the farrowing and piglet-rearing barns, approximately
18,049 m3 of groundwater was obtained from the extraction well during the experimental period.
This groundwater passed through the heat pump and then fed into the rejection well. This equivalent
daily groundwater requirement is specified under the combined operating loads in Figure 5a,b as
258 m3. The groundwater enters at a constant supply temperature of x = 9.7 ◦C (σ = 0.1 ◦C; x̃ =
9.7 ◦C) in the heat pump (Figure 4) and leaves it with an average temperature of 6.7 ◦C (σ = 1.4 ◦C;
x̃ = 6.7 ◦C). The groundwater was consequently cooled in the heat pump by an average of 3.0 ◦C.
Approximately 3.5 kWhth m−3 of thermal energy is used to process the groundwater through the heat
pump on average.

The water quantity is specified as shown in Figure 7 and was promoted daily by the heat pumps
and the ratio between the daily amount of produced heat and the daily groundwater flow through
the systems.

 
Figure 7. Daily groundwater flow rate (dark column) through the heat pumps and the achieved thermal
energy per m3 groundwater (light column). The equivalent standard deviations are also presented.

The farrowing barn was provided with purposed heat using the heat pump with an average
of 5.5 kWhth for each cubic meter of groundwater (σ = 0.5 kWhth m−3; x̃ = 5.5 kWhth m−3).
The piglet-rearing barn was provided with average purposed heat of 4.3 kWhth m−3 (σ = 0.3 kWhth

m−3; x̃ = 4.3 kWhth m−3) via 168.4 m3 of daily groundwater flow.

4. Discussion

4.1. Climatic Conditions during the Experimental Periods

The climatic weather conditions at the experimental site represent a classic winter in this region.
The inside temperatures of the farrowing barn and piglet-rearing barn (cf. Figure 4) shows a constant
and good climate during the test period. The barn inside temperatures correspond to the requirements
described in the introduction.

4.2. Groundwater Heat Pumps

The degree of utilization of the heat pumps was relatively low because the dimensions of the
investigated heat pumps were subsequently doubled for both stables. By doubling the size of the
farrowing barn, a power deficit in the heat pump occurred with a nominal power of 40 kW, which could
be balanced using hot air blowers. The produced heat output of the heat pump in the piglet-rearing
barn was as expected from the sizing of the system. No additional costs will be incurred by the future
extension of the same piglet-rearing barn construction after the heat transfer system establishing in the
compartments. In this case, the nominal power will be 80 kW.
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As described in the introduction, German authorities must approve the extraction and recirculation
of the groundwater when a GWHP is used. On this experimental site, the approval by the German Water
Act went without a problem. The groundwater quality fully met the legal requirements. Manganese or
iron deposits on the exchanger surfaces were not found by inspecting the barn facilities.

During the experimental period, the extraction well had a daily average groundwater quantity of
99.1 m3 for the heat pump circuit in the farrowing barn and 168.4 m3 d−1 in the piglet-rearing barns
(Section 3.5.; Figure 7). An average of 69.3 m3 d−1 more groundwater was pumped through the system
in the piglet-rearing barn than in the farrowing barn, corresponding to an additional groundwater
consumption of 69.9%. It is mentioned by Matthias [17] that the groundwater flow capacity required
for the operation of a GWHP is 48 m3 d−1. The measured values exceeded the specified value in the
literature by a factor of 2.1 to 3.5. However, the investigated GWHPs achieved only approximately 50%
of their theoretical capacities. Accordingly, the extracted groundwater requirements should increase at
full capacity.

Regarding the required groundwater circuit capacity for the extraction well, it should be noted
that this capacity depends on the system performance, the type of application, and the choice of
groundwater flow rate. Therefore, fixed guide values cannot be provided at this time.

Cremer [29] estimates the possibility of using heat pumps in livestock buildings because of the
relatively low temperature supply (approx. 45 ◦C) when low-temperature warm-water heaters are
used efficiently and, thus, economically. The piglet nests in the farrowing barn were operated with a
warm-water supply temperature of 45 ◦C. Only a very small portion of the produced heat (0.9%) was
required to heat the 50 ◦C domestic water. The supply temperature of the heating circuit mentioned by
Cremer [29] was exceeded by 5 ◦C in the investigated piglet-rearing barn. The observed temperature
accounted for 50 ◦C. Due to the increased supply temperature, negative effects are already expected in
the development of the COP for the heat pump system.

4.3. Comparison with Other Heat Pumps Systems

The COP values achieved were between 2.5 and 3.4. The price development for primary energy
must be considered when comprehensively evaluating this system. By increasing fossil energy
prices, the heat pump can be economically operated, even at COP values less than 4.0, compared to
conventional fossil heating. However, the value 4.0 fluctuates depending on price of fossil heating
energy costs.

To improve the COP of the heat pump, the groundwater flow was increased and the supply
temperature in the farrowing barn decreased. Accordingly, the temperature difference between the
heat source and heat sink was reduced, thereby improving the COP. This modification was halted after
a short time because the desired lying area temperature of approximately 38–40 ◦C in the farrowing
barn was no longer reached in the farrowing barn due to the lower supply temperature.

The COP serves as the base value for comparing heat pumps (see Section 1). Due to a lack of
literature references relating to the use of heat pumps in livestock stables, a direct comparison can only
be made to the research of Cremer [29], considering the assessment limits (Figure 3b). Table 1 shows
that COPP and COPT in the present study are largely identical to those of the study of Cremer [29]
(investigation of a piglet-rearing barn and farrowing barn with brine heat pump with area collectors).
Furthermore, it becomes clear that the COPZ in both studies are significantly higher than COPT and
COPP. This effect is due to the electricity consumption by the GFP (in this study) and the brine pump
for the area collectors (at Cremer [29]). Furthermore, the heat transport from the heat pump into the
barn itself is decisive for the COP value. Cremer investigated an outdoor climate piglet rearing house
(1100 animal places) in which the heat pump was used to heat cubicles with underfloor heating [29]. In
the piglet-rearing barn of this study, the heat in the compartments is distributed via four parallel steel
tubes as space heating (see Section 2.1). This requires a higher water circulation; the flow temperature
is negatively influenced and the temperature difference between sink and source is increased. These
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factors also influence the efficiency of the entire heating system, but to a lesser extent than the feed
pump for the groundwater.

The shares of electrical consumers in total electricity consumption in both studies are comparable
(Table 1): the highest share is due to the operation of the heat pump itself, followed by the pumping
technology for the medium (from the sink to the heat pump). The smallest share of electrical energy is
used for the distribution of heat in the stable system.

The evaluation of the COP varies. While Lucia et al. [19] report that the COP of ground-source
heat pumps ranges from 3.0 to 3.8, Matthias [17] points out that a COP greater than 4.0 should be
targeted for heat pumps in order to ensure economical operation. It should be noted that the COPT

number is largely dependent on the dimensioning of the overall system (heat pump, circulating or feed
pump, circulating pumps for heat transfer into the building, and the technique for heat dissipation)
and requires careful dimensioning.

4.4. Substitution Potential Power of Fossil Energy and a Contribution to CO2 Savings

A reduction in CO2 emissions is also important for achieving the defined climate protection targets
(cf. Section 1). Agricultural livestock farming can contribute to this by using renewable energies. By
using heat pumps in this study, 47,160 kWh (piglet-rearing barn) and 36,500 kWh (farrowing barn) of
thermal energy could be generated (Section 3.3). If this amount of heat had to be generated with fossil
fuels, 4716 L of fuel oil or 7178 L of liquid gas would have been required for the piglet house, and
3650 L of fuel oil or 5556 L of liquid gas for the farrowing house. Consequently, the use of heat pumps
in this experiment avoided 8.5–12.5 tons of CO2 emissions. From an environmental point of view, this
is assessed positively.

The avoidance of CO2 emissions by using heat pumps is confirmed by Islam et al. [33]. These
authors also report that in their experiment other emissions (ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, sulfur
dioxide) besides CO2 were also significantly reduced.

4.5. Groundwater Heat Pump Compared to Oil or Gas Heating

It is not easy to make a direct comparison between the groundwater heat pump and an oil or gas
heating system, since any comparison is very much dependent on the respective calculation bases
and the energy prices, which, as is well known, can fluctuate very strongly. Nevertheless, a rough
calculation was made. The following systems were placed side by side: a groundwater heat pump
with a COPT of 2.7, a groundwater heat pump with a COPT of 3.5, a natural gas heating system, and an
oil heating system. The nominal heating capacity of all heating systems is 120 kW each. The annual
heating requirement is estimated at 400,000 kWh. The electric power is always taken into account with
a net electricity price of €0.18 kWh−1. The acquisition costs for the heat pump are estimated at €44,300
and for the oil and natural gas heating each at €17,000. Interest rate (3.5%) and depreciation over 10
years (incl. dept service) as well as maintenance cost are considered. The only variable factor in the
calculation is the energy prices for oil and natural gas over the last 10 years (annual average values).
This result of this calculation is shown graphically in Figure 8. For better understanding, trend lines
were inserted.
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Figure 8. A comparison of the annual heating costs for four different heating systems (a groundwater
heat pump with a COPT of 2.7, a groundwater heat pump with a COPT of 3.5, a natural gas heating
system and an oil heating system) over the last 10 years. The only variable factor is the energy price
(annual average) for oil and natural gas.

The graphs of the heat pumps in Figure 8 run parallel to the abscissa, since the heat pumps are
operated independently of oil or natural gas. However, the influence of the COP is very clear. With a
COP of 3.5, the performance ratio is significantly better, which is also associated with significantly
lower annual costs. There is a clear link between the annual costs of natural gas and oil heating and
energy prices, although the oil price usually fluctuates more strongly than the natural gas price. In the
years 2011 to 2013, heat pump operation is even more economical than oil heating, even with a poor
COP of 2.7, so the farm owner’s decision to use heat pump technology in 2009 is understandable in
view of rising energy prices (at that time). In the following years, on the other hand, operation with an
oil heating system would have been cheaper than with a heat pump, because the oil price has fallen
relatively sharply again.

The operation of a natural gas heating system is a sensible alternative if a sufficiently high COP
number for heat pump operation cannot be guaranteed. However, it must be considered that natural
gas is not available in all areas.

If the price of electricity continues to rise and natural gas and oil prices should stagnate, a heat
pump is not recommended under current conditions.

5. Conclusions

The present study of two heat pump systems contributes to the practical analysis of the performance
of regenerative heating technologies. Heat pumps can be characterized realistically in terms of the
relationship between electricity consumption and both energy production and energy efficiency.
The economic and ecological operation of a groundwater heat pump depends on achieving a high
coefficient of performance. For this purpose, the lowest possible flow temperatures of the compartment
heating circuit should be selected, as this is the only way to ensure a small temperature difference
between the heat source (ground water) and the heat sink (heating circuit flow) at a relatively constant
ground water temperature. For this reason, the installation of a groundwater heat pump, it is essential
to adjust the heating regime in the barn compartments to low heating circuit flow temperatures.

The following aspects should be considered when installing a GWHP in a farrowing barn or a
piglet rearing barn:

• The warm-water piglet heater is preferable to the space heating variants due to the lower
flow temperature.
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• Hot water pipes of the heating circuit should be thermally insulated. As a result, the transport
heat losses remain low and the flow temperatures can be selected lower, correspondingly.

• In addition, the warm-water piglet heater should be routed in a parallel proceeding to ensure a
homogeneous heat distribution in the common area of the animals.

• The radiating surface of the heating elements in the animal house must be sufficiently large.
• The lying area should be provided with a heat protection cover. As a result, the animals can be

provided with an optimal microclimate even at low heating circuit flow temperatures.

The above-mentioned installation recommendations represent an opportunity to minimize flow
temperature. This describes the most important and influenceable regulating variable for an economic
and ecological operation of a GWHP.

In addition, the following points can be noted:

• The permanently constant ground water temperature has a positive effect on the performance of a
heat pump.

• However, pumping groundwater requires a considerable amount of electrical power by the
groundwater feeding pump.

• The heat pump was oversized for the stable complex under investigation. (Background: the barn
should be doubled at a later date. However, the heat pumps were dimensioned directly for the
entire building.)

• The application of the three different assessment limits could help to identify factors influencing
the coefficient of performance.

• The high supply temperature of 50 ◦C in the piglet rearing barn has a negative effect on the COP.
It is recommended that the radiating area in the house is increased (up to now only steel tubes
have been installed here), so that the required heat output in the house can still be ensured at low
supply temperature.

• The data collected refer to the winter.
• Against the background of the sharp drop in feed-in tariffs for electricity from photovoltaic

systems in Germany, it should be examined whether it makes sense to install a photovoltaic
system on the roof surfaces to generate electricity. On the one hand, the use of self-generated
electricity could lead to becoming somewhat more independent of the energy market. On the
other hand, the operation of the heat pump could become more economical if the kilowatt hour of
electrical power generated on the own farm is cheaper than the kilowatt hour purchased from the
network provider.

It would be desirable if such a heat pump system were examined over a whole year in order
to obtain a holistic picture of the groundwater heat pump and its performance over all seasons. It
would also be interesting to check whether a combination of heat pumps with other house systems
makes sense. In this connection, a modular housing system with geothermal heat exchanger, for
example, could be combined with a brine heat pump. The brine circuit of the heat pump could be
integrated into the central exhaust air collecting duct of the modular house. The exhaust air could thus
be extracted at a high temperature. This installation would have the advantage of a lower temperature
difference between the heat source (warm exhaust air) and heat sink (heating circuit), which should
result in a higher COP. However, a more secure and continuous outflow in the exhaust air-collecting
duct of the condensate should be ensured to prevent building damage. However, other solutions are
also conceivable. A very important future research question in times of global warming is to what
extent heat pump systems can be used not only for heating in winter but also for cooling in summer
(cf. [32,34,35]) and which modifications are associated with this.
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Abbreviations and Indices

COP coefficient of performance
GFP groundwater feeding pump
GWHP groundwater heat pump
P electric power consumption
Q thermal energy in kWh
.

Q heating performance in kW

CI,A+B circulation pump A and B

CO,A+B compressor A and B

el electrical

FB farrowing barn

HP heat pump

RB piglet-rearing barn

T total electric power consumption of all compressors and circulation pumps of the heating
system

th thermal

Z the electric power consumption of the circulation pumps A + B of the heat pump (in piglet
rearing with both heat pumps) and the electric power consumption of the circulation
pumps for the farrowing and piglet-rearing barns
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Abstract: Solar heat, already captured by vast asphalt fields in urban areas, is potentially a
huge energy resource. The vertical soil temperature profile, i.e., low enthalpy geothermal energy,
reveals how efficiently the irradiation is absorbed or radiated back to the atmosphere. Measured solar
irradiation, heat flux on the asphalt surface and temperature distribution over a range of depths
describe the thermal energy from an asphalt surface down to 10 m depth. In this study, those variables
were studied by long-term measurements in an open-air platform in Finland. To compensate the
nighttime heat loss, the accumulated heat on the surface should be harvested during the sunny
daytime periods. A cumulative heat flux over one year from asphalt to the ground was 70% of the
cumulative solar irradiance measured during the same period. However, due to the nighttime heat
losses, the net heat flux during 5 day period was only 18% of the irradiance in spring, and was
negative during autumn, when the soil was cooling. These preliminary results indicate that certain
adaptive heat transfer and storage mechanisms are needed to minimize the loss and turn the asphalt
layer into an efficient solar heat collector connected with a seasonal storage system.

Keywords: asphalt solar collector; heat flux; distributed temperature sensing; low enthalpy
geothermal energy; renewable energy; soil temperature profile

1. Introduction

Today’s society is obliged to search for new low carbon energy resources to fight against global
climate change. In cold-climate regions, fossil fuels are often used for heating. Solar energy, which is
one of the most important inexhaustible sustainable energy resources, can be harvested using heat
collectors or solar panels. Solar heat is renewable, and therefore, can potentially reduce dependency
on fossil fuels. On the other hand, collecting of solar energy from the asphalt layer during the hottest
season also saves the asphalt from large temperature changes, which can cause structural damage like
rutting or hardening [1,2].

Surface temperature changes caused by solar irradiation degrade exponentially with a time
constant of a few hours due to the thermal energy flowing back into the atmosphere. The accumulation
of the daily gains or losses in terms of solar energy leads to small temperature increases in the deeper
layers of the soil, creating long-term warming or cooling of the soil [3,4]. A diurnal and/or seasonal
storage is necessary for a solar heating system in a cold climate region. Majorowicz et al. [5] and
Loomans et al. [6] have expressed an application of an asphalt collector for summer and winter
conditions. They have also studied the thermal energy potential of an asphalt collector and what the
critical parameters are.
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Some simple storage systems operate without heat pumps; only solar collectors and panels are
connected with seasonal thermal energy storage [7]. Solar heat collectors, together with heat pumps
and seasonal thermal energy storage systems, are frequently used in heating real estate, industrial
buildings, and greenhouses [8,9]. Drake Landing Solar Community in Canada has experience in the
harvesting and storing of solar energy [10,11]. In Drake Landing, 52 detached houses are heated using
2293 m2 of flat plate solar collectors. The storage volume used for seasonal storage consisted of 144
boreholes, each being the depth of 35 m. The temperature of the borehole thermal energy storage system
(BTES) reached above 65 ◦C in summer after three years of operation, and the temperature dropped
nearly at 40 ◦C during the winter [10,12]. Experimental measurements and a Comsol simulation model
of thermal energy from solar collectors in the ground were studied also by Haq and Hiltunen [13].
The theories and models used by Haq and Hiltunen can later be used to optimize the parameters of
the asphalt heat collection and seasonal storage system.

The focus and novelty of this research was to study the thermal energy absorption of asphalt
surface and soil layers beneath an asphalt layer in a cold climate region. The goal was reached by
benchmarking and analyzing the solar irradiance and the absorption rates of the asphalt surface
around the clock in different seasons. The vertical temperature distribution in the soil was studied for
possible solar and low enthalpy geothermal energy harvesting applications in future.

The laboratory experiments, carried out before this study, indicated that dark asphalt is efficient in
absorbing solar irradiance and conducting thermal energy to the soil [14]. Ho et al. [15] has modeled an
asphalt paved area with most important parameters and variables by Comsol finite element simulation.
In Finland, logistic centers are interested in snow melting systems. In this research, the thermal
behavior of commonly used asphalt paved soil structures, e.g., parking spaces, is studied in high
latitudes above 63◦ N at University of Vaasa campus site (see Figure 1), which is farther north than the
previous research projects cited above. The monthly mean air temperatures and heating degree days
in Vaasa during the study period are declared in Table 1.

Figure 1. Location of measurement site marked by red circle, Vaasa, Finland [16].
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Table 1. The monthly mean air temperatures [◦C] measured during April 2014–December 2015 at the
weather station of the Finnish Meteorological Institute [17] and the heating degree days (HDD) in
Vaasa [18].

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. HDD

2014 4.2 9.3 12.6 20 16.5 11.5 5 1 −0.7 3926
2015 −3.1 −0.2 0.1 4 8.4 12.1 15.2 16.5 12.1 5.9 3.9 1.2 3546
2016 −9.7 −2.3 0.1 3.3 11 14 17.2 14.6 11.9 4 −1.1 −0.5 4124

The modeling of the thermophysical properties of pavement materials on the evolution of
temperature depth profiles in different climatic regions has been refereed by Hall et al. [19].

2. Materials and Methods

According to Strzelczyk et al. [20] it is important to know the thermal parameters of the
surroundings, the weather, and the solar radiation properties in a given location in order to
design and improve energy systems. The shallow geothermal energy originates mainly from sun.
The measurements in this study were obtained by three main sources: (1) a pyranometer, (2) a heat
flux plate, and (3) a distributed temperature sensing (DTS) system. These three independent methods
complement each other, giving on a reliable picture of the different layers. The pyranometer measured
solar irradiance, the heat flux plate measured the heat flux through the asphalt layer, and the DTS
described the temperature distribution down to several meters’ depth.

2.1. Pyranometer Measurements

In this research solar irradiance is measured by using a Hukseflux LP02-TR (Hukseflux Inc., Delft,
The Netherlands) pyranometer [21] which was placed on the roof of the neighbour building. In this
position it was under the open sky without shadows. The measured values were sampled using a
DataTaker—data logger (Thermo Fisher Scientific Australia Pty Ltd.,Melbourne, Australia) in 10 s
time intervals. The data was logged with a timestamp and stored for analysis. The calibration accuracy
of the pyranometer is less than 1.8%.

2.2. Heat Flux Measurements on the Asphalt Surface

The heat flux plate together with pyranometer can be used to study the efficiency of an asphalt
layer as a heat collector. Heat flux data were collected using a Hukseflux heat flux plate HFP01-15
(Hukseflux Inc, The Netherlands) [22] buried 5 cm below the asphalt surface at the data collection site
(see Figures 2 and 3). This sensor plate generates a small analog output voltage proportional to the
net heat flux passing through it. The heat flux towards the ground is interpreted as positive and the
heat flux from the ground to the surface is interpreted as negative. The aim of taking the heat flux
measurements is to quantify the net energy from solar radiation absorbed by the asphalt during the
day and the amount of thermal energy released back to the atmosphere during the night. These energy
flows depend on multiple factors, such as irradiance, air temperature, the weather, current soil
temperature, the thermal properties of the medium, thermal conductivity, and heat capacity [23].
The accuracy of calibration is ±3%.

A data collection system was developed for reading, transferring, and storing the ground heat
flux plate data. This system consisted of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and a wireless sensor
platform, a wireless gateway, and an embedded PC (see Figure 4). The analog voltage provided by the
sensor was digitized by an ADC and the wireless sensor platform sampled the value every 10 s and
sent the values to the wireless gateway platform located inside the building. The wireless gateway was
connected to the embedded PC, which stored the data on the hard drive. During the data collection
period, the measurement devices faced cold temperatures, as low as −30 ◦C, and continued to operate.
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Figure 2. Installation of heat flux plate “Hukseflux” before asphalt pavement.

Figure 3. Heat flux data collection site, “Hukseflux,” under the plank.

Wireless Sensor
Platform

Wireless Gateway 
Platform

Heat Flux Plate
(Underground)

Embedded 
Linux PC

Figure 4. Network structure for wireless data collection of the heat flux sensor.
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The collected data were analyzed using the mathematical computing software MATLAB (Version
9.2., The MathWorks Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA) to extract information about the net flux of
the heat depending on the meteorological conditions of the season and the time of day. Statistical
computations were used to make the estimations of the future heat transfers.

2.3. Underground Temperature Measurements

The distributed temperature sensing (DTS) method was used to measure the temperatures in soil
layers under the asphalt pavement. This method was chosen because it is known to be usable in cold
climate regions [24] and is successfully used in monitoring of boreholes too. The boreholes can be
open-holes or sealed wells, as in this study, and the installation can be permanent [25–27]. This method
is based on optical light scattering in fiber [28]. Short pulses of laser light are sent to the optical fiber
by the DTS measurement device. Part of the incident light pulse is scattered by elastic scattering while
it moves along the core of the fiber. The properties of the scattered light are acquired by the DTS
measurement device, which then estimates the temperature based on the temperature dependent part
of elastic scattering [29,30]. An optical fiber, therefore, can be used as a linear sensor. In this study, the
temperatures were observed with 1 m spatial resolution.

A measurement fiber was installed into the vertical boreholes drilled under the asphalt
(more exactly described by Mäkiranta et al. [4]). The aim was to measure soil temperatures from
the depth of 50 cm down to 10 m at the same time. Temperatures under the asphalt layer were acquired
by a DTS device (Oryx DTS, Sensornet Ltd, Hertfordshire, UK) once or twice per month, depending
on the season. These measurements were made on site using special instruments in addition to the
meteorological data. The accuracy of the DTS device is +/−0.5 ◦C.

The structure of an asphalt-paved parking lot is shown in Figure 5. The thickness of the asphalt
layer is between 7 and 10 cm, the gravel and sand layer is about 60 cm thick , and the clay layer lies
beneath those. The physical properties of soil is listed in Table 2.

Figure 5. Soil layers under the asphalt in the measurement field at the University of Vaasa campus area.
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Table 2. Some physical properties of the soil in the literature [31–35].

Soil Type Specific Heat Capacity [kJ/kg·◦C] Density [kg/m3]

Asphalt 0.92 2400
Gravel 1.50 (dry) 1680 (dry)
Sand 0.84 (dry, 20 ◦C) 2660
Clay 0.88 (10% moisture) 1.76 (50% moisture) 1600 (dry) 1760 (wet)

3. Results

3.1. Analyzing Pyranometer and Heat Flux Data

The ratio of the incoming solar irradiance leading to a heat flux under the asphalt can be used
as a measure of the efficiency of the asphalt layer as a heat collector. The daily average absorption
ratio, σ, for the given day was calculated by integrating the solar irradiance, Ee (radiant exposure
[H] = Wh/m2) and heat flux, φ, over a 24 h period, as follows:

σ =
(1/T)

∫
t∈T φ(t)dt

(1/T)
∫

t∈T Ee(t)dt
=

φ

Ee
(1)

This formula applied for the 23th of April gives the following result:

σ =
14 Wh/m2

230 Wh/m2 = 5.9%, (2)

As expected, the soil warms up in April, which is spring time in the northern hemisphere. The net
heat flux is rather small due to high negative flux during the night. Liquid circulation assisted by
pumps could be utilized for optimizing the heat transfer to the soil. Heat loss can also be reduced
by many other technical means, such as by selecting optimal materials in different soil layers, or by
using an insulating cover during the night. The full potential of the asphalt layer can be estimated by
calculating the absorption ratio in an optimal case where the nighttime heat loss is totally eliminated
by accumulating only the positive heat flux. The absorption ratio of this optimal case, σp, is:

σp =
139 Wh/m2

230 Wh/m2 = 60%, (3)

Although the average heat flux was 139 Wh/m2 during the daytime, which is 60% of the daytime
solar irradiance, the absorption rate for the entire day was only 14 Wh/m2, which is only 5.9% of the
solar irradiance. This reduction was caused by the heat loss that occurred during the nighttime; see
Figure 6.

3.2. Relation between the Cumulative Heat Flux and Soil Temperature

The soil temperature, T, is directly proportional to the heat, Q, stored in the soil since Q = c m ΔT,
where m is the mass of the volume unit of soil [m] = kg/m3 and [c] = [kJ/kg·◦C] is the specific heat
capacity of soil. Since the heat, Q, is an integral of heat flux, φ, in time t and the surface S, the following
equation, showing the dependency between soil temperature and heat flux, is obtainable:

∫ t

0

∮
S
�φ · d�s dt = c m ΔT, (4)

where φ is the heat flux into the unit of soil volume surrounded by the closed surface, S, during time dt.
The pyranometer and the heat flux plate data were used for estimating the absorption efficiency

of the asphalt layer. Changes in the underground temperatures were acquired using the DTS
measurement method, and they are proportional to the integral sum of the net heat flux.
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As an example of daily data analysis, Figure 6 represents the measured solar irradiance and heat
flux on the 23rd of April.
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Apr 23, 2015   
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Figure 6. Solar irradiance, Ee(t)[W/m2] (pyranometer) and heat flux, φ [W/m2] (heat flux plate), as a
function of time (h) for the 23rd of April 2015.

The solar irradiance measured by the pyranometer is always positive since it represents the solar
energy received as watts per square meter. The data shown in Figure 6 spans from 00:00 until 23:59.
The sunlight on the 23rd of April 2015 started at 3:30 due to the northern latitude of Finland and lasted
until 17:00, having a peak of 900 W/m2 at 11:00. The data were sampled every 10 s and included
relatively large and fast fluctuations due to cloud shadows and reflections.

Figure 6 also represents the net heat flux, φ, through the asphalt surface for the same day. Heat flux
can have negative values when the thermal energy is dissipated back onto the surface from the ground.
The figure shows that the solar irradiance induces a positive heat flux towards the ground, whereas
the heat flux becomes negative when the irradiance is close to zero. The solar irradiance must be
greater than the heat loss to achieve positive heat flux. The heat loss depends on the soil temperature,
air temperature, and the weather conditions. The heat loss is relatively small in spring when the soil
is still cool and relatively high in autumn when the soil is warm. Although the peak heat flux was
700 W/m2, the average heat flux φ for the given day was only 14 W/m2. The average heat loss was
approximately 130 Wh/m2.

Figures 7–10 illustrate the instantaneous balances during 5 day periods of heat flux (average
net heat flow and average positive heat flow are measured with heat flux plate, including diffuse
irradiance) and irradiance (direct solar irradiance measured by pyranometer) in four different seasons.
The data shown in the figures are summarized in Table 3. Heat flux value for autumn is negative
because the soil is still warm but is cooling down continuously. In winter, the positive heat flux is
small, depending more on the air temperature than negligible irradiance, and losses are small due to
the annual soil temperature minimum and the insulating snow cover. The soil starts warming quickly
during spring when the irradiance is increasing but the soil temperature is still low, keeping losses
small. Solar irradiance is greatest during the summer, but the net heat flux is not very strong because
the soil is already warm and the losses are also high.
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Average solar radiation Ee 92 W/m2

Average net heat flux φ −27 W/m2

Absorption ratio σ −30%
Average positive heat flux φp 60 W/m2

Absorption ratio, positive flux σp 65%

Figure 7. Instantaneous solar irradiation Ee [W/m2] and heat flux φ [W/m2] from 26 Sep to 01 Oct
2014 (autumn) as a function of time and estimated average values as a function of time (day).
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Average solar radiation Ee 11 W/m2

Average net heat flux φ −1.9 W/m2
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Average positive heat flux φp 16 W/m2
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Figure 8. Instantaneous solar irradiation [W/m2] and heat flux [W/m2] from 24 to 29 Jan 2015 (winter),
and their estimated average values as a function of time (day). Both irradiance and heat flux are
negligible and heat flux is more dependent on the temperature than irradiance.
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Figure 9. Instantaneous solar irradiation Ee [W/m2] and heat flux [W/m2] from 20 to 25 Apr 2015
(spring) as function of time (day) and their estimated average values.
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Figure 10. Instantaneous solar irradiation Ee [W/m2] and heat flux φ [W/m2] from 15 to 20 Jun 2015
(summer) as a function of time (day) and their estimated average values.
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Because thermal energy loss due to radiation and convection also occurs during daytime, the
positive heat flux could be further improved by lowering the temperature of the surface during daytime
hours; for example, by collecting and transferring thermal energy to seasonal storage. This would
allow the utilization of this urban renewable energy even in cold climate regions. Further research is
needed to find the full potential of the asphalt heat collection and storage system.

3.3. Temperature Distribution Measurements Using DTS

Using the DTS system, temperatures were measured periodically at certain depths.
These measurements helped to analyze how the temperature below the surface is distributed.
The selected measurement depths in this research are 0.5 m, 1 m, 1.5 m, 3 m, 5 m, and 10 m.
Measurements for a period of one year are represented in Figure 11. From April to September,
temperatures rise in the shallowest layers. Instead, from October to March the temperatures decrease.
At the depth of 10 m the differences in temperature in the shallowest layers have no effect anymore.

Figure 11. Seasonal soil temperatures at different depths from the surface according to the DTS
measurements. During the summer (April–September) temperatures near the surface increase, and
during winter months (October–March) the surface is the coldest. At 10 m depth the effect of the Sun
is diminished.

Figure 12 represents the temperature changes of the upper layers of the ground from the surface
down to 10 m. The data, acquired from the DTS system, clearly indicates that the deeper layers of
the soil react to the heat flux with delay compared to the shallowest layers of the soil. This delay
depends on soil type and heat conductivity, k. The curves for July and October show that the shallowest
layers are already cooled down in October, but the temperatures of depths below 4 m tend to stay
steady. The curves for October and December show that while the shallowest layers keep cooling
down, the temperatures of deeper layers also drop. After the snow melts in April, the temperature
of the shallowest layer begins to increase but the deeper layers are not affected. During May and the
following months of summer, the temperatures continue to increase. Deeper layers are always more
steady than the surface, and they absorb or release thermal energy much more slowly. The temperature
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change near the surface is positive between April and August and negative from the beginning of
August until the beginning of March. The deeper layers of soil keep the thermal energy longer than
the surface layer, and therefore, the cumulative thermal energy begins decreasing in the middle of
October. When fast temperature increase occurs on the shallowest layers, some thermal energy can be
delivered to the deeper layers to be stored.

Figure 12. Soil temperatures measured at different depths (0.5 m, 1.0 m, ..., 10 m) and the weighted
average temperature of the whole 10 m deep layer.

Figure 13 shows the solar irradiation and the cumulative heat flux from asphalt to the deeper soil
layers. In addition to showing the net heat flux, the negative and positive parts of the heat flux are
also integrated separately to obtain a better understanding of the flow. The cumulative net flow and
the temperature of the soil are increasing until the 26th of September, when the cumulative irradiance
is 870 kWh/m2; cumulative positive, negative, and net flows are 610 kWh/m2, 460 kWh/m2, and
150 kWh/m2, respectively. The positive, negative, and net flows correspond to 70%, 53%, and 17%,
respectively, of the cumulative solar irradiance.

Figures 12 and 13 are not directly comparable, since they contain measurements taken in different
years, but show similar results. Furthermore, the heat flux of the asphalt surface is not directly related
to the internal heat exchanges inside the soil. Better conformance is obtained by comparing the
cumulative heat flux with the average temperature through all soil layers, shown by the black line in
Figure 12.
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Figure 13. Hourly integrated cumulative irradiance and cumulative heat flux under the asphalt layer
over an annual cycle. The net flow consists of the cumulative hourly positive flow into the ground and
the cumulative hourly negative flow escaping from the ground. After the warming period, in 26th of
September the positive flow is about 70% of the solar irradiance and the net flow is only about 17% of
it. Irradiance PVGIS is the Solar irradiance estimated using the Photo Voltaic Geographical Information
System [36,37].

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The data collected in this research make it possible to analyze the performance of the asphalt as a
heat collection system during any time of the year. Selected periods of five-day data from every season
of the year were analyzed and are represented in Figures 7–10.

When thermal energy is collected by the asphalt layer, the temperature rises, causing a temperature
gradient that drives a heat flux through the soil, according to Fourier’s law, φ = −k∇T. Here k is the
thermal conductivity [k] = W/m K, and T is the temperature [T] = K . The temperature distributions
shown in Figure 11 reveal a high gradient in the topmost gravel layer and a gentler sloping gradient
in the deeper layers, such as clay and bedrock. The same observation was seen in the preceding
laboratory measurements as well, as reported in [14]. This structure is not desirable for solar energy
storage. The thermal energy flowing through the asphalt is not efficiently distributed in the bigger
soil volume because it is dissipated back to the atmosphere during the night until the thermal energy
penetrates deeper layers (Figure 13). The heat loss can be eliminated by decreasing the soil surface
temperature close to the ambient temperature by transferring the thermal energy from the surface.
For this purpose, the model in which the energy is harvested from the surface and stored 6 m under
the surface, expressed by Ho et al. [15], could be a working solution. The ground structure could be
optimized by increasing the conductivity of the surface by changing the materials or by irrigation.
According to Loomans et al. [6] the thermal energy could be harvested inside the asphalt, between two
asphalt layers. In their model there are several layers—a thin asphalt layer on the surface, the asphalt
pavement layer, and an asphalt layer with heat transfer tubes, and beneath them, asphalt layers again.

Figures 12 and 13 indicate that the net heat flux becomes positive during March or April,
depending on the year, and turns back to negative in September or October. The surface reaches
its peak temperature at the end of July but remains warm enough to continue driving positive net
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heat flux to the ground until the 26th of September. The average net heat flux is less than 15% of the
available irradiance due to the nighttime thermal energy losses, while the average positive thermal
energy is 64% of the irradiance. This positive heat flux could be more efficiently utilized by reducing
nighttime losses, which were, according to Table 3, 3/4 of the positive heat flux during spring and
summer, and even higher during autumn.

Table 3. Average solar irradiance, heat flux, and absorption ratios over five day periods in all seasons.
The first three rows represent the average net heat collection values over the whole period and the next
two rows represent the corresponding values for positive values.

Parameter Autumn Winter Spring Summer Yearly Average

Average solar irradiance Ee 92 W/m2 11 W/m2 230 W/m2 260 W/m2 148 W/m2

Average net heat flux φ −28 W/m2 −1.9 W/m2 42 W/m2 8.4 W/m2 9.5 W/m2

Absorption ratio σ −30% −18% 18% 3.3% 6.4%

Average positive heat flux φp 60 W/m2 16 W/m2 150 W/m2 190 W/m2 104 W/m2

Absorption ratio, positive flux σp 65% 145% 65% 73% 70%

The measurements revealed that the current efficiency of the asphalt pavement in absorbing
solar irradiation during the soil warming period between 1st of January and 26th of September is
about 17% (see Figure 13). If the nighttime escape of thermal energy can be eliminated, transferring
thermal energy away from the surface, the efficiency could be up to 70% in the same time period
(Table 3). The efficiency could also be increased by covering the asphalt field with insulating cover
during the night. The cumulative irradiance, net heat flux, and positive heat flux in the asphalt field
during the soil warming period were 870 kWh/m2, 150 kWh/m2, and 610 kWh/m2, respectively.
Cumulative irradiance, net heat flux, and positive heat flux during the whole year were 930 kWh/m2,
83 kWh/m2, and 670 kWh/m2, respectively. These results imply that the asphalt layer could
potentially collect up to 670 kWh/m2 (see Figure 13), provided that the losses can be properly handled.
The temperature of the surface layer is relatively low, exceeding +20 ◦C at 0.5 m depth only in the
middle of the summer. The temperature of the heat collection liquid usually needs to be elevated using
heat pumps before it can be used for heating purposes. In some applications, such as melting the snow
on the asphalt field or making electricity by using thermocouples [38], it could be used without heat
pumps. DTS measurements show (Figure 11) that the annual changes in the soil temperature, caused
by the solar radiation, mostly occur within the first 10 m below the ground level. Identical results have
been found by Ho et al. [15].

Some unexpected environmental factors occurred while taking the measurements, such as
shadows of cars parking over the measurement area. The long time, which were needed to take
the measurements, caused some interruption in data acquisition. These interruptions were mainly
caused by battery depletion, software resets due to power shortages, and other unknown reasons.
Measurement equipment could be developed by getting an instrument amplifier and backup power.
In the future, these losses could be estimated and compensated for using Kalman filters and other
estimation methods. In such a study, the asphalt and the layers below it are typically used in Finland.
These results must not be generalized if the layers and the surroundings differ from those in this
research. The data were acquired during a 1–2 year period, which is relatively short term taking into
account the annual variation in weather.

In this research, the heat collecting properties of the existing asphalt fields were analyzed and
some suggestions for improving the collection efficiency were made. Three independent methods were
used to measure the solar irradiance, heat flux, and soil temperature, to explain the behavior of the
asphalt pavement for collecting solar energy. This combination of methods was found to give valuable
information for harvesting and storing of solar energy in cold climate region. Further research using
thermal simulations and experiments is needed to study how much the active and passive heat transfer
mechanisms, such as under-asphalt soil structures, could improve the net thermal energy collection
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efficiency in a practical case. Complementary information could be measured by using a radio net
meter to measure the absorption and emission of the asphalt. [6] When the vertical temperature
distribution (thermal gradient) in the soil is known, it can be used to optimize geothermal energy
harvesting and storing applications in the future. An interesting model with which to apply the results
of this study for a snow-melting system was proposed by Ho et al. [15]. The model consists of two
pipe lines. The first one is embedded below the pavement and an another is located 6 m under the
surface. The upper pipeline can be used to harvest heat in summer and for snow-melting in winter.
Another pipeline can be used as a seasonal energy storage in summer and used for snow-melting in
winter. The optimized asphalt pavements could act as solar collectors [1,39] and mitigate the urban
heat island (UHI) effect [40].
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